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This research responds to two questions: how can we understand the introduction 

of alternative sustainable technologies in a rural US-Mexico border community and what 

points of reflection inform future efforts in sustainability, technology, and 

humanitarianism? How has the border proximity shaped these efforts?  

Using ethnographic methods in combination with technological research tools like 

Actor Network Theory (ANT), I studied a bi-national community of experimenters, 

community workers, and two of their technological innovations—papercrete and 

biochar—to uncover the social constructions and meanings that influence sustainable 

technology humanitarianism in this divided land. By living among and volunteering with 

the group for 10 months, as well as conducting 23 life-history interviews, I gathered 

empirical data to convey my research participants' unique, yet in many ways universal, 

set of local social constructions that shape building projects. The findings explicate: the 

power of place, how participants construct ideas about the needs of others, participants’ 

assumptions about what constitutes action and their humanitarian purpose, on the 

invisible actors and forces in participants' lives, and on the process of uniting and 

dividing across borders. Two chapters also give voice to technologies and other invisible 

or muted actors in the research participant network. 
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The research turns these patterns of social construction—or findings—into 

strategic points of reflection for audiences interested in humanitarianism, sustainability, 

technology, and the US-Mexico border. The dissertation also offers methodological and 

content contributions for sustainable design, sustainable or uneven development, and US-

Mexico border studies. The ethnographic narration provides an empirical and nuanced 

account of how border dwellers cope with the conditions of the border and its asymmetry, 

and how this shapes the efforts to improve the built environment. For science and 

technology studies, the research is grounding in that it offers rich qualifications in the 

form of consequential localized social constructions and documents how the rural is as 

much a part of socio-technical change as the urban. The research is novel in US-Mexico 

borderlands research where little work has focused on the built environment and 

sustainability, particularly at a grassroots and building technology scale, highlighting the 

possibilities for future cross-border people-to-people initiatives. This research further 

develops methods to both study and understand the built environment, technologically 

and socially.
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Introduction 

"…the problem with buildings is that they look desperately static. It seems almost 

impossible to grasp them as movement, as flight, as a series of transformations. 

Everybody knows—and especially architects, of course—that a building is not a static 

object but a moving project, and that even once it is has been built, it ages, it is 

transformed by its users, modified by all of what happens inside and outside, and that it 

will pass or be renovated, adulterated and transformed beyond recognition."1 

 

The above quote highlights why architectural thought has been revolutionary to 

me and has the potential to expand the perspective of so many. Most days, the material 

structures and tools around us appear static, seemingly serving as a mere backdrop for all 

of the other pressing duties of life. However, drawing upon more material information 

using academic conceptual tools, when we dig into those static structures around us, we 

discover that they pulse with interactive relationships, complexity, and meaning. My 

dissertation, a type of architectural inquiry, attempts to excite and open the mind of any 

reader in this way.  

This section outlines the thought process that informed my research on 

sustainable technology humanitarianism on the US-Mexico border. All of these terms—

sustainability, humanitarianism, and technology—simultaneously evoke familiarity and 

confusion.2 In what follows, these terms are explicated in some ways. Yet, what they 

                                                
1 Latour, B., and Yaneva, A., 2008. “Give me a gun and I will make all buildings move: an ANT’s view of 
architecture,” in Geiser, R. (ed.) Explorations in Architecture: Teaching, Design, Research. Basel: 
Birkhauser, pp. 80– 89. 
2 For those wanting a little more history of these terms, this footnote provides some resources, but know 
that sustainability, technology, and humanitarianism are all concepts with multiple meanings. I am 
apprehensive about providing anything that appears as a definition. “Sustainability” is a 20th and 21st 
century concept that emerged as a result of a worldwide growing concern that the growth and consumption 
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mean is always evolving and context dependent. To begin, I think it is helpful to agree on 

a general understanding that sustainability is concerned with ensuring the availability of 

life-supporting resources for future generations, that humanitarians work towards 

relieving the suffering of others, and that technology represents the world we build and 

the tools we use. These basic definitions do not completely capture the incredible scope 

of these concepts, but they do provide a common starting point for further exploration. 

Instead of trying to define them in the abstract, ultimately, I use this dissertation to turn 

more attention to how these concepts are explicated in practice. This will further define 

the terms based on experience. Before divulging this experience, in the following 

chapters, I first provide my conceptual foundation in more detail. Part of my goal in this 

dissertation, as well as in my work as an academic, is to bridge the gap between academic 

and non-academic perspectives. Below I explain the academic influences of this research 

in plain language.  

 

                                                                                                                                            
patterns of the human population could not continue within the finite life-supporting resources the earth 
provides. The term “sustainability” landed in the popular lexicon with the publication of the 1987 United 
Nations World Council on Economic Development report titled Our Common Future, also known as the 
Brundtland Report.  Here, sustainable development was defined as “development that meets the needs of 
the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (WCED 1987: 
8). The narrative around “technology” often roots itself in the Industrial Revolution and ideas about 
capitalism (see comments on Marx in Bimber 1994, Misa 1994: 40, Sclove 1995: 90 for example). 
Mumford, however, showing the complexity of this term, traces the roots of how we understand technology 
to the Middle Ages (Mumford 1963 [1934]).  These scholars and technology historians muddy the 
distinction between technology as machines and tools, or as a combination of social ideologies, processes, 
knowledge, practices and more. “Humanitarianism” emerged in the mid-19th century, originating with 
simple humanitarians, or those that "assert the human nature of Christ" (Davies 2012: 3). The word 
expanded to represent a kind of international movement, spread primarily by the Red Cross. For more on 
this complex term, see Davies (2012). 
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WOVEN PERSPECTIVES: ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH, SUSTAINABILITY, SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES, AND ETHNOGRAPHY 

When most people think of architecture, they conjure up images of famous 

buildings and designers of the world. However, this architectural canon represents a small 

part of the complex and ever-changing built environment. For those in my field of work, 

architecture refers to this larger domain of our built environment. Though historically 

associated with art history, research in the built environment has expanded to include 

techniques from virtually all other disciplines. One helpful way to parse out this large 

sphere of research and practice is to borrow some conceptual terms from Setha Low and 

think about what we build in terms of “production” and “construction.”3  

“Production,” in this regard, refers to the vast array of actors, institutions, social 

norms, material resources, and underlying design philosophy that together produce our 

physical world. When we consider the production of places, architectural inquiry expands 

beyond canonical architects and the beauty of their grand buildings to engineers and 

others in the professional realm, as well as ordinary people, codes, politics, and more. A 

complex array of actors, institutions, and social norms all interact to produce places.  

In a similar fashion, “construction” refers to the social interpretation of a 

technology, building, or place as well as how these elements of the built environment 

shape social interactions in a fundamental way. In the Social Logic of Space, for example, 

Bill Hillier and Julienne Hanson highlight this perspective, arguing that there is an 

underlying order to the built environment and society, and this directly shapes our 

awareness and encounters with others.4 In other words, what we build and the way it 

                                                
3 Low, Setha. 2014. "Spatializing Culture: An Engaged Anthropological Approach to Space and Place."  In 
The People, Place, and Space Reader. Edited by Gieseking, Jen Jack, William Mangold, Cindi Katz, Setha 
Low, and Susan Saegert.  Routledge. p34-38 
4 Hillier, Bill and Hanson, Julianne. 1989. The Social Logic of Space. Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press. 
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occupies space shapes the basic fabric of daily social life: the kinds of encounters and 

interactions we have with others. Another useful example in this way of understanding 

the built environment’s influence is the concept of “scripting.”5 This word is used to 

articulate the way that designers, or others, script artifacts for anticipated behaviors, 

thereby scripting not only artifacts, but humans as well. In this way, these artifacts have 

their own agency, or ability, to influence change in their networks. It is another 

perspective on the pervasive ways in which the built environment shapes our lives.  

This kind of thinking allows us to see the complexity and influence of our built 

environments beyond judgments of beauty or efficiency. Both construction and 

production influence each other and ultimately shape the places we know and live. For 

many, the built environment is in the background of their lives, but when we begin to 

question it, the built environment reveals a fascinating and complex story of actors and 

beliefs. 

Architectural research, then, encompasses all that we build and is in a strategic 

position to address a broad and pressing question of our time: how do we want to live 

with each other and with the ecological systems on this planet? The way we build—from 

the great architectural works, to the organization of our cities, to our own homes and the 

technologies within them—is a reflection on how humanity consciously and 

unconsciously decides to live. In this way, architecture and the concept of sustainability 

are linked in a fundamental way.  

 

                                                
5 “Thus, like a film script, technical objects define a framework of action together with the actors and the 
space in which they are supposed to act” Akrich (1992). 
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SUSTAINABILITY 

The issue of how to build a sustainable world remains open; there is a diverse 

array of theories and experiments on sustainable building across the world. No one knows 

exactly what a more sustainable world will look like; it is an ongoing question. As 

research in sustainable building has developed over time, what has become clear is the 

notion that sustainable building is not a simple matter of applying new technologies to 

any circumstance.6  Even in the instances in which a sustainable technology is developed 

and reaches a mature level of sophistication, changing the existing fabric of our built and 

social world to incorporate these new technologies proves difficult. The reasons are 

complex, ranging from the slow rate of change in our building industry,7 to powerful 

interest groups blocking change,8 to social stigma.9  Each technology has a particular set 

of challenges.  

Additionally, sustainable technologies can have unforeseen consequences on 

certain populations and can change behaviors in unexpected ways. One common example 

is known as the “rebound effect.” In cases where people might save money as a result of 

a sustainable technology (saving on their energy bills, for example), they then might 

spend that savings in a different, environmentally unfriendly way, consuming a new 

product or traveling via car or plane and emitting greenhouse gases. The desired 

sustainable outcome is lost in this rebound.  

In order to understand the unique challenges and consequences of sustainable 

building, research in this domain must involve a deep look at social context. Academics 

                                                
6 "#$%$&!'(!)**+$!,&-!'&-+$.!/,+%*&$&!012234!,+#5678,#$!#95:!.$88!7:5&;!#9$!#$+<!=6*&#$>#!+569(?!!
"$$!@**#&*#$!AB!5&!C9,D#$+!1!@*+!<*+$!-5:67::5*&!*&!=6*&#$>#(? 
7 Imrie and Street (2011) provide some insight into the many moving parts of building regulation. 
8 The electric car is a great example; see Paine (2006). 
9 The composting toilet is a great example; see E+,&:#+,#*+!012BF4( 
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in the field of Science and Technology Studies (STS) examine the interplay between our 

social worlds and technologies.  

 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY STUDIES 

Scholars in Science and Technology Studies (STS) and built environment 

researchers argue that technology is often misunderstood or underestimated as a powerful 

force in social life.10 Most of the scholars in this field agree that technology should be 

actively deliberated for the benefit of society; it is a mistake to assume it is benign or 

neutral. These scholars scrutinize how people and technologies co-evolve, or influence 

each other over time.  

Our built environment is a technology, and air conditioning is an illustrative 

example. As air conditioning became more popular, building design and seasonal social 

habits also evolved.11 These new habits then increased the demand for air conditioning, 

locking it into building design. What STS scholars emphasize is the context of 

technologies, the social norms and politics of people and places. STS is valuable in 

revealing how we must learn deeply about people’s social worlds and places in order to 

further the cause of sustainability.12  
                                                
10 Hess (1997), Mackenzie and Wajcman (1999), Thorpe (2014) all emphasize this point. 
11 See Cooper (2002) for an examination of the evolution of air conditioning and society. 
12 In some sense, through the proposed research I embrace the concept of sustainability as a believer, or 
advocate, for the cause. From climate change (Pachauri et al 2014), to peak oil (U. S. Department of 
Energy 2013), to fishery collapse (Pitcher et al 2013), species loss (Pimm et al 2014), forest depletion 
(Schwartz 2013), overpopulation (Meadows 2004), and dramatic income inequality (Milanovic 2015), there 
is a massive and growing body of evidence that current conditions cannot—and also should not—last. 
Academics often at least appear to avoid these kinds of value judgments. Within sustainability research, 
academics tend to be more explicit in their dedication to the cause. In line with this thinking, I generally 
support these efforts and believe diverse sustainability research is needed to contribute to the movement. 
However, this does not negate a simultaneous understanding of sustainability as a constructed phenomenon, 
or a phenomenon that should escape critical analysis. Sustainability is not only a contingent and 
constructed product of circumstance, but like all social processes, sustainability work will always result in 
different kinds of “winners” and “losers.” In the proposed research I will not ignore power dynamics and 
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While all circumstances and places can provide important insight into how we 

build and how we might change our buildings to become more sustainable and just, a 

certain place is enveloped in contemporary mystique: the US-Mexico border. I write this 

introduction towards the end of the 2016 US presidential election where fear of the Other, 

in particular Mexicans, seems to be at a recent historical high in the US.13 

 

ETHNOGRAPHY 

The perspectives outlined above came together in my research on humanitarian 

work on the US-Mexico border, with a focus on sustainable building technologies. I spent 

10 months living on the US-Mexico border and learning about a humanitarian initiative 

directed by US citizens with the goal of improving life in the neighboring Mexican 

border town. I spent most of my time shadowing a humanitarian community comprised of 

employees, volunteers, collaborators, and directors of a nonprofit organization that 

worked on several fronts to improve conditions in a Mexican border town. One of their 

focus areas included sustainable technologies and building. In addition to living on the 

border and learning about life there and these technological initiatives, I interviewed 

many people connected to the organization through volunteer work and technological 

experimentation. These interviews provided a deeper insight into the histories of 

                                                                                                                                            
hierarchies to preserve an idealistic sustainability story, nor will I ignore genuine efforts for sustainability 
in the built environment to only critique and analyze social power.  In the study of sustainability and social 
practices, micro politics can be particularly important in the process of change (Hargreaves 2011: 93). 
Sustainability is thus studied not only as both an inspiring and needed movement, but also simultaneously a 
social construction, embedded with actors’ contradictions, assumptions, and power plays. I have heard this 
both embedded and removed research position referred to elsewhere as a “critical friend” (Jørgensen et al. 
2014: 20). 
13 While this is certainly a potent contemporary narrative, Wheatley and Rodriguez (2014) show how US 
policy, economic needs, and national attitudes towards Mexico have oscillated over time. 
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individuals and the paths that led them to humanitarian work at this location on the 

border.  

Ethnographers spend significant amounts of time in locations in order to fully 

grasp people’s life experiences. As famous sociologist Erving Goffman advises young 

ethnographers: “go in naked to the bone and show how their world provides a life.”14 By 

understanding reality as it is lived and experienced, an ethnographic attitude rejects a 

removed and standardized view of knowledge or truth. 

This process explicates the relationship between people and technologies while 

challenging common technological myths. Instead, new empirical data emerges. What 

technologies mean to certain groups and how they create technological outcomes surfaces 

through extended interaction. The process of creating a sustainable technology is 

understood in the context of what life throws at them. This can help address questions 

concerning how people are (or are not) deliberating on these technologies.15 It provides a 

more nuanced and contextually-driven answer to the questions of what makes a 

sustainable technology? And for whom and in what way is it sustainable?  

 

DEMYSTIFYING ACADEMICS 

Before delving in to the story and lessons learned from the field, I also want to 

address common confusions with this type of work. Many remain unsure of how the 

academic makes a contribution to positive sustainable and just change in the world. There 

is confusion around how academics help respond to the ecological and social crises of our 

time. I heard this sentiment both from research participants at the US-Mexico border and 

                                                
14 Goffman, Erving. 1989. “On Fieldwork.” Journal of Contemporary Ethnography. 18: 123-132. 
15 This is of particular concern to scholars such as Dewey (1927) [1991], Mumford (1963) [1934], and 
Sclove (1995). 
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elsewhere. What is it that academics—particularly social scientists—actually do other 

than simply pontificate?16 In addition to producing knowledge and teaching, there are 

many ways to answer this question about what the academic does for the broader public. 

Fundamentally, through research, academics perform a critical role comprised of naming, 

reflection, and generating understanding. This means a) giving names to things so that we 

recognize them, b) taking time to reflect deeply on society’s pressing questions, and c) 

using that naming and reflection to generate more understanding of others and these 

important issues. This translates into both relational and concrete ways, which I explain 

below. 

First, more relationally, through my academic work, I aim to help readers relate to 

others and remember the diversity of ways different groups expresses that which we 

consider our common humanity. Through storytelling, we find pieces of ourselves in 

individuals and groups that initially appear foreign and different. In naming phenomena 

that previously went unnamed, and reflecting on the meaning of this phenomena in 

context, academic inquiry shows contingency of meaning and the ability to change our 

interpretations. Different groups have different interpretations and meaning in regard to 

the events of their lives; once we internalize this basic premise—that nothing can exist or 

perform in the world without the meaning we ascribe to it and the way it is interpreted—

then the potential for how we can live and build our world expands. As we work towards 

a more just society that serves more people, understanding and relating to the experience 

of others is critical. Without seeing this relation, people risk simply reproducing and 

internalizing existing systems (of injustice or unsustainability). Only once we see how 

systems of meaning operate for diverse groups of people, can we change them.  

                                                
16 This common question is explicated for reflection in Chapter 3. 
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Second, what some might call a more practical contribution, my work directly 

addresses sustainability misunderstandings, border misunderstandings, and the possibility 

of making tangible change in a world that feels increasingly divided, global, and virtual. 

By delving deeply into a sustainable design project in a specific context, I show the 

complexity of solutions to unsustainability. My aim in this regard is to show how we 

must look beyond the framework of simple solutions to sustainability problems. Often 

solutions do not work for everyone or cause unexpected problems and thus require 

constant updating. Therefore, it is more helpful to think of “solutions” as “responses.”17 

My work highlights this point, showing how intended solutions require constant 

reflection and renewal according to evolving consequences and conditions.  

I include all of these points upfront, aiming to address any potential confusion 

about this research project. The final questions I have faced repeatedly since beginning 

this project are: “Why the border?” And, “Why this rural, tiny place along the border?” 

Simply put, I argue that the US-Mexico border is a place that exaggerates the dynamics 

of technological change and humanitarianism within institutional structures. In other 

words, I want to explore how ordinary people make sustainable change through building 

technologies in the face of seemingly all-powerful and ineffective governments. The 

border is a place of accentuated structures: institutionally, in the juxtaposition of nations, 

and physically, in the border wall itself.   

Research on border life helps to address widespread misunderstandings about the 

border perpetuated by the border as a political symbol. Just this year, US presidential 

candidate Donald Trump (and now president) bolstered his platform by promising to 
                                                
17 This way of understanding sustainable building problem solving falls prey to “solutionism,” whereas 
systems of thinking, holism, and constant experimentation and feedback are much more consistent 
frameworks for responding to the “wicked” problem of (un)sustainability (G5##$8!,&-!H$II$+!BJKL). 
“‘Solutionism [interprets] issues as puzzles to which there is a solution, rather than problems to which there 
may be a response’” (Morozov citing Gilles Paquet 2013: 1).  
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build a wall—a built environment technology—that spanned the entire length of the 

border in order to solve the problem of so-called dangerous, illegal Mexicans. This 

xenophobic fantasy perpetuates hatred of the Other and obscures how life is experienced 

by border dwellers.18 

Lastly, as people continue to migrate to cities and the US and Mexico become 

increasingly urban, research, funding, and the design ethos have also shifted to the urban. 

New groups of marginalized people have emerged: rural dwellers. While the 

concentration of people in cities indicates that urban research is critical, this leaves out 

many voices and many stories of the rural. It can create a familiar unequal division, 

where the rich extract what they need from the poor. This is often referred to as “uneven 

development.”19 This term names a repeating phenomenon in which some places attract 

investment but also create symmetrical disinvestment in other places. Though both 

locales are part of a single story, the research aims to help us understand rural life in an 

urban-focused world.  

 

WHAT FOLLOWS  

One of my overarching goals is to be accessible to a wide audience and encourage 

more complex and empathetic thinking on place, technology, the built environment, 

sustainability, and humanitarianism. This goal drives choices on the style of writing and 

                                                
18 This now is an evolving topic. This wall concept has evolved from campaign promise to a presidential 
agenda.  
19 This concept has been explored by many scholars, with Trotsky (122A!MBJ2NO4 and Lenin (1999 [1916]) 
some of the first to name it “uneven development.” The term evokes critiques of capitalism and 
investigations into why the creation of wealth has not being equally distributed. The concept can be 
connected to virtually all circumstances of contemporary (capitalistic) inequality. Particularly explored in 
geography (Harvey 2000 as a prominent example), Smith and Williams (1986) and others look at how 
urban gentrification is a form of spatialized uneven development with a particular focus on capital and 
class. 
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dissertation format. To convey my results, I combine a show-not-tell narrative style with 

relevant academic concepts. The effect of this style has two significant benefits. First, 

narrative writing for ethnographic research brings the full experience of participant-

observation to the reader. While no research can avoid some degree of reducing 

experience to a package of results, narrative can take readers to a specific time and place 

so that they experience the data, conveying it richly and fully and even embracing 

alternative interpretations. Secondly, this style will make the product of my years of work 

more accessible to a wider audience and provide opportunities to bridge gaps between 

academic and non-academic ways of thinking. 

While this dissertation style has a long tradition in sociology and anthropology, 

ethnographic narrative is less traditional in architectural research. In order to satisfy all 

requirements of an architectural dissertation, I will include appendices to directly address 

academic literature contributions and methods. Academic influences are also sprinkled 

throughout chapters, often used towards the conclusion of each chapter to challenge 

assumptions and expand upon how we think about relationships in our social and 

technological worlds. Additionally, the footnotes will provide more academic meat for 

those seeking these connections. In this way the dissertation has a few voices, or layers, 

of perspective: the narrative told from my perspective, the academic layer found in the 

footnotes and appendices, and a unique and playful personified technology narrative in 

Chapter 4. 

The following stories are about everyday people trying to materialize change in 

their communities, both in an explicit and implicit context of insurmountable structures 

and division. All of the chapters represent repeated themes and patterns I experienced 

while living on the border and learning about the local sustainable technology initiatives. 

It might strike some readers as odd that I do not always attempt to verify or measure the 
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participants’ claims about their technological innovations. With this research, I decidedly 

took a different approach to evaluating technologies by heavily incorporating some of the 

social aspects of the participant’s lives. The chapters each represent a finding of my 

research, responding to academic calls for more context research and for methods to 

understand technological experiments more sociologically. Each finding qualifies the 

experimenters and the technologies through a decidedly social lens, and each finding 

offers strategic reflection for my audiences: academics, the research participants, those 

conducting similar work, and in some ways, broader society. I do not prescribe solutions 

in the form of design processes or policies for the participants or others, but offer a kind 

of genuine insight resulting from the research and details of the experience of others to 

generate understanding. The insight leverages the academic's strengths described above 

(like naming tacit and unquestioned phenomena), providing strategic points for reflection. 

By the end of the dissertation, it should be clear that we can holistically understand the 

causes and consequences of built environments from this perspective and not solely from 

quantitative measurements such as efficiency.  

In this spirit, each chapter opens with a narrative of a poignant moment 

representing an observed and experienced pattern, which is then followed by a turn 

towards reflection and incorporation of an academic idea that is useful. Though the story 

is primarily about the participants and their work, I am present in the narrative in an 

effort to convey how the story was shaped by my position in the community and some of 

the restraints on my access as a researcher. Chapter 1 describes the setting of the research 

and begins to show the connections between ideas of place and technological 

experimentation. I deliberately refrain from naming the two towns to add an extra layer 

of anonymity for the participants, but I also hope this helps the reader imagine these 

observed patterns elsewhere and in their own lives. Chapter 2 builds on these ideas to 
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show how particular features of place, in this case the border, shape our ideas about each 

other and building projects. Chapter 3, drawing from the research experience, explores 

ideas about what action can mean, while Chapter 4 looks more deeply at the technologies 

themselves in a playful manner, asking us to look more at the influence of technologies in 

our lives. I ask the reader to play along with this chapter, which is narrated from the 

perspective of the technologies themselves. Chapters 5 and 6 investigate some of the less 

obvious or confusing aspects of working for sustainable change in this divided land. The 

observed and experienced patterns of life that I explicate in these chapters are those that 

were prominent, thought provoking, or surprising, and thereby provide the most value to 

academic readers, humanitarians and technological innovators.20 Each chapter highlights 

social constructions that shape the struggle to relieve the suffering of others and promote 

sustainability with technology. The story shows how the border and this place draws a 

particular blend of experimenter-humanitarians, creates circumstances where participants 

privilege the idea of doing, is an explicit division across which participants make 

assumptions about needs, and sets a stage for participants to constantly engage in the 

process of uniting and dividing. These sociologically-derived themes certainly apply to 

similar kinds of work elsewhere, though the border exaggerates these findings. Together, 

the chapters show how technology, humanitarianism, and sustainability are woven 

together in a form of technological humanitarianism that is inseparable from this place 

and local social life. 

  

 

                                                
20 See Appendix B for more information on methods.  
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Chapter 1: Place Myth, Experimentation, and Tinkerers 

 

“This is dead land over 

here.” – Internet 

Technician comments 

on my new town after 

driving two hours to 

hook up my service, 

09/2015.  

 

There are not many 

places on this earth where one 

looks around and questions 

how life possibly survives. The 

Arctic, the deepest depths of 

the sea, and the driest deserts 

evoke this wonder. Sections of 

US-Mexico border are this 

desolate. As you drive the two 

hours west of nearest city and 

stare out at an endless stretch 

of sun-scorched earth, 

inevitably you begin to wonder 

Figure 1: The Road to the Border Towns. Source: 
Author, 2015. 
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how and why any human life exists here in the first place. The answer, in many ways, is 

that out here in the middle of the desert, there is an opening, a bi-national gateway, in the 

US-Mexico border. This geo-political territorial feature has drawn a small amount of 

settlement since the port of entry was created in 1921.21  

 

INTRODUCTION TO THE SIDES 

Changes in settlement patterns and lifestyles have made not only the ecological 

landscape desolate, but portions of the social landscape are deteriorating as well. Rose 

was one of the first people to show me around the town on the US side of the border 

when I arrived one blazingly hot July day. A sweet-voiced, silver-haired woman with a 

colorful career in costume design took it upon herself to show this newcomer the US 

town’s features. On my first day in town, I was delirious with sleep deprivation. Resting 

through the previous night of heat with a broken swamp cooler proved impossible. 

Nonetheless, Rose, who suffered from a chronic and painful illness, wheeled to her car to 

show me her town. I climbed in the passenger seat.  

We drove along the sparingly paved, grid-planned roads, past modest homes and 

roaming, aggressively barking dogs. Arriving at the main intersection and downtown 

area, she pointed out the bank, the library, the direction of the school, the post office, the 

(now closed) theater, the restaurant, the railroad museum shop, the gas station, and 

“Mateo’s,” the roadside shop of a friend and second-hand salesmen. This was more or 

less everything. The isolated town, with an official population estimate numbering 

                                                
21 There were few people living here on a hacienda prior to this port of entry (Arreola 1993).  Earlier 
history certainly includes Native Americans, though fighting and intense grazing ensued with the arrival of 
Europeans. In combination with climatic changes, grazing resulted in desertification that degraded the land, 
replacing grasses with woody shrubs (Curtin et al 2002).  
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around 1,600 (and unofficial estimates half of that), displayed the key features of a 

settlement: the hallmark social institutions and built environment infrastructure needed 

for living and raising a family. Yet, wondering what the future might hold for such a 

small town in a rapidly urbanizing era of history, I asked if there were many young 

people here. Her response was a quick “no.” She explained that while there are some 

children, all the young people eventually moved away.  

The tour continued with descriptions of some of the town eccentrics, like the man 

who moved here after determining it was “the cheapest place to live in the country,” or 

the world-famous artist from New York with a historic home just over there. I began to 

understand that eccentrics of all kinds seemed to gravitate towards this isolated town, but 

I would discover the extent of this eccentricity more with each passing day of my stay. 

As one kind local couple told me over lunch one day, “the town is fading—well at least 

the gringo part, and all the aging experimental hippies that have been here.” Though the 

town may be “fading,” some people do work to try to help the town, seeking funding for 

housing, new jobs, and more facilities, like a senior center. 

 Getting to intimately understand the Mexican side of this area proved more 

difficult. Border violence in Mexico had exploded in prior years, particularly in Juarez, 

placing the state of Chihuahua in the University’s “restricted region” category. The strict 

university rules concerning research in this area limited the ways in which I could 

experience this town. By connecting with a local nonprofit, however, I had a network of 

community workers to shepherd my visits. I crossed the border every reasonable chance I 

could under these conditions, which required that I be guided across the border each trip 

and could only visit Mexico during daylight hours before returning to the US for the 

night. Though more removed, I learned about this town and the dwellers on this side as 

well.  
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In my early visits across the border to the Mexican side, I discovered that the 

population, though significantly larger than the US side, was also in decline. However, 

the casual logic used to explain this town’s contraction revolves around violence and 

drug trafficking, which I will discuss in the next section. Like its US counterpart, this 

town in Mexico had the needed institutions, infrastructure and shops. Though lacking a 

bank, the town boasted a supermarket, bakery, shops, bars, numerous pharmacies and 

dentists for medical tourists, and a popular restaurant and tourist craft supplier. Three 

paved roads become sanctuaries after rainstorms when the town’s dirt roads would 

become minefields. Contrary to our notions of the dry desert, July and August provide 

nuance with regular afternoon downpours in the monsoon season in this part of the world. 

Stories of settlement were in some cases similar to those dwelling on the US side, but in 

other ways quite different. Consistent with research on border settlement, migration to 

this town provided new kinds of economic opportunity for many Mexican families.22  

In an interview with a town official, I heard what would become a familiar 

storyline. We sat in his office, chatting about the past, present, and future of his town. 

After my sustained efforts to move the conversation away from his political rhetoric and 

agenda, he relayed key points of his life’s trajectory. As a politician, he was happy to tell 

me his life was an “open book” and went on describing the places he had lived and 

worked: 

 

“I was born in Chihuahua and my dad died when I was six months old and my 

mother had eight kids. The two oldest would help her to plant beans and 
                                                
22 Particularly starting in the mid 20th century with the Border Industrialization Program (BIP), Mexican 
border cities became a magnet for employment. Around this time, maquiladora industrial parks emerged. 
Additionally, prohibition and demand for agricultural employment during WWII, and later the North 
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), all shaped border employment opportunities (see Arreola 1993 
and Dear 2013). 
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food…When I got a little older I worked in the US. First my brother went to the 

US and then I went with my wife in 19…1963, planting flowers in Denver…my 

wife would put bundles of twenty-five together and sell them. I worked in tomato 

fields, carrot fields…and then we worked in Chicago. She worked in a factory and 

I worked in a restaurant. After this, I worked on the ejido23 before moving here in 

1977, with eighteen other families…There was no teacher on the ejido and no 

schools for the children so we came here…I built a house here in 1977 with my 

wife. A house made of cement, totally made of cement. Then, when the house was 

done we purchased a shop. In August of 1978 we purchased this store and we 

lived there and rented our house. We ran the shop for twenty years…we worked 

very hard and I always tell people that everything we have is because we worked 

hard for it…In 2004 people here encouraged me to run for office.” 

 

 This story contains commonalities with many I would hear from the Mexicans 

living in this area. Many came from rural villages for the opportunities of border 

settlement and many spent years also working in the US, or continue to have family 

working across the border. Eventually they would return to Mexico, often forced by 

deportation, and other times by choice. Though the border in some ways offered 

opportunities that rural pueblos lacked, in recent years many of these opportunities 

disappeared (or became less appealing) when drug related violence intensified.  

 

                                                
23 Since the Mexican Revolution, people communally owned and farmed ejidos until agrarian reform in 
1992, which permitted the privatization of this land (Perramond 2008). 
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THE ESCALATION OF THE DRUG WAR – MEXICO 

The buildings and landscape here demonstrate some recent Mexican history. 

Many first-time visitors to this Mexican town comment on the scenes of marked 

deterioration. The dusty and pot-holed dirt roads are lined with many abandoned, half 

finished, crumbling buildings. Empty lots are full of rubble and weeds and giant half-

finished walls surrounding large empty lots are commonplace. 

                 Figure 2: Large Walls, Abandoned Lot. Source: Author, 2016. 

 When one uses some inductive reasoning to read this landscape,24 the buildings 

and rubble communicate that approximately ten or so years ago a type of building boom 

                                                
24 Though research into the built environment can take many forms (see Groat and Wang 2002), some 
scholars of the built environment particularly focus on what they call “reading landscapes.”  For me, this 
reading primarily involved interrupting data from experience and participant observation, though other 
scholars rely more heavily on data from archives and maps, construction documents, town plans, 
photographs, non-participant observation, interviewing, and other techniques to perform a kind of 
“reading.” Those who research “vernacular architecture” and “cultural landscapes” are excellent sources for 
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abruptly ceased. I would learn that this half-finished landscape represented an infamous 

era of the Mexican drug wars.25 As cartels jockeyed for the territory, violent episodes 

tormented the town. In 2009, the town’s mayor was kidnapped and executed by cartels. 

Other headlines from the time, as well as local stories, report murder and the display of 

severed heads in the central gazebo sometime during 2009-2010. However, since 2010, 

both residents and media tend to report that violent drug cartels have left town. Since this 

eruption of violence, and loss of employment opportunities backed by drug money, the 

town’s population has significantly declined from an estimated 4,866 in 2010.26   

“These houses here are where the drug lords lived.” Pointing at extremely 

vandalized and abandoned once-decadent homes, Diego explained this to me on one of 

my first town tours in Mexico.  

Driving along in his truck he 

explained the surroundings, “no one will live 

there because they believe it is cursed.”  

Diego is present in many of my 

experiences in Mexico. He became one of 

my key friends and informants, happily 

sharing his story and his knowledge with me 

in my efforts to understand these border 

                                                                                                                                            
the ways in which the built environment is a source of evidence and influence (see Carter and Cromley 
2005 for an introduction into this literature and landscape “reading.”)   
25 With the election of Calderón as the president of Mexico in 2006, the government took on new efforts to 
combat cartel violence and power in Mexico. Since then, the government of Mexico has been engaged in a 
pronounced “drug war” against cartels. The war’s violence significantly escalated between 2008 and 2011 
(Heinle et al 2015, “Mexico Drug War Fast Facts” 2016).  
26 This is currently an unverified number, though it does seem somewhat appropriate from experience. It is 
very difficult to track down official and recent population numbers for this town. Unofficial online sources 
provide this number citing the official Mexican census, but I cannot currently track down the number 
myself. 

Figure 3: Abandoned Drug Mansion. 
Source: Author, 2016. 
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towns and local humanitarian efforts. Like the town official above, Diego spent many 

years in the US, working in the oil fields, restaurants, and mechanic shops before getting 

arrested and deported for drug-related crimes. Because of these hardships, he returned to 

Mexico with a conviction and commitment to rebuild his life and help others in his 

hometown.  

Others conveyed the ways drugs ushered in a prosperous era for the town. Camila, 

a woman involved with some humanitarian efforts, explained this to me one day in 

Mexico as she gave me a haircut (one of her three jobs): 

 

“The life here used to be really nice. These ways [the drug industry] funded 

everything. The stores, building and construction…everything. The people that 

did those things gave life to the town, they gave parties and all of this led to jobs. 

In 2008, the cartels started fighting for the territory—it was horrible. All of these 

people dying everyday...I knew some, like my mother’s neighbor. We knew he 

did bad stuff, but we don’t know what happened to him…he got disappeared. 

After that, the economy went down and people moved. We used to have a lot of 

people from the south of Mexico but when this happened they went back. The 

town was dead at that time...things are better now, but they [drug dealers] still do 

stuff… even Juarez is a lot better now. You’re safe there now.” 

 

Complicating stereotypes of drug lords, locals also told me about how the cartels 

help fund and contribute to community projects. So while the town is safer now, many of 

the jobs that drug money funded are gone. I learned that instilling trust in those with 

different kinds of power is a complicated issue. Do cartels help the town? Does the 

government? In an effort to explain different ways corruption functions and is 
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experienced in Mexico, some told me stories about how police bribes are the norm or 

how federal funding for local projects disappears. Who really protects and helps the 

townspeople or who hurts them is not totally clear. Like any common town issue, 

differing opinions exist on the current level of violence and safety. Some explained that it 

really gets more dangerous if you drive further south, away from the border, where men 

with machine guns will stop you on the road. As I was preparing to leave my field site 

after an extended stay, rumors emerged that a new cartel was coming to challenge the 

current cartel in town. People braced themselves for this potentiality, expressing caution 

to US friends and coworkers.  

It is undeniable that drugs, cartels, and violence have shaped this town. Yet, while 

buildings go unfinished and rubble piles up, there is also a strong local effort for a 

brighter future. The story that unfolds in the following chapters shows how some see 

opportunity in these half-finished landscapes and work to materialize new life-enhancing 

spaces. Through the normalization of corruption and violence—what seems to outsiders 

as sensational—people display an everyday form of resilience.27 More often than not, 

people do not spout the loud kind of heroism and resistance championed in the US 

activist narrative, but instead a quiet and steady type of resilience, normalized and built in 

                                                
27 Resilience is both a currently trendy and loaded word, and in this case particularly employed as a way to 
honor, as a type of outsider, those that survive through poverty and violence. For research participants, 
these conditions are of course terrible, but also the norms of their lives. They may indeed see themselves 
and their peers as resilient, but more often the term is not self-referential and other groups, such as 
academics, often use this word and sentiment. Resilience is loaded in other ways as well, as it has become a 
trendy term in certain realms of ecology, environmentalism, and architecture, particularly in response to 
climate change disasters (see Vale 2014 and Holling 1973). Though the term can have nuances in each 
instance in which it is employed, it generally refers to the ability for a system to respond, cope, and recover 
after a disturbance. Some scholars expand on this idea of “bouncing back” after a disturbance to consider a 
systems ability to “bounce forward,” using the term “adaptive capacity” to articulate the ways in which 
human agency influences system resilience (see Nelson et al. 2007 and Bristow and Healy 2014 for insights 
in to this discourse). I acknowledge this vast discourse on resilience, but here, I use the term to 
acknowledge the ability of townspeople and participants to recover from the challenges of poverty and 
violence. 
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to everyday attitudes and strategies. While drug violence and government corruption do 

present a constant background threat, in their daily lives, people marshal on, not defined 

by these sensations. Nor do people like to dwell on these characteristics of their town, 

weary of how visiting reporters and journalists spin, sensationalize, and stereotype the 

violent moments. 

 

 THE ESCALATION OF THE DRUG WAR - US 

Back on the US side, this particularly violent era of the drug wars also shaped 

present conditions. In 2011, the FBI raided this town in the early morning hours, arresting 

the mayor, police chief, and other city officials for their participation in cross-border gun 

smuggling. Though one can read about this scandal without ever setting foot in town, I 

learned quite quickly that these sensational border effects were not only reported in the 

media, but felt and talked about by all locals. While I was seeking a home to rent after 

arriving, I chatted with my potential new neighbors. Ruth, a retired woman who was 

showing me the house I could rent, and Jack, an older man in a veteran cap, welcomed 

me to the neighborhood. Both freely shared their perspectives and experiences on my 

new surroundings. 

“That house over there…ya see it?” Jack said, pointing to a nearby boarded-up 

building. “There was this one time I heard a woman screaming from there so I called the 

Border Patrol. They came and found a bunch of migrants in there. ”  

I nodded my head and widened my eyes at his simultaneously casual yet 

sensational story.  
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Our other neighbor, Ruth, nodded in agreement. The two neighbors then chatted 

about the guy who kept turning in migrants and how he got a hit on his life and so he had 

to move.  

Jack exclaimed that there could be a hit on his life too. “I got BB guns though, 

and they can do a lot of damage. And that house right there,” he said, pointing in a 

direction adjacent to my rental home, “that’s where they busted those trucks packed to 

the brim with marijuana. And around the corner at that inn—do you know the inn right 

there?” 

“Yeah, I think so,” I replied. 

“They were shut down for harboring illegals, too.” 

At this point, I looked at my new neighborhood began to wonder about the safety 

of the area, so I asked my new neighbors if I needed to take any precautions.  

“Nah, it’s totally safe here, you call the Border Patrol if you have any problems at 

all, they’ll come help you, faster than the police!” Jack said. 

“You are totally fine,” Ruth assured me. “You are safe. I don’t even leave my 

door locked. They are not interested in you, they just want to get to the highway. I feel 

safer here than I do in a city! Though,” she continued, “it’s true that none of my friends 

want to visit when I tell them where I live!” She laughed.    

A little shaken as I tried to make sense of where I had decided to live alone for the 

next nine months, I try to confirm that violence and smuggling activity are a thing of the 

past, “But this was a little while ago, right? I mean things have calmed down, right?”  

“Yeah…yeah, it was probably 5 years ago all of this kind of thing was 

happening,” Jack tells me. 

 This was a common theme with many locals living on the US side. Though some 

conveyed disgust or support of those from the other side, almost all were expressed some 
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kind of fascination with the border and it’s sensations. The stories of migrant’s paths, 

drug busts, and gun smuggling were often the talk of the town, particularly with new 

comers. These historic moments indeed add drama—for better or worse—to an otherwise 

quiet and isolated place. 

 
 

BORDER FLOWS  

Linked by issues beyond the drug wars, the two sides are constantly connected 

through commonalities of border dwelling and the daily flows across the border.28 

Reminders of the flows and movement across the border are omnipresent. Symbolizing 

migration and border flows, frequent cars and trucks packed with belongings in a 

towering jigsaw pile drive by, caricatures of families on the move. 

Figure 4: Packed to the Brim. Source: Author, 2015. 

 Everyday, busloads of school children make their way from Mexico to the US 

across the border to attend school. The flows are also seasonal. In the fall, you might find 

abandoned chili peppers in odd locations on the sidewalk and road. These orphaned 

                                                
28 From a built environment perspective, the border is a geo-political form of infrastructure that regulates 
flows. See Star (1999) for examples and an investigation into the ways that “infrastructure is relational,” or 
represents relationships between different groups.  
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vegetables bounce off one of the many giant trucks transporting peppers to the United 

States during the harvest. Some end up at a pepper factory about thirty miles north of the 

border, where merely inhaling outside the factory warehouse causes a mild nostril 

burning.  

Residents of both sides come together annually to celebrate common history. To 

commemorate Pancho Villa’s infamous raid of the area in 1916, horsemen and women 

ride for two weeks across the expansive desert in Mexico to parade in both towns. They 

are greeted with large festivities on both sides—dancing, music, theater, food, speeches, 

military reenactments, and tours. Despite the division and bloodiness of Villa’s raid, 

locals all seem to take pride in the event as an historic moment, many having their own 

theories as to the “real” reasons Villa invaded that day. 

Dwellers on both sides also face significant intrusion and inspection from their 

national governments. Several times a week I witnessed arguments between Border 

Patrol agents and citizens. These confrontations often emerged from the inconsistencies 

in the process of crossing and constant confusion regarding the rights and responsibilities 

of citizens. On the US side, nine or so miles north of the border there is an additional 

inspection station. A surveillance zeppelin floats in the sky above the two towns, and 

countless Border Patrol cars roam the streets, at times hauling four wheelers to patrol the 

surrounding desert. Locals relay stories of getting inexplicably pulled over by Border 

Patrol, or having an agent's flashlight intrude through the windows of their homes in the 

middle of the night. Some trust and attempt to aid Border Patrol in their efforts to police 

the border while others resist this authority to frame themselves as allies to migrants. 

Regardless of one’s attitude towards the government agents, their presence and inspection 

is a constant in this place and felt by all, in both nations. 
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In this fundamental way, the inhabitants of this area are united in this experience 

of the border and their division. Some share a common heritage or citizenship, while 

others do not. Some have a global and inclusive hope for the future while others have a 

more isolated nationalist perspective. Despite these ideas perpetuated by national 

narratives about borders and border security, what everyone does have in common here is 

the experience of living in the rural desert, and the experience, though varied, of the 

border. The border draws and repels certain groups of people. The border facilitates the 

presence of governments and the flow of people, goods, and services. The border drives 

town talk and visions of the future. Here, in a pronounced way, the border is an important 

and active agent29 in the story of this place and the lives that people here lead.  

 

LOCAL EXPERIMENTATION  

In studying how so-called sustainable technologies can improve people’s lives, 

this part of the border has drawn a fascinating pool of people. On that first tour of this 

little US town that would become my home for a total of ten months, not only did I learn 

about colorful locals like “the guy who determined it was the cheapest place to live in the 

country” but the tour also ventured to a local experimental, or what some call intentional, 

community, where members lived and practiced shared beliefs. The initial tour through 

this community would be the first of many, as kind townspeople responded to my interest 

in experimental building and wanted to share this space.  

                                                
29 See introductory pages mentioning agency. The definition of “agency” from Moore and Wilson (2013) is 
helpful: “the individual ‘ability to intervene in social life through…action,’ in spite of the structural barriers 
imposed by the power relations embedded in economic, gender, and class relations” (26). Technological 
scholars have gone to great lengths to explore this idea of agency in the form of “technological 
determinism” (Smith and Marx 1994). When one is deemed by others to have granted too much agency to 
technology they might be then be labeled a “technological determinist.” 
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Though no walls gate this community on the north side of town, a posted sign 

indicates it is private. The whimsical street signs and street names create some first 

impressions. One turns on to “Rainbow Way” and heads toward “Sunshine Way” to 

arrive at the community meeting house. It is here that they discuss the future of the 

community, determine new potential member approval or rejection, have yoga classes, 

and host potlucks.  

Like the built environment in Mexico, one can read the landscape here, noting the 

hodge-podge of various types of housing experiments at different stages of completion. 

Scattered among the sandy colored earth and desert brush, some dwellings appear 

occupied, while other whimsical and unique buildings slowly deteriorate as the years 

pass, layers of material blowing off with each windy day and scattering around the 

property.

 

Figure 5: Intentional Community "Om Dome" Area. Source: Author, 2015. 

 Glass bottles are commonly incorporated into the wall structures of buildings, 

often twinkling in the bright sun. Through many tours with residents, I learned about the 

different building materials on display, including adobe and something called padobe 

(paper and adobe) and another material of local importance called papercrete (a mixture 

of paper pulp and concrete). These construction techniques take multiple forms 
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throughout the community representing different eras of experimenters: in round 

buildings, in bricks, with glass, tires, repurposed satellite dishes, wooden beams, and 

more.  

Mixed in with these experiments, the community includes a few stick-frame 

constructed buildings. These are interspersed among the experimental buildings, as well 

as more whimsical, 

artistic, self-built 

structures, and 

souped-up old 

campers, trailers, and 

busses. The 

community is clearly 

eclectic, and this is 

reinforced by the local history and lore of the members over the last forty years or so.  

According to current inhabitants, which now number around thirty (some of them 

visiting more often than others), about 40 years ago, the founders of this experimental 

community created this space as a sanctuary and prepped the land for a predicted alien 

invasion. Though they lived in trailers with no interest in experimental building and 

practiced new kinds of alien-related religions, the purpose and practices within the 

community ultimately evolved.  

One inhabitant reported that in the '80s and '90s, the community “could get quite 

bustling because a lot of new age types came to learn how to build with papercrete and to 

construct environmentally friendly dwellings like earthships30…and we had events like 
                                                
30 Here the participant is referring to a popular style of alternative sustainable building in the Southwest 
known as “earthships.” This style and theory of building was developed by Mike Reynolds and involves 

Figure 6: Intentional Community Round Home. Source: Author, 
2016. 
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sweat lodges, water ceremonies, peace wheels, reiki groups, etc.” Though the community 

is no longer bustling in the same way, it continues to evolve through new inhabitants and 

experiments. Through visiting homes of several members, I discovered their compounds 

revealed layers of an experimental style of life, including self-built structures, often out 

of local reclaimed materials or experimental versions of adobe and papercrete. Many 

used and developed less-traditional ways of cooking, heating, and collecting water.31 

Some embraced this spirit but geared their properties more towards art and spirituality, or 

even developed small animal farms (for some food production and companionship). 

While the group I primarily spent time with—a local humanitarian community 

connected to a nonprofit (see Figures 8-11)—expressed enthusiasm and used aspects of 

the experimental building, not all townspeople I encountered communicated the same 

level of appreciation. Some told me their stories of almost joining or previously living in 

the community until discovering the alien portions of its manifesto, or tiring of the 
                                                                                                                                            
principles involving material use, building performance, and inhabitant practices not connected to public 
utilities. See: earthship.com and Mike Reynolds is mentioned again on page 113 in Chapter 4. 
31 This included technologies such as rocket stoves, solar water-distillation devices, solar panels, and off-
grid appliances (such as an “Amish” propane refrigerator),  

Figure 7: Unfinished Round Papercrete Structure. Source: Author, 2015. 
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politics of the community, and others in town expressed a simultaneous mix of 

appreciation and disapproval.  

During that same neighborly conversation with Ruth and Jack, I asked them about 

this community and these building experiments. They first rolled their eyes and laughed.  

“Oh papercrete? Yeah that stuff doesn’t work at all—I mean just go over there 

and you can see it is cracking all over the place,” Ruth said, then becoming more 

diplomatic after learning I studied sustainable building, “well, yes, it’s good that they are 

experimenting though.”  

Though opinions were mixed on the community’s eccentric contribution to place, 

no one I encountered expressed any sort of sincere disdain for the eccentrics. Most found 

ways to appreciate the community or simply appreciated that they had their own space to 

do as they pleased.  

 

THE MAKING OF A PLACE AND PLACE MYTHS  

What is unfolding in these two twin border towns is a heightened representation 

of global uniting and dividing. While some push for more isolationist policy, blaming 

global Others like Mexicans for change, the interconnectedness of a transnational era 

remains steadfast. Here, people confront this same division and unity daily and tangibly 

(Chapter 5 addresses this division and unity).  

 The making of this place is in constant flux. A repeated narrative of place, 

reinforced through activities, always evolves and ultimately can draw people to specific 

locales. “Place,” then, is a collectively shaped idea and a constant influential backdrop.32 
                                                
32 In the spirit of connecting ethnography and architectural research, it is interesting to think about place 
myths in relation to Goffman’s ideas in The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life (1959). Many technology 
scholars would argue that places, and their built environments, shape social interaction (Hillier and Hanson 
1989, MacKenzie and Wajman 1999 are great examples, but there are many others) and the “stage” is more 
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It is helpful when thinking about “place” to draw on Chris Wilson’s concept of the “myth 

of place.” According to Wilson, cultural myths are inevitable and therefore he uses the 

term “myth” not only in the “pejorative sense of the word—a half-truth, something made 

up”, but also “a myth in the honorific sense of the word—something that provides a 

unifying vision of the city, its people, and their history.”33  “Myths” framed this way are 

not something to avoid, but instead, we can actively and deliberately shape and embrace 

myths. From Wilson’s perspective, places, in our minds and materially, unavoidably 

result from a collective process of agreeing on plausible fictions, or myths. Importantly, 

Wilson contends that we have the power to remake these myths to be more inclusive and 

just. In many ways, the people I encountered at the border and continue to describe in the 

following chapters subscribe to a mythic idea about the border, but are actively trying to 

reshape this narrative, as well as create unity across a national divide. 

 Dolores Hayden is another scholar of place that understands that the meaning of 

places has a special kind of power. She argues that places and landscapes represent the 

collective memory of groups.34 In the case of these border towns, whether it is a recent 

violent history that leaves a town in rubble, necessitating sustained efforts for a brighter 

future, or an experimental space on the margins of society where people can experiment 

with the world they build, the power of this place is clear.  

As the days and months passed over the course of my field research, Wilson and 

Hayden’s insight into place helped make sense of what I experienced. In this place, I 

certainly met a diverse array of people with various stories and explanations for their 

                                                                                                                                            
physical and less metaphorical than Goffman argues. It is also apparent, however, that in some cases, 
people can use place as a part of their presentation of self to others in life. Living at the border to conduct 
international humanitarian work is one form of this presentation.  
33 Wilson, Chris. 1997. The Myth of Santa Fe: Creating a Modern Regional Tradition. UNM Press p8. 
34 Hayden, Dolores. 1995. The Power of Place. Cambridge: MIT Press. 
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lives: people with derogatory perspectives for those on the other side of the border; 

people looking for different opportunities than those available in the Mexican 

countryside; people wanting to be close to their families on the other side of the divide; 

seasonal farm workers, elderly people looking for a warm, sunny, and affordable place to 

retire; people looking for isolated land for conducting experiments in living; and people 

seeing the conditions on the Mexican side as an opportunity to serve humanity.  

While all of these stories can provide insight into the human experience, my focus 

in these rural border towns centered on the sustainable technology-humanitarian 

activities. A local nonprofit was the gatekeeper for my investigation, connecting me to 

people on both sides of the border engaged in work for the nonprofit and other 

sustainable and humanitarian efforts. The following Figures (8-11) provide clarity on 

how the network I researched existed within these towns largely in connection to the 

nonprofit, but also how the nonprofit, together with collaborators, volunteers, and 

technologies formed a kind of humanitarian community.  
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Figure 8: Diagram of Border Towns with Residents Represented. Source: Author, 2017. 

 
Figure 9: Diagram with Humanitarian Community Overlay. Source: Author, 2017. 
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Figure 10: Diagram of Network with Technology Group Added. Source: Author, 2017. 

 
Figure 11: Diagram Showing Relational Examples in the Network. Source: Author, 2017. 
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The diagrams on the preceding pages tell a story of how the humanitarian 

community is embedded within, and continually expands and contracts by connecting to, 

different townspeople and technological experimentation. Though many of the volunteers 

and staff had lived or worked in the area for lifetimes and decades, the nonprofit itself is 

about seven years old. The founders experimented with papercrete and other building 

technologies between 2004 and 2008 before forming the nonprofit which has several 

program areas, one of which focuses on sustainable technologies. Over the years, the 

founders and some initial board members leaned on their connections in Mexico and 

developed new connections, and the nonprofit has a regular group of Mexican staff and 

volunteers. They receive funding for projects from various sources, including corporate 

grants and donations, foundation funding, government funding, as well as donor funding 

from family and friends. They also have a small board that meets regularly in the US. 

This group and their technologies comprised the network within which I was 

engaged. They helped me answer my research questions revolving around what could be 

learned from everyday citizens working to introduce sustainable technologies within the 

border conditions. They represent what photographer Irwin Klein, documenting 

counterculture communities in New Mexico in the 1960s, calls a “timeless movement, the 

perennial attempt of human beings to renew the pattern of their lives…to develop a way 

of life outside our urban technological complex, drawing whatever resources they can 

muster.”35  

In trying to understand these humanitarian, cross-border, sustainable technology 

efforts, I explored these basic questions: how does border shape these efforts? How can 

we understand these experimental activities and what points of reflection inform future 

                                                
35 Klein, Irwin. 2012. “The New Settlers of New Mexico (1967-1971): Introduction.” Accessed December 
6 2016. http://www.kleinarts.com/WP/sample-page/. 
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efforts in sustainability, technology, and humanitarianism? I will explicate these 

questions in nuanced ways in 

subsequent chapters, but in the 

background, the power of place, and 

the existence of the border itself set 

the conditions for these activities, 

attracting a certain kind of 

humanitarian: United States citizens 

interested in helping those on the “other side.” While many Mexican citizens living on 

the Mexican side were also clearly driven to improve their hometown, they found allies 

in another group of US citizens hoping to connect Mexican people to new life-enhancing 

resources and ideas.  

Distinguishing features like the border and rural isolation created a uniquely 

attractive place myth for experimenter-humanitarians.36 This myth localizes and 

exaggerates the global border division of the rich and poor and provides an idealized rural 

space on the margins of urbanized society for ordinary people to conduct independent 

experimental building. This local experimental building group was referred to by some of 

the research participants as “the tinkerers.”  
 

 
THE TINKERERS 

Henry’s little blue truck was the noisiest car I had ever been in. It screeched, 

squeaked, hummed, and grinded in surprising and startling ways, like a mobile musical 

                                                
36 As I have described in this chapter,  “experimenter-humanitarians” refers to those that come to this place 
to experiment with technologies out in the rural desert and to put these experiments towards relieving the 
suffering of those across the border. 

Figure 12: Henry's Homemade Truck Swamp 
Cooler. Source: Author, 2015. 
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instrument. Despite all the functional doubts each sound evoked, the car still worked. 

Henry, with mechanical and welding skills, had kept it going for years, even equipping it 

with a homemade swamp-cooling device. The big blue plastic barrel strapped to the back 

of the cab was the water source for the cooling. Henry lives in the local intentional 

community and is one of the key “tinkerers” I spent time with during field research. 

Tinkering, a term I heard two of the men use, involves a kind of design and building trial 

and error to invent new technologies. Henry’s rugged innovation, and his love for trucks 

that keep on trucking, were things he had in common with Ben, Luke and Joe.  

These four men, though different in demeanor, shared many commonalities. 

While other tinkering friends had likely come and gone over the years, these four worked 

together during my ten months of research. All from the US and either in retirement or 

nearing typical retirement age, they saw themselves as makers, builders, and inventors. 

These four “tinkerers” all worked with the local nonprofit that shepherded my cross-

border trips. I encountered them frequently, though through their collaborations, more 

“tinkerers” extended much further beyond the time and space of my fieldwork. All of the 

men shared histories of activism or countercultural elements in their lives. 

Ben was a little different. He certainly built and collaborated with his tinkerer 

friends, but also as the director of a nonprofit, he was uniquely positioned to recognize 

the others' building minds and skills as resources. However, Ben shared their love of 

tinkering and helped push the work towards sustainable and humanitarian ends. In fact, 

though the origin story of the nonprofit can be explained in several ways, it did emerge 

through papercrete experimenting from 2004-2008. Ben expressed that with the 

economic crash of 2008 he was either “too old or too stupid” (a Ben-ism) to continue to 

try and make papercrete production into a kind of business. Instead, the group shifted 

focus towards multiple types of humanitarian efforts in Mexico, including continued 
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papercrete work. Though Ben often directed the work of other tinkerers towards 

collaboration with his nonprofit initiatives, all four of these men engaged in humanitarian 

work through building in their own ways as well. Ben’s truck was the newest and biggest, 

though still racking up the miles and years. He used it often to haul all kinds of donations, 

from bags of food and beans to a mountain of old bikes, on a trailer to Mexico. 

Though at one point he lived and conducted experiments in the local intentional 

community, Luke now lived on the Mexican side of the border, his yard littered with 

different stages of building experimentation. At a young age he was drawn to what he 

called “the art of inventing.” Feeling a call to serve, he now tried to help feed and house 

his fellow neighbors in Mexico. Ben and Diego occasionally called him the “mad 

scientist.” 

I learned on my first day at the border when trying to fix a broken swamp cooler 

that Joe was the guy to call. Sweet and soft-spoken—though at times oppressively long-

winded—Joe loved to help his community as a handy man. He also frequently worked 

with Ben, experimenting on different prototypes for dirt road wheelchairs using MIT 

designs and bike parts, as well as helping with various other organizational tasks like 

distributing stipends to the staff and volunteers in Mexico. We sat down a few evenings 

to talk about his life experience and he opened the discussion with two important points: 

that he is a recovering alcoholic, so he liked to help people, and that “all [he'd] ever 

known how to do is fix things.” 

Together, they operated as a collaborative innovative community, building on 

each other’s technological ideas, sometimes with approval and at times to others' dismay. 

Drawn to the southern border for sunshine, isolated peace, and a place to experiment and 

serve, they also found each other. While they are not the only important people with 

whom I spent time, they are key figures in the driving of sustainable technological 
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experimentation. They appear frequently in the following chapters, and particularly in 

Chapter 4, which addresses and explains some of their work directly.  

Before delving in to these technologies, however, I spend the following two 

chapters on some of the tacit forces that shaped humanitarian projects. I first explore the 

way social constructions of “need” and “doing” shaped cross-border work. 

 

CHAPTER 1 SUMMARY  

This chapter introduced the two border towns, some of the residents, and the 

network of people and technologies I studied. This included descriptions of the 

approximate sizes of each town, some of the stories of the dwellers migration to the town, 

the kinds of buildings and institutions in the town, as well as some of the cross border 

flows, border sensations, and local perspectives. The chapter leaned upon scholars of 

place to consider how this place in particular is appealing for a kind of technological 

humanitarian. I argue that characteristics of this place like a rural location in which to 

experiment and an asymmetrical border draw humanitarian experimenters and therefore 

set a stage for humanitarian technology work. The chapter concluded by introducing the 

group of “tinkerers” or local innovators and inventors that collaborated with the 

nonprofit. The concepts and themes introduced in this chapter will continue to emerge in 

subsequent chapters as the story unfolds and reveals more about place and the border’s 

shaping of the humanitarian work.  
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Chapter 2:  The Rules of the Game 

 

MEXICO DAYS  

It’s a Mexico day. Not everyday is a “Mexico day” and I want to be ready, not 

missing any chances to cross over and spend time with humanitarians from both sides, 

learning about the town and their projects. I rush around my small, 1979 temporary 

camper-home to get my things in order before Ben typically arrives outside. When 

exactly in the morning he will come knocking is often unclear. Without consistent cell 

phone service I never know, but he usually drives down from a bigger town, about forty 

minutes north, three times a week, and today he said he was coming. He usually runs 

errands in the morning, gathering supplies and meeting people to chat about projects on 

his way to the border. I know I need to be ready, so that when he arrives, I minimize any 

time he needs to wait for me. No one likes to keep the boss waiting. 

I carefully examine the essentials in what I call my “crossing bag.” Passport? 

Check. Water? Check. US phone and Mexican phone? Check. Layers? Check. 

Sunglasses, sun block, and lip balm? Check. Snacks? Check. A small amount of US or 

Mexican cash? Check. A text or email to my fiancé to let him know I am crossing (as 

required by University policy)? Check. Crossing the border for the day means I often do 

not know what to expect from the day or how long it will last, so I need to be prepared 

for anything. Errors in this regard have been punishing. As I have learned from 

experience, forgetting sun block or water, only to find the group is working on a project 

outside all day, can mean severely burned skin and dehydration.   

The familiar, yet startling, thump-thump-thump on the camper wall signals his 

arrival.  
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“Coming!” I yell from in the camper, remembering his hearing aids do not always 

function so well. I pop out the door with a quick, “Morning, Ben! How’s it going today?” 

“Hey there Catie, good morning,” he says in his easy-going, aged, and gruff 

voice. “Do you want to come to Mexico today? Are you ready?” 

“Yes, of course! I am ready.” 

“Great. And luckily it is not so windy like Monday,” Ben is referring to the day 

earlier in the week when the wind blew tumbleweeds and the desert earth so intensely it 

was impossible to do anything outside in the blinding dust. “Why don’t we meet in the 

border parking lot then. I’m going to stop and use the bathroom first at the park.” He 

says, also preparing for the unpredictability of the day and unknown availability of clean 

and functioning restrooms in Mexico.  

 

CROSSING WITH BEN 

At the border parking lot, I leave my car and make a seat for myself in Ben’s 

truck. I move plumbing and construction materials and once-a-week piles of food (for a 

school donation) out of the way so my rear has a little space. I know I only need to make 

it through the checkpoints and down the road before we unload.  

The car is directed through a frequently changing and mysterious path of 

pavement, cones, speed bumps, and agents. Today is one of the days that we are stopped 

on the US side before crossing into Mexico.  
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Geez, I can’t ever predict or even understand the logic of their inspection.” 

“Border Patrol and logic don’t belong in the same sentence,” Ben jests to me. 

“Oh, hello there,” Ben greets the agent with a sing-song tone as we pull to a stop. 

“Where are you going?” The uniformed and weapon-equipped agent asks in a flat 

monotone. 

“Well, I’m going to meet my staff at the library.” Ben replies in his friendly, 

grandpa-like tone. 

“And what is your business in Mexico today?” The agent asks in the same manner 

while two others look over the truck contents through the windows. 

“We are working on a community soccer field.” 

“Okay, thanks. Move along, have a nice day,” the agent concludes our interaction. 

As we move on towards the Mexican border and the inspection infrastructure 

equipped with flashing lights and sounds, Ben again recalls his treasured story of meeting 

a particular agent with which he felt a kindred connection. “When that guy retires,” his 

Figure 13: The Border Zone. Source: Author, 2014. 
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story goes, “I would love to have a beer with him.” Some days Ben talks about all he 

could accomplish in the Mexican community with the salary of just one US agent. “I 

could do so much to encourage economic activity and jobs—that’s what people need!” he 

would say.  

As we make our way across more speed bumps, the Mexican light and alarm 

signals we are due for another inspection. “I guess it’s one of those days today…not a 

lucky day,” he comments. We pull into the inspection parking area. 

 “Good morning,” Ben says to the Mexican agent, who wears a green uniform and 

cap unlike the US agent, who sported navy blue. They look over the 2 x 4s, bags of 

concrete and food, and ask us to open the doors and car compartments. After a quick 

rummage through everything, an agent returns to the driver side to speak with Ben.  

Pointing at some window frames piled in the back seat, he says, “you pay tax?” 

It’s unclear if it is a question or statement, and the Spanish accent is thick.  

Ben has trouble understanding, “I’m sorry, what?” he says loudly, shaking his 

head in confusion. 

“You pay tax on windows.” The statement is still hard to understand, but Ben 

looks in the back seat and understands. 

“Oh, those? They are not even new, they are just donations.”  

“You pay,” the agent continues, handing Ben a declarations form.  

“I don’t even know their value,’ Ben continues. “They are donations.”  

The agent points at the form again.  

Ben shrugs and mutters, “Well, it’s not going to be much anyway…like 15 

bucks.”  

He completes the form and hands it over. The agent takes it, along with some 

cash, into a building and we sit and wait a moment, chatting about the crossing confusion. 
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 “Oh well,” Ben says, “it’s just 15 bucks…it doesn’t matter.”  

Eventually, the agent returns with a receipt and we are given the go-ahead to 

move along. Finally free of the regulation and inspection, we drive into town, ready to 

meet with the nonprofit’s volunteers, staff, and community connections and get to work. 

 

REPURPOSING SPACE: THE MAKING OF THE SPORTS COMPLEX 

 After delivering the food donation to a local elementary school and watching Ben 

and Diego chat with the principal about a potential school garden (the principal states he 

must talk with those above him about this idea), and then unloading excess materials at 

the “bodega” or storage shed (a space on precarious loan to the organization from the 

current mayor), we arrive at the sports complex work site.  I walk around the space the 

participants now call either the “sports complex” or “sports center” remembering my first 

visit here a year before. Ben had pulled up to the lot to show me one of his ideas. Various 

sections of fifteen and twenty-five foot concrete wall spiked with rebar lined a space with 

several large wall openings and no roof.  

Figure 14: Space Before Transformation into the Sports Complex. Source: Author 
2014. 
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Walking into the empty, yet mostly walled-in space, the dry, dusty earth and the 

occasional pieces of glass crackled under my shoes. This corner of town behind a local 

public park was quiet, aside from the faint sounds of dog barks and a constant humming 

from the furniture factory next door. A few shrubs wildly grew among weeds, trash, and 

some feces.  Ben explained that the factory next door planned to expand at one point but 

ultimately abandoned the project. In line with how Ben often comes up with ideas (and 

pitches them to the nonprofit Mexican staff), he told me his thoughts on how this 

abandoned factory construction site might make a great soccer pitch if he could convince 

the factory owner to donate the lot and then raise some funds.  

One year later, with the staff and board's agreement on Ben’s idea, the help of the 

organization’s team in Mexico, funding from a health-focused regional foundation and 

other donors, and volunteers from the community, he led the effort to transform the 

space. Having been a construction site boss for most of his life through a niche 

renovation business, now well into his “retirement,” Ben feels comfortable directing this 

activity. He is proud of what is materializing here and the volunteers that show up to help 

each day. 

Today, we arrive on the site to find Diego’s brother and an assistant laying 

concrete blocks to divide up the space as well as add masonry to what will become baño 

secos, or dry toilets.  Before getting to work, Diego, Ben and I walk about the space. 

They plan and scheme ideas and at times I offer ideas as well, not wanting to be out of 

place, but also tempering and examining any of my own influence on the project. Diego 

spots some rocks and weeds and compulsively starts to clean the field. 

“Diego! Stop that! Let one of the volunteers do that!” Ben exclaims loudly. 

Diego continues with a coy smile, “Oh, I just can’t help myself, Ben, just a little 

more.” 
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In the previous week, a small group of us built some new low spatial dividing 

walls, creating several court areas. There is a paved area for basketball or volleyball, a 

small sandy, dirt area for volleyball or fútbol rápido (fast soccer), and another larger 

sandy, dirt area for fútbol rápido.  

Ben and I walk over to Diego 

to discuss the future games. Ben turns 

to Diego and asks, “so how many kids 

should play on a team for fútbol 

rápido?” 

“Well,” Diego looks around, “I 

think only really little kids can play on 

that one.” He points at the smaller area. 

“The coach said it is probably too 

small for any fútbol. And over here,” 

he says, gesturing towards the larger 

area surrounding him, “the slightly bigger kids can play, but if you have more than three 

or five on a team I think it would be too much. We should ask the coach when we meet 

with him. The prepa [high school] kids can’t play here; they are too big. They will play at 

one of the other fields.”  

“Well,” Ben shrugs, “I’ll build it and then you guys can do whatever you want 

with it! But let’s talk more with the coach about organizing a league here.” He explains 

how community-organized little league works in the US. Ben knows that the foundation 

funding the project aims to get children active and healthy.  

Figure 15: Building a Wall. Source: Author, 
2015. 
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Remembering an indoor soccer league I once watched, I asked Diego, “Do people 

here play off of the walls if it is a small area? That might mean the wall openings should 

be a hard surface.”  

“Yeah, sometimes I think,” Diego replies with a furrowed brow and then looks 

over to Ben for input. 

“Yeah, the nets will work fine. We are just going to do the openings out of net. 

It’ll be fine,” Ben states. 

Diego walks to one of the sides. “Maybe we can do some seating here because 

people will like to watch these games. It is a custom in Mexico for people to sit at these 

sorts of things.” 

“Nah,” replies Ben, “we are already over budget and they can stand. Anyway, this 

will be the best sports surface in town!” We look out over the project, nearing 

completion, certainly an incredible transformation from the weedy, trashed space I saw 

the previous year. Ready to get to work with his hands Ben turns to me with a smile, 

“Catie, do you want to learn how a dry toilet works?” 

“Absolutely!” I reply. We head over to the corner of the sports complex where 

Ben then explains how this toilet design separates the solids and liquids, aligning with 

human anatomy. This leaves behind dry matter in a compartment to compost while the 

urine is directed into a pipe buried in the earth to evaporate. The toilet proposal is 

somewhat special in town as many people have flushing toilets, yet, many others have a 

form of composting toilets in their backyard: outhouses, or holes in the ground 

surrounded by some walls for privacy. 
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 Figure 16: The "Baño Seco" or Dry Toilet. Source: Author, 2015. 

 

SPATIAL RULES  

While I’m thrilled in this moment to go learn about this “sustainable technology” 

and excited that these toilets are included in this spatial repurposing project, I instead end 

up thinking a lot about the dimensions, design, and layout of the soccer fields with 

relation to how the sport is played and watched. It is amazingly admirable to repurpose 

the space, and kids and adults will undoubtedly have fun playing here, yet this experience 

and others also leave me pondering the rules, or norms, of this game. I saw similar 

patterns several times over the course of my fieldwork: a primary focus on the creation or 
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making of spaces with less regard to kinds of “rules” for play. Why did this happen and 

what is to be learned?  

I was initially a little perplexed by the disregard for rules, sports rules specifically, 

on one of my first days in Mexico. Showing me their projects all over town, Diego, Ben 

and I went to a small park to look at the newly installed climbing wall. In collaboration 

with local community leaders, the organization had been improving this park for years, 

cleaning up garbage and weeds, installing equipment and creating paths and play spaces 

for children. A woman that volunteered with the organization and lived next to the park 

explained how she would get the neighbors to do the work when the nonprofit would 

supply materials. She had recently requested new paint for some playground equipment. 

When I arrived to see the climbing wall, Diego’s brother Carlos (who is experienced in 

construction) and one of his hired helpers were working on the newly finished, S-shaped, 

thin, yet strong, concrete climbing wall.  It was a unique and beautiful form and certainly 

a construction feat to cast such thin and strong concrete.  

Inspired by a newspaper article about a community climbing wall, and determined 

to get kids active and provide healthy infrastructure, I learned that Ben proposed the idea. 

Organization staff were enthusiastic about the project and together, with community 

members, they built the unique concrete form and equipped it with a multitude of 

climbing "holds," or handles.  

Having participated in the sport of climbing in the past, I knew that typically on 

climbing walls across the United States, climbers used colored tape on these walls to 

designate specific climbing routes. This system created different levels of route difficulty 

so that climbers could challenge themselves and improve. The holds and routes also 

scripted unique ways of moving one's body up the wall, one of the pleasures of the sport. 

In many ways, these rules around the physical act of climbing something created the 
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“sport” of climbing, allowing shared experiences of a particular route and the opportunity 

to test abilities and levels of 

difficulty. This is not to say that 

different rules could not be 

established elsewhere, but it made 

me wonder. What lay before me 

now looked like a climbing wall; 

it had the pieces of a climbing 

wall, but did it perform like one? I 

watched as Diego’s brother 

secured holds to the wall without 

regard to any route. I mentioned 

my climbing history to Ben and 

how routes are carefully planned 

and taped by color to guide the 

climber. 

"Yeah, they don't need 

that. The little kids that will come 

here can just climb all over it wherever they want. We might have a competition to see 

how many times a kid can go around the wall."  

I listened and imagined small kids having fun clambering all over the wall, 

thinking to myself, yeah, ok, I guess that makes sense. Just climbing about is fun, like a 

playground. However, when sporting rules and regulations were somewhat reinvented in 

the development of the sports complex as well, I realized that my confusion here might 

Figure 17: The Thin Concrete 'S' Shaped Climbing 
Wall Detail. Source: Author, 2015. 
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be worth considering. Often in ethnographic fieldwork it is these kinds of moments, the 

ones that initially surprise or confuse us, that through reflection, can provide insight.  

Why were these sporting spatial considerations and rules reinvented? Though it is 

impossible to answer this question with any kind of absolute certainty, the experience of 

ethnography opens a window into how others think about the world and each other, and 

this provides insight into such questions. I noticed through my experience that this pattern 

and commitment to just building something, seemed strongly connected to the concept of 

“need.” Humanitarians position themselves as helping “people in need.” In fact, it is often 

the presumption of “need” that ignites humanitarian work in the first place. In a work 

domain constrained by many factors, including challenges of existing infrastructures, lack 

of complete knowledge, and demands of funding sources, humanitarians often focus on 

fulfilling needs, or helping those in the “most need.”37 The humanitarians I encountered 

during my fieldwork were dedicated to using their resources for those “truly in need.”38  

The United Nations’ report Our Common Future,39 which defined and ushered in 

the era of “sustainable development,” outlines “meeting essential human needs” as one of 

seven imperatives. This bi-national group demonstrates these common developmental 

ideas, and the specific rules of these games are far less important than providing 

something, anything really, that can help in any way. In this way, the urgent mandate to 

                                                
37 On one of my first days in the area, I spoke with a woman who told me about her mother’s work in 
Mexico, distributing tablet computers.  My notes read: “she said her mom would go from house to house to 
see who was actually in need.” Comments about determining need are frequent in my field notes. In various 
realms of society “need” is also defined in many ways. See Van Lente (2004: 35-38) for lists of different 
ideas about "need" within different disciplines. Van Lente also mentions Maslow's famous hierarchy which, 
though a common way to understand “need,” has been debunked in a variety of fashions (see Campbell's 
(1987: 40, 45) critique that it sets up a deterministic and hierarchical trajectory or Max Neef’s (1991) 
matrix for universal taxonomy of need categories, showing that multiple needs can occur simultaneously in 
contrast to Maslow’s sequential pyramid). 
38 These phrases “most need” and “truly in need” are quoted as common humanitarian rhetoric. 
39 WCED. 1987. Our Common Future. New York: United Nations World Council on Economic 
Development. 
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help the needy profoundly shaped these building projects. I explore this concept of need 

in more detail in the following section. 

 

CONSTRUCTING NEEDS  

In the context of humanitarian projects at the border, “need” emerges as a 

profound concept.40 The global divide instantly conjures national narratives and 

assumptions about global Others, who are often framed as needy people in developing or 

“Third World” countries.41 It can be hard to see past needs when they are both so present 

in poorer country place myths and reinforced by scenes commonly associated with 

poverty, like rubble and trash. On one trip to Mexico, I was granted a window into a US 

citizen’s first impressions of the Mexican town. Brought in by the directors to help 

community garden projects, a master gardener from southern New Mexico visited with 

organizational staff, volunteers, and community members. Writing a column in a local 

US newspaper about gardening, she was somewhat well known. As we drove about in 

Mexico, she freely shared her reactions to the town as we visited different home gardens 

and project sites, pointing out the many abandoned houses and how they were “so sad.” 

                                                
40 In some ways, this idea of needy Others connects to critiques of global development ideology in that 
development is a response to those in need. Arturo Escobar (2011) critiqued development and particularly 
sustainable development, arguing fundamentally that the concept of "development" itself represents a 
dominant oppressive global ideology that is in many ways the antithesis of sustainability. While people 
from all over the world have internalized and reproduce developmental ideas, the participants I encountered 
do not see themselves as part of some global aid scheme. They see themselves more as people trying to 
make change within ineffective governments. This is discussed more in the following chapter. Regardless, 
even Escobar notes that “the tasks of articulating alternative productive strategies—autonomous, culturally 
grounded, and democratic—is difficult” and that “worldwide, there is no clarity about what alternatives 
might look like” (Escobar 2011: 205). Research participants forge ahead amidst this obscurity. 
41 Economically poorer countries are often referred to as the “Global south,” “developing,” “Third World,” 
or on the “periphery.” Each of these terms evokes a different era of history and corresponding literature. 
See Silver (2015) for a brief overview of some of these terms and their complications. The argument for 
this chapter is less about which term is best or most appropriate and instead looks at some of the potential 
consequences of any narrative that evokes assumptions about a “needy Other.” 
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Ben explained to her at one point how the roof was the most expensive part of people’s 

homes here. Considering this she exclaimed, “Well I know it is expensive for here, but it 

is just the cost of people’s lattes back in the US!” This idea of needy people in contrast to 

those without needs42 was a constant in my fieldwork, expressed in a multitude of ways.  

The local nonprofit often transported donations from the US into Mexico. These 

would arrive from various local sources that heard about the nonprofit and thought their 

old materials—tools, irrigation tubing, clothes, bicycles, printers, etc.—would be helpful 

across the border. While directors and staff struggled at times to determine what was 

worthwhile to accept and then move across the border and sort, they generally accepted 

an array of goods, finding a home and purpose for the items in Mexico. These materials 

were generally happily and gratefully accepted, but the pattern that donors would give 

anything, thinking that those in Mexico need it all, is another small demonstration of the 

commonality of the idea of the needy Other. 

I even caught myself making assumptions about the degree of need with those I 

spent time with in Mexico. While weaving nets for volleyball and soccer goals at the 

sports complex on one afternoon, I spoke with Rosa, another staff member of the 

nonprofit, about her life and work. At an earlier occasion, Joe had described Rosa’s living 

conditions prior to working with the nonprofit: 

 

“Her living conditions were very poor. She only recently got a concrete floor—it 

was dirt before that. There is no season—not winter, not summer— just no season 

                                                
42 See footnote 19 and related content in the introduction on the related concept of  “uneven development.” 
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where a concrete hobble43 works well…Really, the smallest thing we do over here 

[in Mexico] makes such a big difference in people’s lives.” 

 

Rosa and I now stood together in the dusty soccer field more than a year after Joe 

had described her home. Expecting a story about her struggle and the amazing economic 

opportunity of having her job with the nonprofit, I was surprised when she described the 

meaning of her work in very different terms.  She told me that before this work, she was 

bored. She was depressed. Now known as one of the hardest workers in the organization, 

and a person that does not seem to stop moving, she explained she was excited for every 

day. She recalled a moment she received a promotion via email, most likely at the 

computer center that the organization had built out of papercrete (though some people in 

this Mexican town also have computers in their homes). She was so proud when her 

daughter, who is better with English, then read it out loud to her family.  

I was delighted to get to know Rosa on a deeper level and understand how her 

work gave her purpose. As our fingers tired from the hours of net-weaving, I learned 

more about her everyday life, like the dreaded “sex talk” she knew she would soon have 

to have with her teenage daughter. I also felt some degree of internal embarrassment for 

reducing her career and work to an idea of economic neediness, to assumptions about 

living in the conditions of poverty. Clearly, Rosa had a much richer story than the 

conditions of her “concrete hobble.” Though it is important to acknowledge that she, and 

many others, do live in uncomfortable and inefficient concrete box homes—some with 

holes in their walls or roofs, or without heat or running water—it is also important for 

                                                
43 Here Joe is referring to the way that concrete does not regulate heat well, known as a poor ‘R’ value in 
building thermodynamics. The material does not regulate heat in a way that is comfortable and in the 
summer, a concrete space is hot and in the winter, cold. 
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humanitarians to address these concerns holistically. The moment my assumptions were 

shattered was a moment of important reflection. 

In that same earlier conversation about Rosa’s home, Joe expanded on his 

interpretation of the conditions we observed in Mexico. Driving painfully slow through 

the Mexican town, he offered his wisdom to my keen ear. Joe was typically long winded, 

clinging on to conversations, but this worked well for our relationship. I was there to 

learn about his experiences and he was more than willing to share them.  

After stopping at Rosa’s house to deliver her weekly stipend from the 

organization, he rambled on, “Most people here live in concrete hobbles. People are 

really poor and the drug war just destroyed this town.”   

We talked about the scenes we passed in a surreal fashion, as though we were 

watching a movie together. Always looking for sustainable technology projects, I saw a 

solar hot water heater on a house and pointed it out.  

Joe replied, “Well, it’s about necessity ya see, people here are sustainable out of 

necessity.”  This moment with Joe again demonstrated the power of the narrative of need, 

and how it infiltrated other concepts like sustainability.  

Narratives and behaviors demonstrating the importance of the concept of “need” 

were not limited to a perspective from one side of the border.44 In fact, Diego often spoke 

                                                
44 One might make the argument here that the “narrative of need” is a colonial, imperial, or developmental 
concept internalized and reproduced by the oppressed. While this may help to somewhat explicate 
circumstances across national and asymmetrical borders, I think dwelling on this (unavoidable, from the 
perspective of research participants) asymmetry is disconnected from grounded experience and not 
particularly helpful for understanding their worlds and future efforts. I hope to show that such judgments, 
while helpful in particular theoretical writings for expanded thinking on global systems, fail to grasp the 
complexity of the experiences of those working across borders. By working from experience towards 
reflection, the new theoretical underpinnings for humanitarian and sustainable technological change have a 
tangible grounding. In other words, instead of making catch-all claims about colonial or imperial attitudes, 
by reflecting on the nuance of human experiences, global theorists can emerge more representative to the 
realities they claim to explain. Further, this specificity and nuance, like the idea of constructing need and 
place myths, are relatable and therefore stand a chance to resonate in a productive way with you, the reader. 
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of how those in his town, while certainly struggling in some ways, were “Doing ok. It’s 

the people in the smaller colonias [towns] that are really needy,” he would tell me. In 

keeping with University policy, I was unable to visit these smaller towns, but Diego 

would share his stories and at times, new people would arrive in town from colonias.  

On one trip to Mexico after the weekly delivery of food to a local school, Diego 

spoke to Ben and I about a needy family he recently encountered. Ben informed us that 

on this day he had transported some donated clothes and socks. Diego responded, stating 

he had met a family the previous evening that could use these clothes. Speaking slowly 

and seriously with a furrowed brow, he told us of his encounter: 

 

“There were two small girls begging in the street in raggedy clothes and their 

shoes were all falling apart…so I spoke with them. They were from [a nearby 

city] and their father had a heart condition, so they were in town for some kind of 

testing. I gave them some money and clothes…their father drove wood here to 

sell it.”  

 

Diego, empowered through his work, constantly used his position to share 

donations and resources with community members. He had even made connections—

independent of the nonprofit—to people in the US and had been shuttling donations to 

these rural pueblos. One day I asked him what he would do if his current job ended. He 

told me two ideas; one involving a new business, and the other, to continue this work for 

the needy, focused on helping those in the colonias. 

 

                                                                                                                                            
Rather than spew judgmental, esoteric terms from a metaphorical ivory tower, I hope to convey poignant 
and relatable points of human experience for productive reflection. 
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NEED AND TECHNOLOGY  

Particular scholars of technology help provide some insight into technology and 

needs. In investigating the concepts of “need,” Haro Van Lente argues that there is a 

constantly evolving process and connection between new technological novelties, the 

social habits and norms they create, and new kinds of technological needs.45 Essentially, 

changing social norms and habits change our technological needs, and likewise, new 

technologies shape new norms and habits. Needs and technologies are linked in an ever-

changing cycle.46 Though Lente considers “need” largely in terms of technological 

innovation for the rich (not this common idea of the “needy” in poorer nations), “need,” 

as discussed in the previous section, is an extremely important and powerful concept in 

global humanitarianism. While it is certainly evident both from data and experience that 

those in poverty may certainly need access to food and clean water, education, and health 

services, and there are human needs that must be fulfilled for survival, what one might 

“need” is always evolving and related to changing conditions. As is clear from my 

experience, how humanitarians conceptualize the needs of others can have profound 

consequences. As Van Lente concludes, “the distinction between ‘real’ or ‘genuine’ 

needs on the one hand, and artificial needs on the other is misleading."47 With regard to 

                                                
45 He writes: "The argument is that the creation of novelty not only introduces new products, processes and 
systems, but also new socio-technical arrangements and, in the end, new societies including patterns and 
standards of life." (Van Lente 2014: 64) 
46 This argument echoes a middle-ground argument along the technology studies spectrum, with 
“technological determinism” on one end and “social constructivism” on the other. Technological 
determinism is a way of thinking that bestows supreme agency on technology while a social constructivist 
would shift the agency onto people, believing that technology itself has no agency. Mackenzie and 
Wajcman make a middle-ground argument in the foundational Science and Technology Studies text The 
Social Shaping of Technology (1999). Here they argue that an understanding of how society shapes 
technology and how technology shapes society (co-shaping) is critical in order to push back against 
pervasive technologically deterministic ideas. This cycle of influence is similar to Van Lente's (2014) 
claims about technology and need. 
47 Van Lente, H. 2014. “The dynamics of novelty and needs: dilemmas of new technologies.” In Frontiers 
of Science: Dilemmas. (Fronteras de la Ciencia: Dilemmas). Edited by C.B. Alonso and S.C. Gomes. 
Madrid: Bibliotheca Nueva, 31-44 p 43. 
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the built environment, where the way space is occupied and divided scripts48 the activity 

in habitual ways, a focus on “needs” can obscure important existing scripts, or rules of 

behavior. 

The previous chapter’s thinking on the narrative of places, or place myths, and 

how they are powerful shapers of our conception of our world, our reality, is again a 

useful concept here. Place myth in combination with the concept of “need” reveals 

consequences of the border itself on built environment projects. Humanitarians, in 

working to help people on the other side, internalize ideas about needy people. A focus 

on fulfilling needs in building projects leads to an urgency to materialize anything, even 

if it means reinventing some rules. Taken together, the point for reflection here is that the 

border, as a spatial and political divider, perpetuates an idea of what one might call the 

“needy Other” for the US project directors and donors. This leads to projects that fulfill 

assumed needs with less regard to potentially critical details. Taken broadly and to the 

extreme, this is paradox of humanitarianism; driven to help those in need, we become 

semi-blinded by the idea of need, particularly material need.49 

Another way to consider this paradox is as empathy gone too far. Humanitarians, 

like those I spent time with in Mexico, have profound empathy for other’s suffering. It 

drives them to action. Discussing design and building, Ben spoke to me one evening after 

a dinner I had with him and his wife, Bonnie, who also founded and has spent many years 

investing time in the organization. He spoke seriously and softly this evening, which was 

somewhat unusual for Ben, both because of his boisterous personality and his hearing 

trouble.  

                                                
48 See footnote 5 and related content in Introduction on the concept of “scripting.” 
49 See footnote 19 and related content in the Introduction on the related concept of  “uneven development.” 
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“Well,” he said, “everyone needs a home. Shelter is basic and people need it. 

People in Mexico really struggle…they really struggle and they need it. I know so many 

single mothers there and they make so little. It can be extremely hard for someone to get 

a home.”  

Drawing on narratives I know about urban migration for employment, I ask him 

why he thinks people stay in this small town instead of going to a place like Juarez. 

 “People cannot really afford to move to Juarez—it’s more expensive there and so 

they are kind of trapped in town.” The suffering he witnesses across the border troubles 

Ben. At times he expresses his dismay in the government of his own country, the US, 

which he views as responsible in many ways and ineffective at making positive change 

both at home and abroad.  

It is easy to relate to Ben and the frustration of those that suffer when so much 

wealth and potential exists. Indeed, the main thrust of this chapter is not to say that the 

organization I spent time with has in any way committed an egregious act or done 

something wrong. Not only do they help people in very tangible ways, but their efforts 

also provide opportunity for continued reflection into humanitarian technological work. 

The projects highlighted in this chapter were not failures. On the contrary, the projects 

certainly were successful by many metrics, notably that many children (and adults) 

played in these sports spaces and different members of the community came together to 

volunteer and transform this space in their town. Those directing the project worked with 

what tools they had, within their unique set of constraints, including the demands of 

funding sources. Through sustained commitment and effort, they helped to bring 

volunteers and workers together to repurpose defunct town space. Yet, I hope this idea of 

how assumptions about need can shape technology efforts provides a strategic point for 

insight for them and others working in the humanitarian domain. 
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It is also important to emphasize again that the point is not that those in this 

Mexican town do not struggle or have needs that others can help address. In fact, many 

are quite grateful for any help, especially the efforts of this nonprofit.50 Several times, I 

the directors of the organization referred to as “angels.” As this chapter should show and 

as following chapters continue to show, the work of the organization is highly valuable. 

In always striving to improve our connection to and understanding of others, and build 

and innovate useful technologies, the main idea here is that it is important to look beyond 

our own conceptions of need, and more broadly try to actively confront tacit assumptions 

we have about each other, especially when divided.51  

                                                
50 There is, of course, an existing perspective that those who are deemed outsiders or oppressors have no 
place in the building or improving of an oppressed community or nation, sometimes known in literature as 
“(collective) self-reliance,” (Lemper 1977 is an example internationally; Black Separatism and Nationalism 
serve as race-based examples). Their outsider efforts can be viewed as continued forms of oppression. This 
becomes tricky in the borderlands and a transnational world where what makes an “outsider” is not always 
as clear.  However, while this may be an empowering and valid perspective for some, this perspective was 
not represented in what I experienced.  
51 Similarly, in disaster relief architectural projects for those we might think of in extreme "need," 
researchers have still noted that proposed architecture can still support the social norms of an affected 
group. “Context sensitivity” is a term often used to make judgments about various forms of humanitarian 
technology and architecture. The term is used to explain moments when a building or technology “fails,” 
because it is not accepted in expected ways by intended users (Wilk 1995). While I think it is difficult to 
easily determine building projects that either are or are not “context sensitive,” a helpful question remains: 
do these moments indicate a gap between those directing the technological project and the social spheres in 
which they hoped to place the technologies? We might say that ignoring the rules of the game could be a 
type of context insensitivity, yet this distinction is tenuous for three reasons and the borderlands, in 
particular, challenges this entrenched critique. First, the judgment of context insensitivity assumes that 
there is a static context in which a humanitarian can interject, when in fact communities are always 
changing and quite open in many ways to collaborative and innovative change. Second, who is fit to 
understand a “local context” is difficult to determine in a borderland and more broadly in a transnational 
world. If I were to live in these towns for a decade, for example, am I now considered a local with local 
knowledge? The point remains, of course—and it is important to emphasize—that understanding the world 
and norms of others is important. While I am wary of introducing a term that could capture this complexity, 
“context responsive” might be a more appropriate place to start. Third, judgments about the context 
sensitivity of a project stop short of recognizing a multitude of effects. If one simply uses this judgment 
without further reflection, pointing a finger at supposedly failed projects, they might never recognize other 
effects and “successes,” like the building of human social capital, and the value of people-to-people 
connection across a divided land. In addition to these complexities, even if we can imagine an idealized 
version of “context responsive” sustainable and humanitarian built environment projects, the bounds and 
realities of issues like funding create an even more complex landscape in which to work. Chapter 5 
explores some of this as well. 
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This is not an argument scolding or condemning of humanitarianism, nor is 

developing a process to grapple with needs and norms a simple task, but this is an 

argument for focused reflection for all interested in what it means to help others. Here, I 

do not prescribe a process for overcoming our assumptions about needs and determining 

norms, but I argue that as a prominent pattern in my research, it offers a strategic point of 

reflection and qualifies my experience in helpful ways. In proposing new technologies 

and built environments, humanitarians can determine their own way to engage in a 

thoughtful struggle on how and when to attend to needs and rules, and what it means to 

propose new games with new “rules.” Beyond fulfilling a notion of “need,” all 

humanitarians, and frankly anyone hoping to help another, might instead also consider 

“norms,” or the standard practices of daily life.52 In what cases might the “rules of the 

game,” or spatial or technological norms matter? In what cases might new technologies 

effectively bend those rules? Whether it is the climbing wall or soccer field—explicit 

games—or new kinds of technologies like the dry toilet, different kinds of rules exist for 

different audiences, and these rules can also evolve. 

One humanitarian I spoke with, working elsewhere on the border, shared some of 

his philosophy, developed over a lifetime of work and reflection. He spoke simply and 

colloquially with me and his words echo some of the sentiments expressed in this 

chapter: 

 

“We treat other people who are poor as not as lucky or enlightened as us. Or I'm 

good at doing this, so I'll do it for you. But you have to be careful, because they 

                                                
52 Some methods, like those associated with “practice theory” exist in order to focus on norms in the form 
of “practices,” though it is certainly not the only path for uncovering norms of behavior.  
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will never say no to your suggestion. You have to build a real trust level and be 

one of them so they can tell you something and not just listen.” 

 

In working to help others, we should remember that just because someone could 

use some help, does not mean that needing help defines them. The quote above suggests 

that building trust across divides and differences—which in many ways I witnessed daily 

in the non-profit and larger humanitarian community—is one possible method towards 

developing understanding of norms beyond our ideas of needs. We tend to think of rules 

as more rigid and institutional, while norms are tacit kinds of rules. Yet, rules can become 

norms and norms can become rules as conditions change. The idea of need—whether it 

means needing something like access to email and a smartphone to participate in the 

contemporary work force, or conceiving of the needs of others in regard to sporting rules 

as this chapter shows—shapes these changes. These dynamics are never fully knowable 

as needs and norms are always evolving and mean different things to different groups. 

However, reflecting on these concepts as they change can be fruitful for both 

humanitarians and academics. In terms of built environment evolution, the examples in 

this chapter show how needs and norms are also represented spatially and technologically 

and can also change as a result of new spatial and technological arrangements.53  

This chapter explored the concept of need in humanitarian building projects. Part 

of this concept touched on the idea of urgency that something needs to be done now. This 

aspect of my field experience is explored in the following chapter.  

 

                                                
53 Many sustainable building researchers focus on this relationship between norms, needs, and technologies 
in some capacity. Particularly in the realm of literature known as Sustainable Consumption, academics 
investigate norms that intensively use resources. Examples within this field are abundant but Brown et al 
(2013) offer a great window into the field for those looking for more.  
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CHAPTER 2 SUMMARY  

In this chapter I reconstructed the work of the nonprofit, crossing the border, and 

specifically, some of the nonprofit’s sporting materializations. In noticing a pattern in 

which the idea of building something and fulfilling needs overshadows other 

considerations for projects, I argue that this pattern is a useful point of reflection and 

qualifies an important social influence on building projects. The essence of my argument 

is that our ideas about need overshadow how we think of others, particularly in this cross-

border context, and that in leaning on academics that conceive of relationships between 

norms, needs, and technologies, it is helpful to pause and consider assumptions about 

need in the process of humanitarian technological work. The chapter asks us to question 

our own ideas about needs and recognize that beyond fulfilling need, understanding the 

norms of others and their lives can be an entry point for humanitarianism. This finding 

encourages thinking on new social processes that aim to dampen these kinds of 

stereotypes in order to consider more empirical norms and rules.  

I do not prescribe a specific protocol for the participants or those like them, but 

rather use my experience as a researcher to point out this pattern. My hope is that by 

surfacing this tacit social construction, I help to qualify the process of humanitarian 

sustainable technology work and in doing so provide a helpful point of reflection for my 

participants as well as others. Many readers might find they internalize narratives about 

need and make similar kinds of assumptions. 
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Chapter 3: Do Something Now: making change in broken systems 

 

GOVERNMENTS FOR THE PEOPLE? 

“Anyone ever tell these politicians they are fucking stupid, lazy, incompetent or 

crooked?!” Ben makes his frustrations known as we sit with Diego, shaking his whispy 

white-haired head while he rubs his brow. Though Ben is often sweet spoken, he 

periodically has stunning outbursts of frustration, particularly when it comes to either the 

US or Mexican government’s failings. He sees people suffering as a result of things like 

disappearing funding for health programs and poor drinking water quality, and this 

angers him. Though he periodically gets upset, he strives to work with the local 

governments on community projects. The three of us sit around Diego’s kitchen table on 

a hot, late afternoon discussing the complications of organizing kids' sporting events. Ben 

and I both listen closely as the conversation turns and Diego describes Mexican 

government corruption. This ranges from how funding for certain projects seems to 

disappear to “El Chapo’s” infamous shady prison escapes. 

After Ben and I listen for a while, confused and angry about such matters, Diego  

looks at me with one of his coy smiles and says, “Well, Catie, what do you think? Is it 

burrito time?” 

“Yes, absolutely. It’s burrito time. I’m hungry,” I respond with a sigh. 

“Ok. Let’s go get some burritos,” Ben agrees.  

“Let me just check on my mama before we go.” Diego walks into the other room 

to check on his elderly mother who suffers from dementia. When he returns and we are 

about to head through the door, Ben tells us about a newspaper article he recently read.  
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“If I ever get like that,” he says, referring to Diego’s mother, “I’m done. I read a 

New York Times article recently about a woman who grinded up all her pills and put it in 

her favorite yoghurt when she started to lose it. I’m saving up my own baggie of pills. 

I’m not going to be useless.”  

Ben states his case lightly, and knowing how committed Ben is to working, Diego 

and I struggle to interpret and respond. I wonder: to what degree is this joke? Whether or 

not Ben would actually concoct a suicide smoothie someday is, of course, unknown. 

What this moment did show, like so many others, is Ben’s commitment to work and his 

idea of being useful. He would often joke that he would retire when he was dead, and that 

he worried about what would happen to the nonprofit in the coming years as he aged. 

This moment in particular was a powerful reminder of how much his idea of utility meant 

to him. 

Diego always knew how to respond to these kinds of moments. “No, Ben, that’s 

not going to happen to you. Come on, let’s go get burritos.” Diego shifts the conversation 

out of this difficult space and waves farewell to his mother as we get in Ben’s truck. 

We head to the burrito stand that serves beans because both Ben and I prefer this 

vegetarian option. Diego approaches the stand with his usual friendly nature, making 

small talk with the stand owners. He turns to us, “do you guys want a Coke?” 

“No, no thank you,” Ben responds, and I decline as well. 

“Don’t worry, Ben,” Diego says with a chuckle, “I’m only having this one today!” 

Diego is assuring Ben, who both personally and through the nonprofit initiatives, 

promotes healthy eating in town. The sugar-packed and popular Coca-Cola emerged as 

an enemy in his battle.  
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Ben and I take a seat at the small plastic table next to the stand while Diego puts 

in our order and chats with the couple that runs the burrito booth. Another man 

approaches the stand and Diego starts talking with him, too, while Ben and I sit. 

 I ask Ben if he ever misses his days of running his renovation business.  

“No, my son is really doing a great job with it now...but man, did we have fun. 

We had such a great community of people on the crew.” Ben goes on, “We were like a 

family. If someone needed a house, we would all get together one weekend and build it 

for them…and we were all activists in our off time. It was a great job for activists 

because we would go to a work site for a couple of weeks and then have time off to go 

protest. I even got arrested a few times.” He chuckles wistfully. “Now this was after I 

was in the Navy, of course.” 

“What?! You were in the Navy?” While I had heard his stories of activism and 

civil rights protesting with figures like the infamous McDonald sisters (activist nuns), 

Ben had never mentioned his military record. At this point Diego joins us with the hot 

burritos. “Diego, did you know Ben was in the Navy?” 

“That’s right,” Ben says. “I was in a ship in the blockade around Cuba. These 

ships were huge and it was very tense. Years later, I read a book that declassified some of 

the material from that time and I learned that it was even more tense than I knew at the 

time. Bombs almost went off on the boat I was on...but, then I became an activist!” He 

says with a lighter, joking tone. “I met Bonnie and we were both closet radicals and came 

out together. You guys want some carrots?” He pulls out a Tupperware container filled 

with sliced carrots and celery. 

“Got to get my vegetables in, right, Ben?” Diego smiles and takes a few. 

I think back to a previous conversation with Bonnie about this activism and how 

she told me, in her sweet sing-song voice, that nowadays, “...we don’t really protest 
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anymore. I mean you can’t really fight the US war machine.” She told me that they tired 

of activism in that way because you “couldn’t see the results,” and they wanted 

something more tangible. “We wanted to meet and help people and have relationships 

with them,” she had explained.  

The present conversation shifts as Diego tells us about the man he just met while 

ordering burritos. “He’s a painter mechanic right now at the place I worked twenty-seven 

years ago,” Diego explains. “I wanted to make sure he was protecting himself from the 

fumes. The last painter that worked there went blind from the chemicals.” At this 

moment, Diego’s phone starts to buzz. He glances at it and quickly says, “He said he was 

protecting himself with a suit”—and then into the phone—“Hola?” 

 I glance around as Diego chatters to the person on the phone. The burrito stand is 

situated next to the border fence on one side and the Mexican Border Patrol inspection 

station on the other.  On many occasions, “burrito time” staged conversations in which 

we all discussed our lives, got to know each other, and went over town problems and 

plans for projects. Over a burrito one afternoon, Diego told me stories of how when he 

was young, not only was crossing into the US on any day a casual affair, but the kids 

used to play a border crossing “game”:  

 

“When I was in school, the fence in the school yard, that was the border line—so 

in school you know what we would play? We would play immigration. We played 

real immigration because what we would do is we would see how long it would 

take for the blazers of the immigration officers to see us cross—they weren't 

worried because we were kids and they knew we were in school—but somebody 

made a hole under the fence and one kid would lift it up and the other kid would 
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run under it and we would see who could run to the other side of the border 

without getting busted by Immigration."  

 

He laughed as he told me the story of the game. 

"Oh my! That's so different than it is now!" I exclaim, thinking of the tense 

moments I had seen, like the time I saw a teenage Mexican boy chased down and tackled 

by Border Patrol at the border. 

"Yeah and Immigration, they would just look at us and they would run because 

there were kids running—I would say two or three blocks into the US—and they would 

go and take those kids and say, 'What are you doing? You don't have any papers to be in 

the US!' So they would put them in the van and they bring them here and they let them 

loose right here. So the kids would walk back to school and say 'I got busted by 

Immigration'…it was a crazy game," he laughs, "and the Immigration officer really loved 

it, they thought it was crazy for us to be playing this and would say, 'Why are you doing 

this?' and we would say, 'Well, we are playing to see who would get busted first.'" 

In the present time, in Diego’s adult life, unauthorized crossing was a different 

kind of “game,” one with severe consequences and detention. Diego had experienced 

these kinds of crossing experiences as well. Now he was on the phone, connecting 

community members and resources in Mexico with other non-profit community members 

and resources.  

When Diego hangs up his phone, Ben asks him, “What was that all about?” 

Diego, often handling multiple issues on his phone throughout the day says, “It 

was this lady whose five-year-old son broke his leg and it healed too short. She is looking 

for some donation for orthotic shoes to help him walk.” 
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“Ok,” Ben responds, nodding his head. “Well, let’s get his shoe size and see if we 

can find him something. I’m going to head back across now, though; it’s getting to be 

close to my naptime. Catie, do you want a ride across?”  

“Sure, sounds good, Ben,” I answer. 

Ben and I then head back across the border. In the car, I decide I want to talk to 

him about his little-bag-of-pills story a bit more. In some ways, I am confronting my own 

discomfort with the topic and want to reach across our generational gap to understand 

what he is going through. I tell him I’m not sure what to say, and that culturally, we do 

not seem to learn to talk about aging and what it’s like to be somewhat close to death, to 

plunge towards the end of our lives. 

He says, “Well, Catie, you are right. What I know is that I just don’t want to be 

useless.”54 

 

THOSE THAT DO AND THOSE THAT DON’T 

As we cross back, I tell Ben, “You know, I have to admit: whenever we get back 

on US side, there is this small sense of relief that comes over me…every time.” 

“That never goes away,” Ben says, surprising me. Ben always conveys a bold 

fearlessness when it comes to his work in Mexico, never ceasing even during the years of 

drug war escalation when people in town were “disappeared” and shot.  

We drive the three miles from the border and arrive back to my little travel trailer. 

Ben parks and turns off the car: he wants to talk.  
                                                
54 The work conducted with the organization provides different sources of meaning for every employee and 
volunteer. The daily activities and career in community service provide prestige and honor for some, 
particularly in Mexico. For others, the work is a kind of project, scheduled for a particular moment in life’s 
trajectory like retirement or near-retirement. Related, though not explanatory of research participants, 
Krause (2014) researches this idea of how the production of this idea of “projects,” in order to receive 
funding, can come to dominate humanitarian activities. 
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Ben then asks me, as he does periodically, “So, Catie, is this working out for 

you?” 

“What do you mean?” I ask, confused. 

“What exactly is it that you are doing here? You are a smart and talented person, 

but you don’t seem like you are doing anything. You could make a much more 

substantial impact here.” 

I try (again, as it is not the first round of this line of questioning) to explain my 

academic role in society and my goals while living at the border: 

 

“Well, I can see how it might seem that way, but I’m here to learn and experience 

and share these stories—your story—with others. I think you do great work here 

and people can learn a lot from what you do. And in the future, when I’m in a 

teaching position, I can draw on this experience—a real experience, not just in 

books—to help guide the next generation, the next group of people that will try 

and make positive change at the border or use sustainable technologies to help 

people. My job is to learn all about what you do and what it is like to live here 

with people on both sides of the border so I can help relay this to others.”  

 

These moments often turn into my longest monologues with Ben. 

He thinks for a moment and then says, “So you are basically a giant fly on the 

wall?” He is still a bit confused, scrunching his brow and then raising his hands. 

“Well, kind of…but…with a purpose. And remember, I’m also directed by my 

advisor and committee. I got approval to do this research and help out as a volunteer in 

some ways. I do want to help, of course and pitch in where I can, but I’m not here to—”  

“Be the boss.” 
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“Right! I’m not here to be a boss. Do you know what I mean?” 

“Uh, yeah kind of, I think mostly. I’ve always just been someone who tries stuff.” 

he emphasizes his point by waving his hands like an orchestra conductor.  

“Well, my phase-two of this work might be more trying stuff, or ‘action 

research,’” I put this in quotes and realize that the phrase might not land with him. “But I 

think I really need to get to know a place deeply from a multitude of perspectives before I 

am ready to do that.” 

 Ben thinks for a moment and says, “Okay, Catie. Well, thanks for your work. I 

just want to make sure you are getting something out of this experience.” He pauses and 

smiles, “I better get going. I need my afternoon nap.” He shows me the little inflatable 

pillow he uses to sometimes nap on his 40-minute drive home, pulling off on the side of 

the road if the urge to nap overcomes him.  

This was not the first, or last, moment of confusion about my presence. On 

another day, a month or so later, the topic would emerge again. Frustrated by my lack of 

construction leadership while I helped Mexican women build garden beds at a school, 

Ben again wonders, this time more frustrated, what is it I do?  

“You seem detached. If you want to keep hanging out with us, Catie you need to 

bring both your body and your mind with you and use it,” he told me. 

Struck and a bit alarmed to be characterized in such a way, I tried again to explain 

my world to Ben. On this occasion, I tried a slightly different tactic so that Ben might 

relate. “Honestly, Ben. It does get frustrating for me as well. Sometimes I want to do 

more, of course. But I need to do this and take this time and not direct others because I 

need to finish my dissertation to get my PhD. I’m almost there, I’m almost done, it’s been 

many years, but I have to do this first, and then maybe I can do more. But I have to do it 

this way as a researcher first.” By explaining to him the constraints on my life, the 
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requirements of my superiors on my trajectory, he seemed to understand. We all have 

things we have to do, boxes we must check in order to achieve our goals. He then 

returned to smiles and jokes with me as if the tension between us had evaporated.  

At that moment, Diego, who had been talking with the Mexican Border Patrol to 

get approval for a large bean donation, came over, having heard some of the 

conversation.  He gave my shoulder a squeeze and said, “Everything is okay, right?” 

Diego is considerate and skilled at sensing tension. He consistently eases tension between 

conflicting groups and comforts those around him, including his co-workers. In this 

circumstance, he comforted me by offering positive affirmations, making sure that I knew 

that he and Rosa and others liked having me around. 

Though difficult and at times tense, these periodic conversations expressing 

confusion about my work actually helped me understand Ben and some of the others 

undergoing this humanitarian work.55 This response to my presence told me a lot about 

how some participants conceive of what it means to do something. As I was cast as non 

do-er, I began to understand how central this idea was for some of the research 

participants to lead a meaningful life. I disrupted this worldview and it resulted in some 

difficult and uncomfortable moments. These ideas about doing something and action 

were expressed in a multitude of ways by those collaborating with the nonprofit.56 It is 

also my impression that their ideas about doing are common in many circles.  

 

                                                
55 Venkatesh (2002) shows how in ethnography, informants’ response to and interpretation of the 
researcher can reveal larger frames for interpreting and coping with reality. 
56 Other humanitarians I met in the preliminary phase of my research expressed similar ideas. I have also 
heard academics frequently cast as “non-doers” in other realms of my life, suggesting that this might be a 
common idea. This is difficult to say with any certainty and the chapter will largely focus on research 
participants' worlds, though footnote number 58 addresses the ways that conceptions of doing might be tied 
to larger patterns of modernity.  
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DO-ERS 

The importance of doing something was in large part tied to my research 

participant’s ideas about urgency. This urgency stems from concerns that our 

institutions—particularly our governments—are failing us and as a result, people are 

suffering. While this sentiment was expressed by many at this time in relation to the 2016 

election in the US, government failings are particularly salient at the US-Mexico border, 

where national governments are omnipresent. The response of many participants is this 

call to do something. Building something, making something materialize physically, was 

one of the clearest ways research participants felt they did something. Their urgency to 

do, in combination with the idea of fulfilling needs, shaped the trajectories and styles of 

projects. The idea of doing something was integrated into the daily life and talk of the 

humanitarians who were involved with this organization (as well as others involved in 

cross-border work elsewhere). Visiting with humanitarian volunteers in the Nogales area, 

I heard familiar sentiments: 

 

“It is very satisfying to help people. I get really frustrated with the political 

system in the US. There is a whole fog over the immigration system. It is 

frustrating and feels like the political solutions are getting further away than 

closer. It's not changing the system, but it is making a difference in people's 

lives.”57 

 

Others, like Ben, who worked and volunteered with the nonprofit, expressed their 

ideas about doing as well. Linda was another of these do-ers. She often arrived at the 

border in October, coming down from the north for the winter. Having helped found the 
                                                
57 Research participant in 2016 interview.  
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organization, nowadays she preferred to simply volunteer. One afternoon she explained, 

while crouching over the community garden, that she liked, and believed she was better 

suited for, coming across the border and doing things rather than sitting in board 

meetings in the US. She still attended meetings occasionally, but had developed 

friendships with gardeners living in Mexico, exchanging long hugs and smiles after 

spending time apart. Linda, with short white hair, upbeat personality, and artistic 

demeanor, became my friend while I lived on the border. She told me the first thing she 

did when she arrived in the fall, was to plant seeds immediately in her green house so that 

she would have a fresh supply of greens all winter. Some days she would swing by my 

camper and surprise me with a bag of fresh picked greens to enjoy. She often assisted the 

gardening program sponsored by the nonprofit. Upon learning about her gardening skills, 

I asked her one day if she was a “master gardener,” a popular certification program for 

professional gardeners.  

“Nah!” she replied quickly, “I’m not a master of anything! All they do is stand 

around and pontificate.” Though in this instance she might have misunderstood my use of 

“master,” in this moment and in others, Linda made it clear that she liked to do, she was a 

do-er.  

Luke, the mad scientist-tinkerer described in chapter one, also demonstrated 

through his work how these common ideas about doing something tie in with ideas about 

place and need.  His efforts and others materialized in sustainable building technologies. 

Luke, a US citizen who lived on the Mexican side of the border, sat with me in his little 

truck telling me about his life and experiments, and his philosophy.  

“Why do I live in Mexico?” He said this rhetorically after discussing his faith at 

length. “This is the greatest place I have to make the biggest difference. I can make more 

of a difference here than anywhere else.”  
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We looked out over his messy yard, covered with various stages of building 

experiments and materials. He had been working around two decades on a building 

material composite made of low-cost, local, recycled paper materials. He believed that 

homes needed to be affordable for poor people and saw the material as having the 

potential to provide a “basic need to mankind” with shelter to “insulate from the 

elements.” His latest experiments were modular walls that could be pieced together to 

make tiny singular room buildings and then built off each other to make a larger 

structure. He discussed these ideas with Ben, Diego, and others, thinking they might 

house the seasonal farm workers in Mexico who apparently only earned a few dollars for 

a full day of labor. Many found his experiments fascinating, exciting, or strange, with one 

local also acknowledging that people might not want an experimental house but rather 

prefer “the three-bedroom-with-a-garage house.” Luke, as with others I encountered, had 

come to the border to help those on the other side in need and responded by building, by 

his form of doing.  

Ben, like Luke, responded with urgency to the asymmetries across the border. He 

expressed constant frustration with the conditions of poverty and the low wages for 

demanding work on the surrounding farms and maquilas (factories). He found great 

meaning and pride in what he called “showing up” and doing something. On one 

memorable drive across the border he told me that “someone accused me of being an 

idiot yesterday and I said, ‘Well, I’m the only idiot here! Replace me if you want!’”  

“Wow. I wouldn’t last [in your position]. I’m too much of a sensitive soul,” I 

responded, reading his frustration and empathizing. 

He chuckled and said, “Well, everyone always wants to tell us how to run the 

organization. They say 'you should being doing this and you should be doing that' and I 

say, 'well…'” With his eyebrows and intonation raised, his sentence faded. 
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After a long pause, I finally said, “Yeah, there are a lot of theories out there about 

how it could work.”  

Ben knows his method might contain flaws, but he also prides himself on his 

commitment and fundamental humanitarian presence. Luke, Linda, and others share 

similar values about being present in the community and doing things. Their idea of 

commitment and doing are central to how they proceed and their conception of value. 

The work can certainly become trying, with limited resources and corruption abound. 

Yet, they all continue with humanitarian efforts. Ben, in particular, has held on to this 

idea of commitment as years have passed, and on the darkest of days, considering 

alternatives for his retirement, for his remaining years of life. Ben and others relayed 

stories of dishonest and corrupt organization employees, the challenges of changing local 

government and the resulting changing promises and relationships, and how they struggle 

at times to get volunteers and interested people. After being involved in community work 

in Mexico for almost a decade, the organization now hosts a dedicated and hard-working 

team, as well as an extended community of volunteers. It is easy to agree that the crew 

from both sides of the border that I spent time with is in their own way certainly doing 

things.  

Their conception of doing is also their own; it is a socially-constructed concept.58 

Doing something can mean very different things to different groups. In the final section 
                                                
58 It is possible to read into this idea of doing as a product of general assumptions associated with modern 
thought. Moore (2001) investigates this idea by looking at technology and place. He writes, “modern 
theories of architecture generally embrace technology as the means by which cultural goals are achieved 
and reject the traditional concept of place as a progressive social end” (7). He goes on to show that 
ironically, postmodernism in some ways reinforces this dualism while rejecting it. The connection to my 
work is to see that the ways research participants construct doing often through materializing, through 
using their hands for technological progress, is very much a modern conception of action (Scott 1998 also 
associates technical progress with high modernist ideology). In zooming out of my experience and thinking 
about larger human idea trends—such as “modern thought”—this might be an interesting connection for 
some readers. However, I would argue that to simply focus and categorize the behaviors of research 
participants as “modern” would mischaracterize (as we could also label aspects of their work as “anti-
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of this chapter, I offer other kinds of (more academic) perspectives on what humanitarian 

doing can mean. While this chapter “grounds,” or adds the complexity and nuance of 

experience for considering these academic theories, these highlighted differences also 

offer points of reflection for research participants and anyone with similar ideas about 

doing. The conclusion of this chapter provides these points for reflection. 

Before this final section, however, I also must take a moment to acknowledge one 

of the important ways that this work, the doing something, functioned. Beyond longer 

project efforts, there were many other constant, daily expressions of what it meant to do 

something and help others. In the next section I take a moment to reflect on these daily 

micro humanitarian efforts that help people endure the conditions of poverty.  

 

ENDURANCE LANDSCAPE  

Building on the introduction and 

ideas from Chapters 1 and 2 about place and 

need, this chapter further explores what the 

work means to participants in terms of 

action, or doing, and how this shapes their 

behaviors and project outcomes. As I have 

discussed, for many, the important part of the 

work is being there, showing up, and “trying 

stuff.” This has taken many forms: solar oven 

distribution and classes on building solar 
                                                                                                                                            
modern” or “post-modern”), or at least miss some of the important complexities of their experiences. My 
focus in this chapter is not to label research participants as modern or postmodern, but to demonstrate a 
more relatable quality: how we all make assumptions about what doing or action really means. This, in my 
mind, is a more fruitful line of inquiry for research participants, academics, and the general reader.  

Figure 18: Unloading a Giant Bag of 
Donated Beans for 
Community Distribution. 
Source: Author, 2016. 
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ovens sustainable building material promotion and manufacturing; bike donation repair 

shops and bike distribution; community bike rides; community and home garden 

programs; a scheme to sell old US iPhones in Mexico; helping to organize a craft 

business (now more or less self sufficient); repurposing old fast food restaurant 

playground equipment and installing it in a local park; transporting and distributing large 

bean donations from a local bean farmer; building and maintaining a computer and 

community center; donating school food; numerous nutrition and health classes and 

services; building a bike path, climbing wall, and soccer field to encourage exercise; 

working with a local school to figure out how to extend the gymnasium hours for 

community use; and organizing with local churches to discover the needs of community 

members. While the organization’s project list was extensive, the work of the 

organization did not solely revolve around specific kinds of “initiatives” or “projects.” 

Though the concept of “humanitarianism” often evokes scenes of large global non-

governmental organizations (NGOs) involved in mega projects, humanitarianism can also 

operate on this scale of countless efforts in daily work. This is another profound way 

humanitarianism can work in these daily acts of helping people to endure. This builds off 

of Ilana Feldmen’s arguments in her 2015 paper on humanitarianism in Palestinian 

refugee camps, cited below.  Each day, so much of what Ben, Diego, Rosa, and many 

others did was to respond to people’s most pressing and acute problems. 
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Humanitarians might work to fundamentally 

change conditions that produce suffering, but in many 

regards, some humanitarian work focuses on simply 

helping people survive these conditions. Ilana Feldman 

calls this the “endurance landscape.” Using the concept 

and term helps bring to the fore the ways that 

humanitarian work is not as much about “fighting the 

system,” but instead is “helping people cope with 

circumstances they cannot change.”59 On the one hand, 

while the ways in which research participants conceive 

of need shapes project outcomes, on the other hand, they 

frequently spend time simply responding to acutely 

expressed needs. They help people endure. Whether it is 

helping find an orthotic shoe for a child, taking 

someone’s computer to the repair shop, supplying a bike 

tube for a broken-down bicycle, monitoring an elderly 

man’s vitals, getting a child fitted to a wheelchair, or 

tarping over a hole in someone’s roof, there were a 

multitude of ways those working with the organization 

responded to pressing problems. This is important to 

recognize, especially for academics that tend to frame 

humanitarian initiatives in terms of their success or failure in changing systemic 

conditions. While in some ways this is a worthy frame in which to consider the work, 

                                                
59 Feldman, Ilana. 2015. “Looking for Humanitarian Purpose: Endurance and the Value of Lives in a 
Palestinian Refugee Camp.” Public Culture 27 (3 77): 427–47. 

Figure 19: Ben and Diego 
Work on 
Physical 
Therapy Device 
for Child with 
Cerebral Palsy. 
Source: Author, 
2016. 
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fieldwork reveals dismantling injustice systems is not always the purpose behind 

humanitarian efforts. 

As I discussed in the previous section, research participants often experience and 

interpret the inability of social institutions to make change. This perception shapes how 

they conceptualize action and what kinds of activities they prioritize on a day-to-day 

basis. While participants from both sides of the border complained of their governments, 

they were not solely focused on fighting these social systems. Many of their actions 

helped others endure the daily conditions of life instead of trying to change the 

institutions and systems that produced these conditions.  

This reveals the variability not only in the theory of how to proceed with 

community work, but what constitutes action itself. It makes us consider the value in 

simply helping people endure in addition to more revolutionary kinds of change-making. 

This brings to the fore questions of how to consider the boundaries and scale of 

humanitarian efforts, the purpose driving humanitarian work, and what characterizes the 

work, the doing, itself. The last section of the chapter continues to reflect on what doing 

can mean.  

 

DIALOGUE AND PROCESS 

Lastly, this section offers points of reflection on what doing can mean in different 

terms for different groups. The goal here is not to make claims about what doing or 

action is in ultimate terms, but to show that there is a plurality of ways to consider these 

concepts.60 This plurality should challenge assumptions and demonstrate the contingency 
                                                
60 A useful comparison can be found in a book review on the concept of technological determinism. The 
writer notes that technological determinism is akin to how Eriving Goffman conceives of gender. Here I am 
arguing that the idea of doing or action is similar. “It is probably wise in this context to take some 
inspiration from what Erving Goffman, developing his theory of ritual interaction, wrote on gender. ‘It is 
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of the ideas of action and doing, and opens up new possibilities for what they can mean. 

Drawing on academic theory, some frame dialogue and process as forms of doing. The 

way research participants (as well as other humanitarians I encountered) characterized 

doing was largely in opposition61 to that which one can consider process and dialogue: 

the talking, planning, reflecting, and meeting about common problems. Academic fields 

focusing on participation, community problem solving, and planning cast the role of 

dialogue and process somewhat differently. These theorists and academics can learn from 

the research participants, ordinary (not in a pejorative sense, but in a common, non-

institutional expert sense of the word) people working out community problems and 

materializing buildings and technologies. Of course, on the other hand, research 

                                                                                                                                            
not, then, the social consequences of innate sex differences that must be explained, but the way in which 
these differences were (and are) put forward as a warrant for our social arrangements, and, most important 
of all, the way in which the institutional workings of society ensured that this accounting would seem 
sound’…Read “technology” for “gender” and technological determinism, whether hard or soft, becomes 
the result of a process of societal negotiation rather than its external precondition. Technological 
determinism now only appears to be a set of rules society imposes on itself. But the most interesting 
question is how the validity of explanations is created, communicated, and enforced” (Wengenroth, 1998). 
61 It is important to take a moment and clarify that what is often characterized as opposing poles—doing 
and maybe simply talking—are similar terms to, but different from, the much explored academic ideas 
around theory and practice. Most importantly, these terms are more grounded in the lives of research 
participants. They do not see themselves as theorists applying a theory through practice. Though all of the 
research participants (and all people, really) of course theorize in their own way, the terms “theory” and 
“practice” are particular terms for those adopting or declaring particular theoretical approaches and 
applications. In professional built environment practice, architecture, these terms frequently apply and are 
at times combined in the philosophical word “praxis” to express the interplay between theory and practice. 
Westoby and Dowling (2013) also explicate these terms: “We have approached this book with a view to 
exploring a theory and practice of dialogical community development and now pause to consider what is 
meant by theory and practice. Aligned to the dialogical tradition our task of theorising, researching and 
writing is understood as hermeneutical. This is understood as a ‘sense-making’ process of critical dialogue 
with one another, with colleagues and with an international literature that also holds a historical 
consciousness of the traditions, the perspectives and biases located within them…We then bring attention 
to practice. Practice in its most obvious form is what people do—but we like to think of it as ‘skillful 
means’. It is not just what people do but what thoughtful and empathic people using community 
development theory reflectively and reflexively do in subtle and skillful ways. Practice for us is also a 
social and ecological process that is primarily oriented towards relationality. Therefore practice becomes 
the ability to ‘skillfully dance the dance of relationship, being present and responsive to other and 
context’—but also to be intuitive, empathic, careful, thoughtful, creative, playful and disciplined” (17-18). 
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participants and others like them might find valuable insight in considering these 

academic conceptions of doing.  

Gerard Dowling and Peter Westoby articulate an academic point of view on these 

matters in their book Theory and Practice of Dialogical Community Development.62 

Building on Paulo Freire and others,63 they see dialogue, and a process that encourages 

dialogue, as creating a “critical and transformational space.”64 This space allows 

community members to connect and find shared agendas. They also emphasize what they 

call “practice,”65 a form of doing, and any process that encourages dialogue. They 

highlight dialogue and process and the ways this generates understanding, and at times, 

an agreement to joint action. 

In this realm of thinking, the process of engagement itself is as important as a 

material outcome. The logic here suggests that not only does dialogue and process create 

                                                
62 Westoby, Peter, and Gerard Dowling. 2013. Theory and Practice of Dialogical Community 
Development: International Perspectives. 1 edition. London  ; New York: Routledge. 
63 Jurgen Habermas (1984 and 1977) is another important influence for these scholars and others that work 
towards community development. Habermas developed a conception of a “'System’ (structures or 
functioning or effects produced by the steering media of money and administrative power of organizations 
and institutions) and ‘lifeworld’ (processes of cultural, social, and personal reproduction and 
transformation)” (Kemmis 2005: 593, citing Habermas 1984, 1987) and that if we understand “the tensions 
and interconnections between system and lifeworld then we can understand how to transform it through 
research and new practices” (Kemmis 2005: 574). Dowling and Westoby (2013) and other researcher-
practitioners (such as those involved in Participatory Action Research or PAR) believe that dialogue and 
particular community processes allow communities to understand their systems and lifeworlds. According 
to Habermas, empowerment was the process of transforming one’s lifeworld with regard to systems 
(Kemmis 2005: 593) and that “there has been a one-sided emphasis since the Enlightenment on 
instrumental, scientific-technological rationality, which has stifled possibilities for expression. The result 
has been a colonization of the lifeworld by an amalgamated system of economy and state, technology and 
science that carries out its functional laws in all spheres of life. Habermas regards communicative action as 
a means to put boundaries on this system and to develop the lifeworld as a sphere of enlightened social 
integration and cultural expression” (Misa et al 2004: 42). Dewey (1927) and Moore (2007), citing 
Benjamin Barber also convey another important related concept: “‘public talk makes and remakes the 
world” as it “allows citizens to receive and transform both the story lines and physical settings of their 
communities,” developing a shared way of interpreting the world at present (11). 
64 Westoby, Peter, and Gerard Dowling. 2013. Theory and Practice of Dialogical Community 
Development: International Perspectives. Routledge. p 26. 
65 See footnote 61 for more on the idea of “practice.” 
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what seems to be a consensual and participatory (implying distributed power) collective, 

but a cohesive foundation for any future “practice” or form of doing.  

Though these academics importantly highlight the value of process as a form of 

doing, their theoretical attitude can also benefit from experiencing and reflecting on the 

experience of helping others endure. Beyond coming to understanding and agreement, 

there are some deep assumptions involved in their glorification of dialogue.66 The logic 

assumes that participants in dialogic processes will experience a kind of awakening about 

the corrupt systems and institutions constraining their lives. Yet, on-the-ground 

experience suggests that often people are acutely aware of these systems, and experience 

different forms of systemic injustice daily. Many simply feel unable to change or 

overcome these injustices.67 Rather, in some instances, those struggling to survive find 

strategies to endure these conditions. Humanitarian help in this regard can be profound. 

My field experience and data indicates the complex influence of place, need, and what it 

means to do something (the construction of action) in the process of humanitarian work 

and this (along with findings in subsequent chapters) offers pointed nuance for scholarly 

theories.  

What has become clear is that many groups—academics as well as the research 

participants—construct different kinds of assumptions about place, need, and action. This 

shows the contingency of truth in these matters and the value of experience, reflection, 

and communication for all interested in bettering the human condition through 

humanitarian technological means (as well as other means), particularly across seemingly 
                                                
66 Robert Beauregard makes a similar argument in Planning Matter: Acting with Things (2015). 
Beauregard argues that planners tend to work in a world of dialogue and data, removed and neglectful of 
the material world and its profound influence on their projects. Subsequent chapters in this dissertation 
reflect on nonhuman actors' influence on the humanitarian work, relating to Beauregard’s central argument 
even more.  
67 Some also argue that paradoxically, philanthropy and nonprofit work in fact perpetuate the systems of 
injustice they purport to solve. See Kohl-Arenas (2015). 
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insurmountable divides and failing institutions. This challenges many commonly 

assumed dualities: theory and practice, action and planning. Is process a form of action? 

Is dialogue? What about the instances where collective doing reaches a similar kind of 

outcome to a dialogue process?68 Participatory action researchers and similar community 

development theorists make strong arguments for process, but research participants show 

that doing is also a meaningful form of humanitarianism.69  

All of the ideas presented here weave together with the concepts from previous 

chapters in difficult ways. At times, the concepts seem completely contradictory; on the 

one hand, as Chapter 2 articulates, we tend to construct ideas about needs, while on the 

other, as this chapter illuminates, we also respond to a type of acute need by helping 

people endure. On the one hand, materializing, making, and building places is urgently 

important, as in the experience of my participants demonstrated in this chapter, while on 

the other, sitting around and talking, or dialogue, can also be a form of helping people, or 

doing, as the academics I cite argue. However, these concepts are not contradictory, and 

weaving them together creates a beautifully complex story with no ultimate, infallible, 

                                                
68 Though both academics and research participants conceived of a boundary between doing and not doing 
(or practice and theory), it is clear that this boundary is difficult to parse out. As with many dualities, the 
contrast between poles fades under close inspection or deconstruction via Postmodern analysis. What is 
important to acknowledge, however, is that even though some scholars continue to try and challenge these 
kinds of modern dualism, many academics and humanitarians (and generally people in contemporary 
society) continue to construct this boundary. As the idea of doing is central to research participants' 
understanding of their work and purpose, this becomes an important point of reflection for all.  
69 Also see footnote 61. Participatory Action Research, or PAR, is a method that reframes collective action 
outcomes as research and knowledge production. The method builds on pragmatist theory that contends 
that knowledge constructed from afar without experienced conditions is insufficient. PAR privileges 
collective change, and the story and experience of collective change, as knowledge itself. It is a form of 
radical empiricism. PAR researchers characterize the process as open and exploratory, collaborative, 
reflective, and egalitarian (nonhierarchical). The work emphasizes process, reflection, and action over 
outcomes as well as consensus building through communicative action to open inclusive public spheres. 
According to the PAR theory, this helps those engaged in the PAR process understand the tensions between 
our collective lifeworlds and systems (Habermas 1984 and 1977) in order to identify and interpret social 
problems. They position the research scientist as mediator between theory and practice and between 
practitioners and ordinary people.  
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right answers, no singular truth.70 These results honor the complexity of experience and 

are often unified in the story of place, particularly the effects of the border on the way 

participants construct need and the urgent idea of doing.  

These observed patterns demonstrate that how we construct and make 

assumptions about the needs of others is important as well as simply responding to daily 

requests for food, for equipment, and for critical materials. There is a compelling urgency 

to help those that are suffering and provide new things, new technologies, new places, but 

the process of interaction, dialogue, and making places can be as fruitful as the outcome 

itself. All of these ideas, merged from experience and reflection, can work together and 

expand our thinking on humanitarianism and sustainable technologies. It is this very 

nuance that provides genuine points of reflection for participants, those like them, 

academics, and broader interested audiences.  

At this point in the reading, I have explicated some of the important social 

patterns of my field experience: ideas about place, need, and doing. Though present in 

each chapter in some way, “sustainable technologies” remains somewhat unexamined. 

Recalling that the introduction stated that what makes a sustainable world “is an ongoing 

question,” the following chapter explores two of the technologies I experienced. Those 

collaborating in the area have worked on many other kinds of sustainable technology 

innovations, but during my time at the border, papercrete and biochar were the most 

prominent. Read on to immerse yourself in the world of these building technologies.   

 

                                                
70 This kind of experienced-based and instrumentalist perspective on truth is in step with my philosophical 
approach to research and knowledge, discussed in Appendix B.  
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CHAPTER 3 SUMMARY  

This chapter focuses on the participants' important concept of doing. Multiple 

experiences, including the way some participants reacted to my presence, demonstrated 

that the idea of doing something in the face of inequality and injustice was crucial. It was 

integral to some of the participants' work identity to be do-ers. This, in combination with 

other forms of meaning like fulfilling needs, was a prominent social pattern in the process 

of technological work. The presence of the border, national governments, and blatant 

asymmetrical suffering created a sense of urgency for this doing. I argue that this is a 

strategic point of reflection for the participants, and those engaging in work like theirs, to 

consider some of the potential power in strategies they might not consider as "doing.” I 

describe the way some academics conceive of doing to highlight this point.  

However, in this chapter, I also complicate this finding by borrowing the term 

"endurance landscape"71 to highlight how the participants help others in a multitude of 

ways. I argue that this part of the experience and perspective offers reflection for 

academics, often quick to privilege dialogue and process and characterize humanitarian 

efforts in judgmental ways. As is with previous chapters, I do not prescribe a specific 

process or path forward that I deem best for the participants or others, but instead offer 

these findings as qualifications of tacit forces in sustainable technological humanitarian 

work. These qualifications offer strategic points of reflection by bringing the patterns of 

my experience to the fore; using academic concepts can help us probe these ideas further. 

In this chapter, the call for reflection is on what doing can mean, and on the consequences 

that can occur when we make assumptions about what constitutes action. I also call for 

                                                
71 Feldman, Ilana. 2015. “Looking for Humanitarian Purpose: Endurance and the Value of Lives in a 
Palestinian Refugee Camp.” Public Culture 27 (3 77): 427–47. 
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reflection by academics on daily acts of humanitarianism that help others endure 

challenging conditions.   
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Chapter 4:  If Walls Could Talk: A Voice for Papercrete and Biochar  

 

This chapter takes a unique perspective, personifying the technologies I 

encountered in order to highlight their role in the lives of the participants.  The first 

section takes on the role of papercrete, the second section on biochar, before subsequent 

sections return to my own narration for points of reflection on these technologies and 

people. Though certainly a little strange, I invite you to open your mind and imagination 

in this playful manner in an effort to more fully understand the role of technologies in our 

lives.72  

 

PAPERCRETE SPEAKS 

You can find versions of me scattered all over the world, but mostly, I exist in 

pockets of the Southwest of the United States and in some places across the border in 

Mexico. There are significant 

traces of me in Arizona, some in 

Colorado, and I have even 

partnered with a large 

commercial builder in West 

Texas, but it remains unclear to 

what extent that builder will 

                                                
72 Though this is an experimental writing technique in the field of architectural research, I am drawing 
heavily on Actor Network Theory (see Bruno Latour’s pseudonym, Johnson 1988) and unique built 
environment writers like J.B. Jackson that demonstrated that writing style and story telling can greatly 
enhance our ability to think about our built environments. See Jackson ([1953] 2011). See footnote 93 and 
Appendix B for more on Actor Network Theory.  

Figure 20: Papercrete Close-up. Source: Author, 
2015. 
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extend my reach. Most people are oblivious to my existence and when they do find out 

about my presence, they are often apprehensive 

about my ability to perform. As Ruth shared with 

Catie when she first moved to town, “Oh 

papercrete? Yeah, that stuff doesn’t work at all—I 

mean just go over there and you can see it is 

cracking all over the place.” Regular maintenance 

by humans to avoid this cracking is my ally; it 

helps me gain legitimacy and power by avoiding 

this sign of failure: cracks. 

I'm different than what they normally see, and in the building world, “different” 

presents risks to valuable and expensive assets: buildings. I have not been formally 

approved by the necessary standard-making 

institutions in order to be accepted fully into 

commercial building. Without this approval, which 

would signal to people that building risks are 

mitigated, I am limited in my application. I have a 

dedicated group of followers, however, and they think 

I have great potential for needed worldwide changes. 

Because of issues like climate change (buildings 

account for a significant amount of greenhouse gas 

Figure 21: Papercrete Blocks in 
Tomas' Yard. Source: 
Author, 2014. 

Figure 22: Vat of Papercrete at 
Luke's. Source: 
Author, 2015. 
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emissions73), environmental toxins in building materials,74 and housing affordability, my 

network sees my potential power. They think I’m valuable: strong and light, made from 

recyclable materials, inexpensive, some even say fireproof. 

They argue about my formula, though, as well as details of how to make me and even 

who was my first inventor. Because I have been known in different formulas and by 

various names like “padobe,” “fibrous cement,” and “industrial strength paper mâché,” 

the trajectory of my invention and development is muddy. The nonprofit at the border 

actually emerged out of papercrete experimenting from 2004-2008. When the US 

economy tanked in 2008, Ben decided he was “either too old or too stupid” (a Ben-ism) 

to keep trying to popularize the material and instead founded the nonprofit. This did not 

completely halt all of Ben's and others' papercrete experimentation, however. Lately, 

Luke has been making a new version of my existence in the form of modular panels. 

They are strewn about his backyard in this small border town in Mexico.  

                                                
73"Forty-one percent of U.S. primary energy was consumed by the buildings sector, compared to 30% by 
the industrial sector and 29% by the transportation sector…U.S. buildings have come to represent an 
increasing portion of the country’s carbon dioxide emissions—40% in 2009” (EERE 2011: 1). 
74 See Torgal et al 2012 or reports online from the Healthy Building Network (http://healthybuilding.net) 
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I do not usually have a voice, and it is indeed somewhat strange to have one, but I 

hope this helps make me more present in this research experience as well as maybe more 

present in your, the reader’s, life. Like other building materials and technologies, I am 

always there, exerting my influence, but in many ways people remain unaware of how 

building technologies and spaces shape life. It is often said that we become visible and 

heard the moments we fail75—a cracked wall, leaky water system, impossible to navigate 

spatial design—yet, our profound influence is present and constant long before and after 

these moments.  

Luke congregates with some of his 

friends—the men he says he “helps to house 

and feed”—and they soak giant stacks of 

paper in large tubs of water. Occasionally, 

they will use cardboard if they have trouble 

procuring paper, or if they happen to 

encounter a hefty amount of cardboard. 

Luke knows cardboard is more difficult to 

breakdown, but ultimately it works as well 

as other forms of paper.  He believes that 

the key, regardless of the source paper, is that it must be affordable. "It can’t be too 

expensive or poor people won’t do it. I provide a basic need to mankind, shelter, 

insulating people from the elements. Papercrete does this well at a cost structure that 

really works,” he remarks.  

                                                
75 Bijker and Law (1992: 2) provides one example.  

Figure 24: Luke's Stationary Car Papercrete 
Mixer. Source: Author, 2015. 
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  They mix up my ingredients in his yard, which is a maze of his experiments with 

me, papercrete, and materials 

like stacks of paper, piles of 

metal (used in his latest modular 

panels project), and various 

tools. There is an old car 

between two huts that at first just 

looks like a junked car sitting 

there to rust away, but upon further inspection, and an explanation from Luke, it turns out 

that the engine runs and is connected to a mixer that breaks down paper with blades. I am 

caked on all manner of things in the yard, and sometimes Luke applies me via a spray 

gun to give a more finished look to a wall, but to most people I probably look similar to 

concrete, that same grey color, but a little more 

chunky. Of course, upon handling a block, one 

would immediately discover I weigh less than 

concrete; I am light.  

The shed in Luke’s yard holds various 

power tools, and one day Diego seriously 

cautioned Luke against leaving it unlocked. 

Diego loves people in his Mexican hometown, 

but also recognizes that there are moments that 

people get desperate and hungry. Diego knows 

that people in this state would steal these tools to 

sell them.   

Figure 25: Luke's Paper Pile and Modular Papercrete 
Panels. Source: Author, 2015. 

Figure 26: Luke's Spray Finish of 
Papercrete Hut. 
Source: Author, 2016. 
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Luke’s latest structure is a completed – well, completed by Luke’s standards – 

modular panel room. Though it might look a bit unpolished to many people accustomed 

to the clean lines of newly constructed 2x4s and drywall, it is finished enough in a 

papercrete, organic format, that Luke offers the room as a place for those in need of 

respite. The tiny room made of modular papercrete panels barely fits a bed, side table, 

and little space heater.  

There are other items in this yard as well, like Luke’s washing machine and dryer, 

hoses, and lately, parts of a new pecan shell heater he has been working on.  

Luke’s yard is an experimental jungle. It is 

in this context that he combines ingredients to 

make papercrete. After soaking paper for a time, 

Luke chops it up in what is essentially a giant 

blender invention, a bladed papercrete mixer. He 

wants the pulp to break down into the water. In 

order to do this, he has several different kinds of 

mixers, but the tow mixer invention seems to be 

one of the more well known, having been used by 

others as well, like Ben. He created this mixer by 

leveraging the engine and mobility of a car so it 

could tow a big vat on wheels while it turns blades, rolling down the street, chopping up 

paper and water.  

Once the paper disintegrates into paper pulp, Luke adds in particular amounts of 

water and cement. The ratios of each ingredient will depend on the product: is he making 

the mix into block? Into mortar? Insulation? Luke creates me in various forms using 

block molds and panel molds, and he even has systems to pour entire walls. Luke creates 

Figure 27: The Tow Mixer. Source: 
Author, 2015. 
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me in various forms using block molds and panel molds, and he even has systems to pour 

entire walls. Though others, like Henry and Jake, prefer to compress the block in a mold, 

Luke does not usually like to add strong compression on to my ingredients. He thinks it 

reduces my insulating quality and makes me more likely to absorb water. Henry, 

however, thinks compression makes me less likely to crack as well as fireproof, valuable 

qualities in a building material. However, Luke argues that without compression, drying 

in my block shape in the sun, 

I can continually absorb and 

evaporate water as needed 

without cracking.  

Luke, Jake, and others 

have been experimenting with 

papercrete and debating my 

formula and use for about two 

decades. Luke claims I was 

first patented back in 1928 as 

“industrial strength paper 

mâché,” but used even before then, in a demonstration in the 1910 World's Fair, and used 

in Europe. One helpful way to understand my existence is not simply that I am new, but 

rather, I am not mature and I have not “diffused” into society.76  
                                                
76 These concepts regarding technological “maturity” and “diffusion” largely come from the Diffusion of 
Innovations, or Technologies, literature. Everett Rogers, who wrote Diffusion of Innovations in 2003, 
picked up on Gabriel Tarde’s ideas from 1903, which developed an “S” curve to explain how new ideas 
were adopted. Rogers and others work to understand how technologies “diffuse” or become adopted in 
society. A related concept is that of technological “closure” articulated by Bijiker (1997). Technological 
closure occurs when the relevant social groups of a technology come to a consensus and restricts the 
interpretive flexibility of that artifact. Once technological closure has occurred, an agreed upon 
understanding about the design and function of a particular technology, it is difficult to reopen earlier 
disagreements (85). 

Figure 28: Luke's Modular Papercrete Panels. Source: 
Author, 2015. 
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 These experimenters endeavor to advance my maturity through their work. In the 

intentional community in the US border town, papercrete is ubiquitous in various forms 

and stages. This is the result of both Luke and Henry, who have experimented with my 

outcome and applications here. Vestiges of these efforts are scattered about. Luke made a 

large round papercrete wall structure with wooden log support beams, but he did not 

finish the project so I never housed anyone there. 

You can also find me caked on an old camper for 

insulation, and caked on roofs for insulation as 

well. I am fairly cracked and weathered in many 

places either because my formula was not quite 

worked out, I never was coated with some kind of 

finish, or because I was not maintained as years 

passed. This appearance of a cracking and 

deteriorating material feeds some of the town 

skepticism about my ability to perform in desired ways. I am always here, though, 

performing in one fashion or another, sometimes in unseen ways.  

Figure 29: Partially Built Round Papercrete Structure in Intentional Community. Source: 
Author, 2015. 

Figure 30: Papercrete Applied to 
Camper in Intentional 
Community. Source: 
Author, 2015. 
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However, on Ben’s house about forty minutes north of the community, in a 

slightly bigger town near the highway, one would not even recognize that I am present. 

 
Figure 31: Ben's Papercrete Addition. Source: Author, 2016. 

He added an addition to his home using papercrete. Here, I am finished with beige 

stucco. The surrounding landscaping is neat and pretty as well, lined by a wall also made 

out of papercrete. People do not even know I am something different from adobe or a 

stucco finish in this application. But they might sense something in my wing of the 

house, built about a decade ago. I am more comfortable than stick-frame style 

construction, especially when the weather is uncomfortably hot or cold. There are, of 

course, many other aspects of building and maintaining me that I could compile in my 

own exhaustive book, but these heating properties are fascinating in how they shape other 

building technologies in the home, like heating and cooling systems, that then also shape 

energy use and habits of people during different seasons. It is interesting to consider how 

I might change people’s habits, relationships, and markets if I became a prominent 
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building material. Like air conditioning or access to daylight, when the indoor conditions 

change, habits, mood, and productivity of inhabitants also change. Even spatial 

arrangement can change social interactions of inhabitants. Further, the way we build is 

connected to larger systems of resource extraction, and so the consequences of our 

building materials are far-reaching. The tinkerers believe I am an easy material with 

which to build (light, strong, and locally available), that I am inexpensive, that I keep 

people comfortable, and that here in the desert, I am 

a better alternative to something like stick-framed 

building (there are not many forests around here for 

local lumber) or concrete (not a very thermally 

comfortable material).  Like other building materials 

and designs, I am always present but rarely noticed. 

This is why it is helpful to hear my voice.  

If you go another couple hours north from 

the border, into a small mountain town, there is 

another papercrete experimenter. He claims, and 

many agree, to be my inventor. He prefers the term 

“padobe.” Jake received publicity and credit when he 

started to make the blocks. A university class even collaborated with him to conduct 

some strength testing, finding that though the bricks were not as strong as concrete with 

regard to compression, could most likely support a structure. They concluded that further 

testing was needed, however. This student report is difficult to find anywhere, but Jake 

keeps a copy in his records.  

Jake owns a printing press and upon finding inspiration at an Earth Day event, 

decided to find ways to reuse his scrap paper. One afternoon he took his kitchen blender 

Figure 32: Jake's Papercrete 
Blocks. Source: 
Author, 2016. 
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and mixed cement, water, and scrap paper. He assumed this would turn out to be nothing 

more than a fun experiment. After sitting in his yard for a few weeks, he discovered that 

the block of material had solidified. He thought to himself, “you could build houses out 

of this!” Eventually, he made his own system with a blender out of a large drum and 

motor. He made molds and presses out of thirty-caliber ammunition cans from the Army 

Navy store. Using this system of tools, he built an extension to his adobe house and a 

small dome hut. People interested in me heard about his building and came to see his 

home extension, which he says takes less energy to heat. He even keeps a little hole in the 

wall that he calls “truth wall,” so that visitors wanting to see inside the wall have the 

opportunity. 

 
 

Figure 33: Jake's Papercrete Hut. Source: Author, 2016. 
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Luke also works in this town occasionally on projects, but Luke and Jake have 

some disagreements about how I should work. I am always positioned in the middle of 

these disagreements between the experimenters. However, many would agree that this 

debating is simply part of their innovation process.  

Back in Mexico, those working and volunteering for the nonprofit have 

encouraged my use, believing that I am low cost, better performing, and better for the 

environment. Ben worked on setting up production with Tomás in Mexico. He hoped this 

could become a small business, providing an alternative building material and a source of 

income. He set up Tomás with a mixer and some ingredients and even helped find a few 

buyers. Tomás would lay my blocks out to dry in the sun in his yard. Lately, Tomás has 

not been making blocks. Apparently (according to Tomás), the mixer is broken and Ben 

has it out for repair. Along with the piles of various objects and materials in his yard, 

Tomás still has stacks of finished blocks. Though Tomás’ yard is not as wild as Luke’s, 

Ben still thinks if he cleans it up more, it might help the appearance of the papercrete 

business. Some objects currently occupying Tomás’ yard are the partially burned 

playground equipment the organization had installed in a local park. Tomás plans to find 

Figure 34: Tomas’ Yard Image. Source: Author, 2015. 
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a way to repurpose the slides after the vandalism incident. He might try to slice it up and 

make rings for tree planting. This partially melted playground equipment sits in one 

corner of the yard in a jumble, at times next to a ring of other items that also function as a 

dog fence. When installed, this circle of benches, old desks, and papercrete blocks create 

a kind of cage around a chained up and always outside dog.  

In another corner of his yard, Tomás has a small garden. He was excited to show 

Catie this garden when she first visited, knowing her interest in sustainable technologies. 

With his friendly smile, bearing brown stained teeth (the marker that you grew up in this 

Mexican town and drank town water), his weathered and hardened hand shook hers, and 

with a smile and nod was happy to converse, working with her less-than-ideal Spanish 

skills. He showed her how his garden was irrigated from rainwater collected on the roof, 

and how, via his work and volunteering with the nonprofit, he had a solar hot water 

heater and composting toilet. As he is next to the nonprofit’s education and computer 

center, he helps out with a lot of projects, particularly plumbing and construction because 

he is skilled in these domains. He built his home here in stages, the first and second room 

out of concrete, and the last he built out of papercrete after meeting Ben and others from 

the nonprofit. He is short in stature and wears a black baseball-style cap, often bicycling 

around town with a trailer in tow.  

 Like biochar, who gets to narrate the next section, I have an interesting role here 

in these border towns. The tinkerers experiment and debate my application and they 

believe I can improve people’s lives across the border in Mexico and elsewhere. This is 

certainly why I am around these border towns, though some think it strange I appeared 

here. A few of those living on the Mexico side of the border express interest in using me, 
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but it is difficult to get people to try out new building methods anywhere.77 My 

supporters see that I could become a localized system of reusing materials. In this regard 

biochar is similar as it can be made from locally available sources, but in building 

application, the tinkerers hope to integrate biochar into a system of home heating and 

farming. They even envision that one day, a biochar system could produce electricity. 

 

BIOCHAR SPEAKS 

Like papercrete, as my system grows I 

demand more attention and human effort. I gain 

power over humans through some maintenance, like 

papercrete, but beyond maintenance, I am part of a 

heating system with specific requirements. As the 

tinkerers currently envision, I require a human actor 

to deliver material to burn—shells—and then 

collection of the produced charred material for 

fermentation and use in soil. This process will 

become clearer as I describe myself in this section. 

Like papercrete, I also facilitate conversations and connections between the nonprofit, 

community members, and tinkerers. 

                                                
77 As discussed in the introduction, contemporary building systems, bogged down with regulation and risk 
management for public safety, are slow to change. Another way to explain this phenomenon is the concept 
of “technological momentum” developed by Hughes (1995). Hughes' idea reconciles technological 
determinism with social constructivism, arguing that older technological systems are less influenced by 
social factors than younger technological systems. Though some disagree, Hughes contends that this idea 
of technological momentum gives equal weight to social and technological forces.   

Figure 35: Henry and the 
Electronics on a 
Biochar Burner. 
Source: Author, 
2015. 
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Henry spends his time refining parts of 

my system. Hunched over metal barrels, he welds 

different sensors and fans to what will become 

my burner. According to Henry, in order for me 

to be effective, the key is that the humans burn 

“pelletized woody biomass,” or lately, a naturally 

occurring pelletized woody mass: pecan shells. 

Differing from a normal fire or burn, the biochar 

burner must burn this biomass at a constant, high 

temperature in low oxygen conditions. Henry 

achieves this by equipping a closed metal barrel 

full of pecan shells with fans and temperature 

sensors, monitoring the burn and ensuring that the 

shells burn appropriately and evenly. As a result, 

the burner produces me—shells charred but not 

completely burned to ash, or biochar.  

However, the charred shells alone are not 

even close to the end of the important biochar 

process, according to Henry. Henry says that if I 

want to really be effective as a “nutrient delivery 

system” in the soil, I need to be activated by first 

soaking with manure and then fermented. Henry has been working on sourcing some 

special bacteria from Japan for the fermentation, believing that this will make me even 

more powerful in soil ecology systems and the production of food. He also believes that 

Figure 36: Biochar Burner at 
Mateo’s. Source: 
Author, 2015. 

Figure 37: Charred Shells. Source: 
Author, 2015. 
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this process must be in balance with the soil I intend to amend, testing my pH during 

activation to ensure I enhance the soil accordingly.  

Henry has been working with the nonprofit on this biochar project to create a 

system for simultaneously heating homes and producing the char. Because of this, I now 

have a presence in this Mexican border town. Henry read about me in a magazine in 

about 2006 on a ferry ride in the Pacific Northwest. He picked up a popular science 

magazine for the trip and read about an experimenter in a Nordic country studying 

biochar in the Amazon. No one had tried it in a temperate climate as far as Henry knew, 

and this interested him. Concerned about climate change, he was particularly struck 

because the char was said to sequester carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas and major 

climate change contributor. For a while, Henry had trouble finding out more information 

on biochar, but he says that eventually the Internet exploded with information, and so he 

started experimenting with techniques in his garage and driveway. Ben and Diego 

connected Henry with Mateo who, after meeting with Henry, understanding the biochar 

process, and working out kinks, operates two big burners in Mexico for the nonprofit. 

Mateo’s wife is one of the health promoters, or promatoras, who works with the 

organization to provide basic health services to the community, promote healthy eating, 

and run different health workshops and events. When Mateo’s family learned that their 

daughter had an iron deficiency, they looked for sources of iron in town, discovering that 

spinach grew all winter in the nonprofit’s community garden greenhouse. They started 

volunteering with the organization and became more and more involved in projects.  

Mateo was happy for the work and for the opportunity to volunteer for his town. 

Some of his recent years had been difficult. After spending four years in the US, he was 

incarcerated for six and a half years for drug-related crimes. While he was in prison in the 

US, his parents, who lived in this small Mexican border town, passed away. Eventually 
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he was released and deported, painfully aware of the severe consequences of breaking US 

law. He returned to Mexico poised to resume a life with his family, but deeply saddened 

he had missed that time with his parents. Now ten years after returning home, he is soft 

spoken and handy with tools, and he assists 

the organization with skills (some of which he 

actually learned while in prison) like welding. 

He builds new biochar burners, metal parts of 

basketball hoops at the sports complex, and 

helps with other projects, like fixing bicycles 

for children. 

Mateo, with the help of Henry’s 

engineering, was the first to install a version 

of my system, a biochar heater, in his house. 

He likes this system, and says it has been 

keeping his home very warm. This heater also 

produces biochar. One day, Ben, Diego, and 

Catie entered Mateo’s home to discuss how 

the heater part of my system was functioning 

and how to produce more for the community. 

No official meeting had been set and Mateo 

was giving a family member a haircut in the 

kitchen when they arrived. Mateo’s family 

was present as well, the TV murmuring in a 

room adjacent to the kitchen, and two women 

Figure 38: Biochar Home Heater at 
Mateo's. Source: Author, 
2015. 
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washing dishes. Mateo and his family invited the three in to sit and chat. Mateo continued 

cutting hair and the meeting (primarily about me, Mateo’s heater and char producer) 

commenced. Ben, frequently direct, said that he wanted him to figure out how to make 

biochar heaters like the one in his home, but with lower production costs. Ben told Mateo 

to “think about how he would build it.”  

The three men then continued to discuss my heater parts and my production while 

Catie mostly listened, jotting down notes. Mateo mentioned the different parts of the 

heater and that Henry made the flanged fitting part with some special tool but now had 

misplaced this tool. Ben, shifting the conversation, responded, “Well, the stove is simple 

but the heat exchanger part is too much work.”  

Diego contributed as well and the men took turns walking over to my heater in 

Mateo’s home and discussing different possible adjustments. Though in many regards I 

directed the conversation, Ben also gently directed the conversation as the boss. Diego 

mostly relayed his and others' ideas, and Mateo seemed to take on the role of the expert: 

the one who helped to build and install me, the one who is currently using me, and the 

one who plans to build more of my heating systems. Using his experience as a welder, he 

approved ideas or explained why they might not work.  

At one interesting moment, they considered my users. Mateo remarked that his 

mother-in-law wanted a heater and Ben, in response, asked, “Is she physically able to 

move the biochar pieces around?” It can be hard to keep track of who is and is not a part 

of my system. The boundaries always are changing.  

 “Well,” Mateo said, considering. “My sister-in-law is there, so she can handle it.”   

Ben used this moment to make a design point, “Ok so we want people to use it, 

but they need to be physically able to work the device.”  
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They are referring to my operation and the production of char, which in this case 

(with this kind of heater) involves filling the metal container compartment of the heater 

with shells, and then emptying it when it has burned and produced char. The metal tube, 

or cylinder that holds the shells, can be extremely hot and heavy during the emptying and 

reloading process. They then discussed the rolling method for this, which involves 

attaching wheels to this container so it may roll for emptying. Ben shared his opinion that 

this method is, in fact, more dangerous.  

Again, Ben said to Mateo, “Just think about how you would build it.”  Then, 

reflecting on the system they intend to replace, “You know, if more people are burning 

this, the less trips to get propane.”  

 “Yeah, people have to go get it every few days,” Mateo said, “and then we go 

collect their biochar.” As I mentioned in the beginning, as my system grows, it requires 

frequent human delivery and collection. 

They again returned to discussion around the heat exchanger, how much materials 

and labor costs for this piece, which Ben said is expensive, over one-hundred US dollars. 

They considered if scaling up the operation would make this cheaper and then moved on 

to sizes of the pipes and fans in the heater. Apparently, the heater fan spins too fast, even 

with a damper.  

Ben told Mateo, “Start thinking about how to set it up so we can make a lot of it. 

Put your great brain to figuring out how to do this. I used to make wood stoves out of 

barrels and we need an auger elevator.” 

Mateo, understanding, looked at Ben. “That’s the hard part, right there.” 

Ben responded, “When I was a kid, farmers made these elevators…my Dad’s best 

friend built one like this with a bunch of old boxes, motor, a gear box—” 

Mateo, listening closely, stated, “I can’t do wood because it will burn.” 
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“Ok, metal then,” Ben said, thinking for a moment. “You know who knows how 

to do this stuff is Joe, I bet he could build it for next to nothing…now tell me what you 

need to do cheaper heat exchanger. I think we paid a hundred and fifty.” 

 “Well, it's thick and there is cheaper material over there [in US, compared to 

Mexico]…” 

 “It does need to be thick enough to 

weld...think about all that.” 

As they exhausted their different ideas 

and potential improvements, Ben then 

mentioned (not the first time) that they need to 

get the farmers interested in my final product, 

the activated and fermented biochar. Ben 

reminded Diego, because he travels 

occasionally to meet with other politicians and 

organizations in the Mexican state, that on the 

next trip to some of the surrounding farm 

country, they need to go to a greenhouse and 

get people interested in biochar. On one 

occasion, Ben had Diego carry a bucket of me 

to some of these political meetings to show 

people what I look like and to try and get them 

interested.  

People nearby on the US side of the 

border also work on my development. Dennis, 

in the small mountain town up north, works 

Figure 39: Biochar Burner at North of the 
Border in Mountain Town. 
Source: Author, 2016. 
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with Henry on biochar. Originally a forester, he became interested in forest management, 

specifically what to do with the smaller trees cut down in order to thin forests as part of 

management plans. After advancing some truss construction techniques with small logs, 

he then founded a nonprofit to innovate other purposes for smaller thinned trees, 

particularly as biomass. Working with the state and other government agencies to make a 

biomass boiler in a hospital, create a pellet plant, develop various creations and 

applications, and create woody biomass building materials (and he continues to work on 

some of these projects), Dennis connected with Henry around biochar. The two of them 

now collaborate on biochar projects primarily for US populations, including the creation 

of a biochar burner barbeque cooker they call a 

“Charbaque.” This work, only a couple hours north of the 

border, influences my overall maturity and therefore my 

potential use in Mexico. 

In Mexico, however, Ben and Diego do not use 

thinned trees, but shells from a Juarez pecan-shelling 

factory. They arranged for the factory owner to deliver 

huge truckloads of shells inexpensively because the 

owner was sympathetic to their humanitarian work. 

Diego delivers barrels of the shells to a few producers in 

town throughout the winter. He also collects the char now 

as part of his routine, dropping it back at Mateo’s so 

someone will mix it appropriately with manure and 

bacteria. After fermentation, Henry says I am then best 

suited to enhance soil and help produce bountiful fruits and vegetables. It is all of these 

steps—the construction and delivery of the burners, periodic delivery of the shells and 

Figure 40: "CharBaque" 
Prototype. 
Source: Author, 
2016. 
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collection of the char, fermentation, and ultimately, soil amendment—that create a 

system of heat production and soil amendment. Like papercrete, I make my demands in 

this way, requiring many moving parts. As I continue to materialize, I demand more and 

gain power in this way. 

 Some in town, however, have a different style of 

burner that does not produce the char. It is a cheap and 

easy pecan shell burner that Luke invented (see Figure 41). 

Though it does not make char (to Henry’s dismay), it does 

provide heat through the winter.  

 One day, Catie rides with Diego to deliver some 

shells to a home that has one of these Luke-style burners. 

These burners are very simple, as they are not concerned 

with producing the biochar for soil. The burners are merely 

a metal cylinder with some holes drilled for smoke exhaust. 

To operate, one simply fills the tube with pecan shells and 

lights it. Diego explains that for now, while they continue 

to develop the biochar heaters, they are giving away some 

of the burners and shells to the most vulnerable people in 

town, like single mothers and the elderly. Some people 

have no heating source at all. Tomás had requested a 

heater, but as he is still strong and able, Ben said for now, 

while the heaters are in limited supply, Tomás could at 

least chop wood to stay warm. Feeling pulled in many 

project directions, Diego often considers how he will 

Figure 41: Luke's Pecan 
Shell Heater. 
Source: 
Author, 2016. 
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manage the logistics of my system, the delivery of shells and collection of biochar, if this 

rotation increases.  

“How will I do it all? How will I deliver and pick it all up?” He wonders out loud, 

enthusiastic about all of the nonprofit’s projects, but also at times overwhelmed.  

 “It sounds like you might need a dedicated person,” Catie considers, “maybe 

Mateo? Because he is doing all of the burns?”  

 “No, he needs to be present when the burn is happening, to monitor it.” 

They arrive at a home for the shell delivery and a young woman steps outside. 

While Diego exchanges her empty metal drum for one full of shells, she talks with him 

about her life. They speak at length, but also quickly as Diego moves the drums around. 

The conversation wraps up with Diego stating in a comforting tone that “es muy difícil 

para ganar en vida,” or that it is difficult to make money in life. Back in the truck, Diego 

relayed the conversation to Catie: 

 

“She is worried about her sister getting pregnant with a boy from the high school 

and so I told her to be careful. She told me about how she met the father of her 

child at church, but once she was pregnant he stopped going and that he does not 

come to see his kid. Now he is back at church but does not talk to her. I told her 

that some people are irresponsible and that maybe he would hold his baby one day 

and want to help take care of her. She also needs work and asked if I knew 

anything so I said that maybe she could watch my Mom when I go to Juarez with 

my brother.”   

 

Catie, surprised that so much intimate information was shared during the drum 

exchange responds, “Wow Diego, she told you a lot. She confided in you.” 
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“Well, yeah, I like to help them out as much as I can,” Diego says, and then 

explains, “The mom of this family does the work for five of them that live in that little 

house.” 

 

EXPERIMENTAL SPACES, RURAL PLACES (THE AUTHOR SPEAKS AGAIN) 

This moment with Diego reveals some of the intersections I investigated: 

humanitarianism, sustainability, and technology. Through the tinkerer experimenting and 

the humanitarianism of the nonprofit, this family endured the cold winter. Though they 

did not use the more sustainable version of the heater that also produces char, their new 

building technology is a part of this process of rural experimentation.  Steven Moore and 

Barbara Brown Wilson provide some insight into the value of experimental spaces in 

society. In Questioning Architectural Judgment78 (2013), they explore at length the 

institutions and processes that lead to the standardization, or coding, of our built 

environment. Among many insightful points, they emphasize the value of “spaces of 

experimentation.”79 They recognize that ordinary citizens, beyond those in the private 

sector or government, offer valuable information in the process of making and ultimately 

standardizing our built environment. They cite architect experimenter and earthen builder 

Mike Reynolds of northern New Mexico, and another earth builder, David Lee Hoffman 

in California, as examples of those who have fought against or avoided building codes 

and permitting in order to conduct building experiments. They see these spaces as 

valuable places for innovators and communities to test out different possibilities in 

relation to local conditions.80  
                                                
78 Moore, Steven A. and Barbara B. Wilson. 2013. Questioning Architectural Judgment: The Problem with 
Codes in the United States. London: Routledge.  
79 Ibid. p54. 
80 Ibid. p214. 
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Through the lens of the formal and institutional building, papercrete and biochar 

may seem like quirky side-projects, yet, through the lens provided by Moore and Wilson 

(2013), this experimentation provides an important medium of community connection 

and collaboration.81 These innovations form a network of experimenters, users, fuels, and 

things themselves, forging connections between the tinkerers and those working with the 

nonprofit and community members. Not only are the spaces and habits within people’s 

homes shaped by this new technology, but also a special experimental space is formed in 

these border communities that fosters dialogue and innovation. 

Some technology scholars position 

this kind of experimental space as an 

important part of a transition to new 

technological systems in society. Known as 

“transitions” literature and theory, these 

scholars theorize about how sectors of 

society can innovate new technologies and 

resulting social changes (“socio-technical 

transitions”) to ultimately transition to a 

more sustainable form of existence. Frank 

Geels and Johan Schot provide an 

excellent, and widely cited, example of 

this kind of thinking with their theory 

called a “Multi-Level Perspective” 

                                                
81 For an excellent account of how experimental building can become more institutionalized and 
formalized through building code processes, see Henderson (2006 and 2007). 

Figure 42: Geels and Schot's Niches, 
Regimes, and Landscape 
Model of Technological 
Transitions. Reprinted from 
Research Policy, 31 (8–9), 
Frank Geels, “Technological 
Transitions as Evolutionary 
Reconfiguration Processes: A 
Multi-Level Perspective and a 
Case-Study,” 1257–74, 2002, 
with permission from Elsevier. 
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(MLP).82 They break down technological transitions into a trajectory from “niches” of 

innovation, where technologies are “unstable,” to socio-technical “regimes,” where 

technologies become more stable and normalized in society, and then to socio-technical 

“landscapes,” which are deeply ingrained systems that take decades to change.83 They 

write, “niche-innovations are carried and developed by small networks of dedicated 

actors, often outsiders or fringe actors.”84 From this perspective, the work of the tinkerers 

and others on the development of papercrete and biochar has great value in the potential 

to expand influence well beyond these small border towns.  

The supporters of these technologies certainly see a larger potential for their 

influence. However, it is costly and difficult to gain institutional legitimacy out of these 

niches. Both Luke and Jake discussed aspects of attempting to gain code approval for 

papercrete, and Dennis, who worked with many government agencies and grants to 

innovate with woody biomass, intimately understood the difficulty of changing building 

technologies as well. Despite some efforts to gain legitimacy and approval within more 

formal building, research participants largely focused on how these technologies could be 

employed locally to improve conditions for their neighbors across the border.  

Confounding these matters even more for the rural tinkerers is that many niche, or 

innovative, sustainability trends now focus on the “urban.”85 Rural places, now 

                                                
82 Geels, Frank W., and Johan Schot. 2007. “Typology of Sociotechnical Transition Pathways.” Research 
Policy 36 (3): 399–417. 
83 Over time, these scholars have developed this theory. The 2007 paper cited here responds to particular 
criticisms and expands upon this original framework.  
84 Geels, Frank W., and Johan Schot. 2007. “Typology of Sociotechnical Transition Pathways.” Research 
Policy 36 (3): 399–417. p400. 
85 McKendry (2011) is but one example of documenting this phenomenon, but with a focus on how cities 
use the urban sustainability trend to further certain economic interests. Additionally, much of contemporary 
technology research emphasizes the “urban.” Cities are conceived as “socio-technological artifacts” and the 
emphasis of social research is squarely on the “urban” (Aibar and Bijker 1997, Guy and Karvonen  2011, 
Karvonen and van Heur 2014). While urban-focused areas of sustainability are ubiquitous, a kind of 
academic or practitioner self reflection on this commitment to the “urban” is lacking. Krause (2013) 
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considered by their relationship to the “urban” as resources or margins, in many ways 

provide a space for experimentation where building rule breaking can go on unnoticed.86 

Especially in the Southwest of the United States, there exists a history of reviving the 

earth building of Native Americans for purposes of tourism, sustainability, and beauty. 87 

This tradition of building in sustainability frames building technologies in terms of their 

responsiveness to the regionally abundant resources of earth (literally, as in dirt or soil) 

and sun, as well as scarce resources like water.88 

There is a popular myth that out in these marginal types of places, one can do as 

they please with their land. With the perception of less risk to a dispersed public (low 

density) perhaps coding enforcement is weaker, and so artists and experimenters find 

spaces on which to play. These kinds of rural ideas and attitudes emerged in my work, 

deserving of their own investigation and research project on rural building 

                                                                                                                                            
provides this reflection on the “urban” more generally, not only in the realm of sustainability, and asks 
important questions to challenge “the intellectual imperialism of the urban” (234).  
86 I am not arguing that spaces for experimentation are limited to rural areas. Experimentation of this sort 
exists in densely populated as well as medium density areas. The challenge with urban spaces for 
experimentation is that they tend to be highly regulated, so it takes specific legislation to create 
experimental urban areas.  However, if we expand our thinking on “experimentation” as well, it can mean 
many types of informal building trends, like those documented in Wegmann’s (2015) research in Los 
Angeles, wherein home owners have transformed some neighborhoods with unofficial expansion and infill 
building that he terms “horizontal density.”  Here, I am simply taking on the common idea that some 
people value rural places for the idea that one can “do what they want” on their land, escaping, in theory, 
the gaze of the state.  
87 Though we might find early traces of this kind of revival in early 20th century architectural writings 
about Mission (examples in Weitze 1978), Pueblo (examples in Meem 2007), and Spanish colonial styles 
(examples in Kropp 2008), in more recent years, this revival has gained significant momentum in the 
sustainable design discourse. It is a common view in vernacular architecture studies and anthropology that 
these building technologies emerged from local environmental pressures and conditions. In other words, 
this attitude has been highly ecologically deterministic.  
88 Sustainable designers and theorists evaluating the earliest known designers in the region, the Anasazi 
and Pueblo peoples, note the early peoples’ built environments’ responsiveness to heat and sun, and their 
ways of building that respond to lack of trees and water in the region. These ideas have been adopted into 
sustainability discourses concerning resource conservation and use of safe and local materials. The 
discourse hybridizing contemporary technology and with “local” knowledge often avoids terms like “high 
tech” or “low tech” (that imply a hierarchy) and instead call the resulting technologies “appropriate 
technology” (see Schumacher 1973 and good examples include Fisk 1972, Mackey 1980). 
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experimentation and innovation. On many occasions, the tinkerers I spoke with 

mentioned their rural upbringing and how this isolation can force a particular kind of 

innovation. Out in the country, it seems, one needs to figure out how to fix something or 

make it work in whatever way they can. How this may or may not be different from more 

urban experimenting, or perhaps how this approach is transformed in the process of urban 

migration, remains understudied. While an “urban” emphasis on sustainability indeed 

makes sense, due to the continuing migration of people to urban settlements as well as the 

potential for density and urban-ecological systems, it is important to at least consider 

what happens to places and ways of life that “ruralize”89 while some places urbanize. 

What is changing, and what is lost as the migration of people to denser locales unfolds? 

Who and what is taken or left behind? It is important to ask these questions instead of 

assuming that in a sustainable future, rural places should be refashioned in service to the 

urban, as some scholars suggest. Thomas Fisher, for example, articulates a number of 

interesting principles for building more sustainable places, but also demonstrates how 

much sustainability narratives are currently aligned with the urban, believing we should 

eliminate and repurpose rural roads as “sustainable landscapes.”90 While the idea has 

some merit, it ignores the voice of those rural dwellers that do indeed use the road as a 

road.  

Those interested in sustainability might take interest in the aspects of these rural 

practices that protect the environment or demonstrate kinds of adaptation when resources 

become scarce.  Rural spaces offer unregulated spaces for people willing to experiment 

                                                
89 The articulation of this idea is borrowed from Krause (2013).  
90 Fisher, Tomas R. 2014. "The Architecture of Innovation." In Architecture in an Age of Uncertainty, 
edited by Benjamin Flowers, 147-163. Farnham, Surrey, England: Ashgate. 
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with new ideas within a building industry that is slow to respond. This building 

experimentation adds to the body of knowledge informing ecological and social change. 

 

SUSTAINABILITY AGENDA 

It is important to highlight that these more explicit declarations of sustainable 

building technologies, papercrete and biochar, were only one part of the nonprofit’s 

efforts. Many of the other initiatives—promoting bicycle use, community gardens, 

repurposing spaces—could also be deemed "sustainable" and often are included in 

various visions for a sustainable future. The directors and employees of the organization 

voiced on many occasions that this specific part of their work, their sustainable 

technologies program—including papercrete and biochar; composting or dry toilets; solar 

hot water heaters and solar ovens; and other projects—did not seem to catch on or rise in 

popularity in the Mexican town. Other areas of the nonprofit’s work were much more 

blatantly popular, some initiatives reaching a point of no longer needing support from the 

nonprofit to continue to grow. It was somewhat of a mystery to all why the sustainable 

technologies programs were challenged, yet, it also remains a mystery why people in the 

US and other places globally similarly do not adopt many of the well-developed, 

matured, and available sustainable technologies.91 The network of people around these 

technologies and humanitarianism all work together on many fronts in the town, through 

gardening and health initiatives, while they also simultaneously continue to forge ahead 
                                                
91 Bijker (1997) points out that a common pitfall for historical technological research is the assumption that 
the success of certain technologies is itself an explanation for its development. It is a kind of technological 
determinism that assumes the best technology wins in a survival of the fittest fashion. Bijker writes, “the 
focus on successful innovations suggests an underlying assumption that it is precisely the success of an 
artifice that offers some explanatory ground for the dynamics of development” (7). He argues that this 
presumption sets up an asymmetry in research wherein one assumes that the technology was the best one 
all along instead of appropriately incorporating context. In relaying a more contingent story about 
technologies, we can show how they are more malleable to desired outcomes.  
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with these building technology experiments, drawing on the local tinkerers' work. 

Concerns like the lack of water in the area, climate change, and other future resource 

scarcities are a constant form of dialogue within the nonprofit’s community of staff and 

volunteers. Technologies and social habits that use less water and energy, provide income 

sources, or harness locally available renewable resources are valued, encouraged, and 

developed, as demonstrated in this chapter. This work creates a valuable experimental 

space and medium with which to help others endure. 

However, perspectives on sustainability were varied, particularly across the 

border. The following chapter shows how research participants worked to overcome these 

kinds of differences, yet also simultaneously reinforced divisions in a multitude of ways. 

This chapter aimed to both clarify what some of these sustainable technologies were and 

how they functioned, as well as demonstrate that they play a role in the network, 

facilitating connection between human actors and making demands of their own with 

regard to increasing maintenance and labor. Taken to an extreme, in this way a 

technology can ultimately shape social relationships on a trajectory that becomes hard to 

reverse, known as the “ratchet effect.”92 As technologies and habits change together and 

become more mature and engrained in social, technological, and ecological systems, it 

can be difficult to move back to a previous condition, akin to how the ratchet tool 

functions. The following chapter continues to demonstrate how technologies make 

demands such as maintenance and labor over time, but focuses on other invisible forces 

with significant influence over the process of work. 

 

                                                
92 This idea is articulated well by Sanne (1998 p16). 
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CHAPTER 4 SUMMARY  

This chapter takes on the perspective of the participant technologies of papercrete 

and biochar. The chapter offers details on where these technologies exist, how they are 

made, and some of the ways participants are collaborating around these innovations. The 

unique narration highlights my argument that the technologies shape the participants’ 

social lives and have a kind of power in the humanitarian community network. I make 

this argument by focusing on how the technologies are a medium for cross-border 

collaboration, as well as how the technologies themselves make demands of humans as 

they grow and require continued maintenance and services. Not only does this help us 

understand the research case study, this chapter calls for all readers to consider the taken-

for-granted influence of technologies and the built environment in their lives.  

As the participant innovations are fairly "fringe," or what we would consider non-

institutionally approved innovations, the later part of the chapter draws on architectural 

scholars and argues that these are important experimental spaces. In the world of the 

participants, these experimental spaces hold significant meaning for the opportunity to 

innovate and connect across borders. Here, I also incorporate some technological theory 

to highlight how within the participants’ worlds, their technological innovations are part 

of transitions to other potential social and technological futures. Yet, I argue that this 

innovation is stymied by their rural isolated location in a broader world of innovation 

focused on cities. I argue that we have as much to learn from rural technological 

experimentation as much as urban.  

At the conclusion of the chapter, I also make note that the nonprofit and 

connected humanitarian community worked on many initiatives beyond what is typically 

labeled as "sustainability." Nonprofit directors and staff expressed that their work in 

sustainable technologies was especially difficult. Though at times challenging in their 
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development and application, these novel technologies serve to gather people around 

them, or focus conversation almost as if they are magnetic. Those in the humanitarian 

community continued with sustainable technology efforts, like papercrete and biochar, 

and this continued to foster constant dialogue around sustainability issues in the 

humanitarian community.  
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Chapter 5:  Uniting and Dividing Amidst Invisible Actors  

 

Though there are no alternative narrators in this chapter, I do weave together two 

concepts that were commonly coupled in the research experience: the ways that 

participants expressed unity and division across the border, and the influence of what I 

call “invisible” actors—like funding sources—on their lives and work. I demonstrate 

these concepts by weaving in and out of several experiences, many revolving around the 

sports complex opening and use, including the process of building the complex, as well 

as a few other poignant moments.  

 

WHO IS IN CHARGE HERE? 

Enrique Iglesias’ 

“Bailando” is blasting out of the 

speakers. It is impossible to carry 

on any kind of conversation unless 

you speak an inch or two from 

someone’s ear. However, this is 

normal, at least for events in 

Mexico. The giant speakers are 

rented (or borrowed), set out, and 

instantly powered up by a 

generator. It symbolizes and creates a stage for recreating, advertising this recreation to 

anyone within earshot. On this particular warm and sunny afternoon, we are celebrating 

the grand opening of the sports complex. After a dedication—when the music was cut 

Figure 43: Commissioned Mural for Sports 
Complex translates to “Community 
Sports Center.” Source: Author, 2015. 
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briefly—children now run around, playing soccer in the fútbol rápido section of the 

outdoor complex. Just minutes before, Ben, along with the town’s mayor and others, 

chopped a ceremonial ribbon after making short speeches. 

Immediately after the mayor speaks, Ben takes the microphone. A small crowd 

stands listening in the basketball area while honored guests sit at a table.  

“I’ve been involved in this project from day one and want to thank a few people,” 

Ben begins. He thanks the man who donated the space, the students, the heads of schools, 

and he described the initial run-down conditions of the space. He then describes the 

nonprofit, and how they have been working in this Mexican town for seven years. He 

talks about how they bring resources donated by supporters in the US and get donations 

from businesses in town as well, like the local Mexican hardware store. He explains to 

the crowd that money for materials came from a grant in the US and how this created a 

direct connection between people across the border. “The project could not have been 

done without residents here in Mexico, so thank you, and thank you to the team of 

promatoras that work so hard in the community.” Diego stands next to him, translating 

his speech to the group. 

At this sports complex opening celebration, the promatoras have made what they 

call “healthy burritos,” and set out a table to disperse information on Sexually 

Transmitted Diseases. They also take time to play, forming a red-shirted volleyball team. 

I wore red as well, at their kindly inclusive request, though I do not end up on the court. 

Though the promatoras largely focus on improving the physical health of community 

members, they volunteer and assist with almost all nonprofit projects in some way, even 

if simply helping to connect and recruit more volunteers for projects outside of the 

domain of health. 
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I recall meeting the group of promatoras on my first day in Mexico a year and a 

half earlier, and how even on this first occasion, they welcomed me through music and 

dancing, much like the atmosphere at the sports complex opening. At first, this initial 

meeting was marked with a bit of tension. Bonnie, who at the time visited Mexico more 

regularly, reminded this clan of women health promoters of the limited budget the 

nonprofit had to support their volunteer work via stipends. The sources of funding and 

what was allowed to be funded was changing. She complemented their work and said it 

was important, but as the group's primary connection to funding at the time, she had to 

deliver this news. The mood shifted away from funding stresses, however, when Bonnie 

asked a promatora to go and order a bag full of the local burritos. I would learn that these 

burritos were a kind of local currency, and picking some up for a friend or coworker, or 

forgetting to pick some up for a friend or coworker, was often a daily point of gratitude or 

teasing between coworkers and volunteers. On this first day, we all ate two or three of the 

tightly rolled, cigar-sized burritos and the promatoras poured juice into small cups. As 

would become typical, when there are stereo speakers, there is music, and the speakers in 

the room (likely from a recent event) were soon thumping. Dancing followed the burrito 

feast. Teresa grabbed my shy hand and twirled me around the room while everyone 

laughed and clapped. I decided on some bold moves, spinning her as well. After a few 

moments, I tried to say thanks and sit down, but she just kept on spinning me and we 

waltzed around the small promatora meeting room until the song concluded. On my first 

day in Mexico, the group of promatoras and Bonnie delighted in welcoming me, a 

stranger. 

In this way, the promatoras often bring a kind of fun to the process of work: 

celebrating coworkers' birthdays and marriages and babies, cooking tamales or bringing 

cake and Coke for the group, encouraging dancing and music, forming softball and 
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volleyball teams. Like other groups, they periodically also have moments of drama and 

disagreements, for which Ben has lost patience and for which Diego tends to mediate. 

Despite some occasional conflict, they come together, as they did to welcome me to town 

or at the sports complex opening, playing as a team. At the opening, dressed in red shirts, 

they push the volleyball over the net in the newly built court. Though the space was 

formed in stages involving weeding, trash pickup, de-ant colonizing, and wall foundation 

making, Diego’s brother and his brother’s helper constructed most of the concrete block 

and stucco work, though Ben, Diego, and myself all helped to build the concrete block 

walls bordering the space.  

 

UNITING AND DIVIDING OF BUILDING KNOWLEDGE: BEHIND THE SCENES OF THE 
OPENING CELEBRATION 

     Figure 44: Building the Spatial Sports Walls in the Complex. Source: Author, 2015. 

 

Thinking back to the building of these spaces, I recall moments when Diego’s 

brother used methods that contrasted with Ben’s building knowledge. Though Diego’s 

brother had been working with concrete his whole life—taught by his father when he was 
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twelve—he told me that Ben, also experienced in construction, expressed at several 

moments that he used different building strategies. This included differences in what 

material is strongest or most appropriate as a filler in the concrete blocks; how mortar and 

stucco should be mixed (first dry ingredients, then wet, Ben argued); if a perfectly 

straight wall was important or a speedier, crooked wall preferable; or the best method for 

building a secure roof for the bathrooms, one that would not blow away with the spring 

winds. Ben noted these different construction methods, sometimes speaking or instructing 

his method to Diego’s brother and helper, and sometimes letting Diego’s brother build it 

in his own way. In some cases, Ben would later explain what he observed to me, 

especially because I was (and still am) the student, always demonstrating my interest in 

building techniques. At times, he would say that “the Mexicans build things differently,” 

and that “they don’t seem to plan.” Though he pointed out differences, he often trusted 

and complemented their building work.  

Though all of the staff, volunteers, and tinkerers work together and play together 

through dancing, joking, and eating, there are other moments, like those expressed by 

Ben above, where the national divide emerges between technologies and people. The 

building of the sports complex revealed this on many occasions. In determining how to 

maintain the trash and bathrooms—a task for which the organization did not have 

funding—Ben directed Diego and Rosa to get the local government to help out.  

“You natives will have to figure out the maintenance,” Ben said. “Maybe you can 

talk to the mayor and get him to have the city maintenance crew take care of this as part 

of the neighboring park.” 

This was a common kind of expression from Ben. Whenever he sensed that the 

process of work became complicated in ways he struggled to understand, he recognized 

that he is in many regards from a different world, from across the border. Whether it is 
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“you natives figure it out,” or a self-deprecating, “I’m a stranger. It’s just another dumb 

idea from an old gringo,” at times he voiced and acknowledged the divide between the 

Mexicans and the US citizens, and correspondingly director and staff. Diego, Rosa, and 

others would try and help, using their own social capital in the town to fuse the resources 

in Mexico with those that the nonprofit and other collaborators provided. 

Bonnie also recognized and worked to overcome some of the cross-border 

differences, connecting with local people and helping to connect them to resources 

available in her network. Though she attended the opening day celebration, during most 

of my time in Mexico, she had transitioned from spending significant time in Mexico to 

mostly assisting the organization through paperwork and grant writing in the US, keeping 

up the website and many other behind-the-scenes tasks. Therefore, while the Mexican 

members of the nonprofit where always aware and helpful with regard to the paperwork 

and grant writing, they focused on the day-to-day work in Mexico. At the opening, 

Figure 45: Children Playing at the Sports Complex. Source: Author, 2015. 
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Bonnie and a visiting photographer friend took photographs of the celebration to post 

online and share with donors.  

“Catie, thank you so much for all your help on this. We really appreciate it,” she 

said to me at the opening. Then, turning to Rosa, she said, “You too, Rosa, thank you so 

much for your work.” 

I sat in one corner of the complex, guarding the sporting balls from theft (as 

requested by a promatora) while they played the volleyball match. It was difficult to 

converse with anyone over the thumping music, but I made out what Bonnie said and 

responded, “happy to help.”  

 

CHALLENGING DAYS  

Celebratory days like the sports complex opening day were certainly common and 

memorable, but on other work days in Mexico, the celebratory tone was absent and the 

volunteers and staff confronted unexpected challenges. On one afternoon in the 

community garden, a school principal arrived to talk with Ben. The nonprofit worked 

with his school frequently, helping to fund and run summer school programs, donating 

food from a charitable grocery store in the US and providing food from the community 

garden in Mexico. The principal often attended nonprofit-organized community meetings 

and volunteered when help was needed. During their conversation, I was in the garden 

with Linda and some other volunteers and staff. We poked more holes in the donated 

irrigation tubing so that it would release more water. I looked up into the bright desert 

sun towards Ben and the principal to see Ben’s hands lift in the air, a frustrated 

mannerism, though I did not know what provoked this reaction until later. Ben would 
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explain, in an exasperated tone, that the principal had told him the government was 

cutting the school food budget.  

Confused, I asked him, “Why? Who is cutting it? The local or state or federal 

government? Where does the money for the food come from?”  

“I’m not really sure,” he said “but it’s getting cut.” 

“Are other schools getting cut?” I implored, still confused. 

“I don’t know.” He did not elaborate, and his discouraged tone suggested he did 

not care to discuss this further.  

Already receiving food donations and garden vegetables, the children at this 

school are in fact part of a project for which the nonprofit has received funding. Part of 

the agreement with this donating foundation is that experts will come and measure certain 

health metrics to determine the success of the nonprofit’s efforts. To gather baseline 

measurements, a university scientist and some student assistants traveled to town one 

morning to measure and survey portions of the community, including these children. The 

scientists assessed the children with various health metric tools, including something 

(colloquially) called a “veggie meter” that detected vegetable intake.  Figuring out how to 

get children to increase the number of vegetables in their diets, as well as become more 

active, was a constant concern for many research participants, as demonstrated in the 

following section. 

 

THE CHILDREN MUST PLAY 

Fran, a bit confused about what Ben is proposing, explains, “it has been cold. It 

has been winter.”  

Ben looks at her, also confused, and Linda laughs lightheartedly. 
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“This is like summer where we are from! I would die playing [soccer] in the 

summer here!”  Ben exclaims, comparing the winter season of states bordering Canada 

(where he and Linda spent much of their lives) to that of the summer climate at the US 

southern border.  

Mateo chimes in to explain this to Ben as well. “It’s different here. Kids play in 

the summer.” 

We sit around the table in the one-room education center. Though at times there 

are computer classes, health workshops, English classes, and other forms of education in 

the nonprofit’s papercrete addition to the local library, presently, some of the nonprofit 

staff are meeting. Though the sun outside is bright and warm, like most indoor winter 

meetings in Mexico, we sit inside in jackets, as many buildings lack any heating. The 

seats closest to the education center’s portable propane heater are the most comfortable. 

The conversation with Ben, Linda, and key staff continues around questions of how to get 

kids organized into teams to play at the new sports complex.  

“Explain this to the foundation,” Diego says to Ben, referring to Mateo’s 

comment.  

We are looking over the poster Bonnie made titled, “Things That Need to Get 

Done.” It concisely lists the necessary tasks the group must complete in order to execute 

the grant plan in accordance with the promised timeline. Ben brought the poster from 

home to the meeting. Everyone looks over each bulleted point. Organizing the sports 

teams is one of the main goals, yet it proves to be a challenge, and the Mexicans in the 

group comment a few more times about how it is different here [in Mexico] in terms of 

the seasonality of the sports. 

Ben eventually takes command of this initial meeting chatter and begins a more 

official meeting, first thanking everyone for being there and then continues: 
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 “Well, first of all, I didn’t get any time sheets from any of you last week, so get 

those to me. Now” —he pauses—“we are finishing up a new grant I’ve been 

working on—it’s fifty pages—and the old grant is currently paying the wages. It 

is a two-part grant for healthy eating and active learning and we have not done 

much for sports and active part of grant. It’s time to get that moving. I come from 

a different culture where parents organize teams. We had a lot of activity for the 

grand opening events but need regular activities. In the grant there were numbers 

we committed to and just so you know how important this is, on July 1st, I’m out 

of money to pay you if we don’t get this grant…hear that?”  

 

He chuckles a little though he 

is tense. This is not his favorite news 

to deliver to the group. “I don’t want 

to worry you, but that’s what will 

happen.” 

A few days later, during burrito 

time, this topic surfaces again. I ask 

Ben generally how things are going. It 

is an open-ended question that could 

warrant a response of any kind 

concerning how matters of life are 

unfolding, but Ben responds by 

articulating his thoughts about this 

grant and funding again. He is nervous 
Figure 46: The Basketball Hoop at the 

Complex. Source: Author, 2016. 
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that if they cannot get people to use the sports complex they made, they will not get more 

money from the foundation. He notes again that the money was given for the purpose of 

getting kids active. I ask if he has any ideas about how to get the teams organized. I have 

seen him over the past few weeks having discussions with staff like the one above, 

making meetings with adult coaches and teenagers that could coach younger kids, 

helping to organize a local sports committee that could run a program.  

Despite his motivation and efforts, on this worried day he shrugs and says, “Hey, 

I just show up. I can’t do this by myself.” He pauses and in typical Ben self-deprecating 

fashion says, “I’m just cranky and old and I don’t speak Spanish.”  

“I’m sure Diego and Rosa will figure out something,” I say, trying to reassure him 

and brainstorm. “Maybe a family tournament would work here because it seems social 

organization happens around family more in Mexico…maybe that’s a crazy idea; I don’t 

know.” Then, thinking back to my own work for nonprofits I tell him, “I remember 

working at a nonprofit and how hard it is to get funding for things like overhead.” 

“Right, they all want some project that is theirs,” he says. 

They have enough money to get through the year, but they are not sure about next 

year. He reminisces about a family that came and volunteered with them. “A whole 

family. They brought their kids—and that was unusual—and they got their hands dirty 

and helped build papercrete. They then donated enough money to save the organization 

for another year.”  

Ben tries again on another morning in Mexico to encourage the organization of 

sports teams. He meets with Daniel, a teacher and coach at a local school that also 

volunteers with the nonprofit, and Diego, who translates. Ben and Diego hope Daniel can 

help make the sports league happen.  
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Diego starts, at the request of Ben, by explaining how on el otro lado (the other 

side, a common phrase in these towns), parents and coaches organize children’s sports 

teams.  

Daniel nods and says “Sí, sí,” in understanding. This is not the first time they have 

discussed this topic. 

Ben then tells Diego to translate that he wants to discuss the age groups and teams 

today and that he knows “Daniel is a big fan of baseball, but I think there is too much 

standing around in that sport. This grant is about getting people moving. Tell him he can 

go ahead and do baseball, but not with my money.”  

Daniel chuckles as Diego translates this and then comments that it might be easier 

to get an adult volleyball league going, but Ben shakes his head.  

“No, no. It’s got to be kids, and besides, adults have more control over their lives; 

they can organize themselves if they want to. But we got money to build this area for 

kids.” 

Daniel nods and expresses that he understands. They make arrangements for Rosa 

to come to the school and announce the program to the students. She will voice a call for 

the older kids to come and meet to discuss coaching the younger teams.  
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Figure 47: A Windy, and Therefore, Dusty Day at the Complex. Source: Author, 2016. 

“Oh, and tell him we can meet later to discuss progress on the water filters,” Ben 

tells Diego to translate.  

Daniel has also been working with the organization to try and create low cost 

water filters for the area. There were some problems with scaling up the size of the filter, 

but he continues to develop the technology, most recently sending it to a Mexican 

university for testing. Daniel agrees to meet later regarding the filters and the 

conversation ends, the men shaking hands and Daniel walking back to his nearby house 

to prepare for the afternoon school. 

Diego then looks around the complex and mentions that they need more paint for 

the corner they did not quite finish. “Eventually we should paint the whole thing, right?” 

he asks Ben. 

“Well, you know just that there was a hundred and seventy-five in paint, Diego, 

right?” 

Diego considers this. “Yeah, okay. I guess it would be like $500 to paint it all—” 
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“Try thousands!” Ben exclaims. 

“Whoa, okay,” Diego responds. “But we still need to at least finish that corner.” 

“Yeah, that sounds good. I should tell you that we still have a little money to 

spend, but not that much money to spend. We can buy materials. So an off-the-shelf 

basketball hoop costs a thousand, but we can buy the materials and make another for a 

hundred like we just did. Oh, also we need to discuss the bicycle donation. I need to bring 

a load of bicycles to town because the bicycle co-op has too many.” Ben is referring to a 

bicycle-oriented nonprofit a few hours north of the border in a mountain town. They give 

children bicycles in exchange for volunteering and learning how to repair bicycles. “They 

reclaim tons of bikes and make them into workable ones and they have too many. I found 

this website with twenty things to do with old bikes and we should do some of them.”  

This is not the first occasion Ben, and the tinkerers, have experimented with bike 

parts. In the past, they have worked on wheelchairs and other handicap devices that can 

handle the monsoon season's pot-holed dirt roads in the Mexican town. 

Linda arrives to the complex this morning with Rosa, in the nonprofit’s little old 

white truck that Rosa uses around town for hauling everything from manure to medical 

supplies. They check in with Ben, comment on the great progress of the sports complex, 

and then say they plan to head to the garden. There is seed inventorying, weeding, 

planting, and watering to do. I go along with them and plan catch up more with Ben and 

Diego when they come by later.  

Linda, Rosa, another promatora, and I then pack ourselves into the nonprofit’s 

little white truck while Rosa drives. Periodically, the truck breaks down and needs fixing 

for various reasons, but today it seems to be running just fine. Linda and I catch up as we 

drive along some of the pot-holed dirt roads.  
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“There is so much to do today,” she says. “I need to deliver clothes to that young 

girl I told you about that has cerebral palsy and help get manure for the garden from the 

stockyard and bring it to the school for children with disabilities…and then also I need to 

go and check what the kids are eating at lunch at the other school. We want to make sure 

they are actually eating the vegetables from the community garden.”  

We arrive at the garden and begin to do some weeding, watering and harvesting 

while chatting, often about recipes and garden strategies. 

Ben and Diego arrive shortly after and unload some items into the storage area, 

known as the bodega, behind the garden.  

Rosa, who focuses largely on the gardening program, approaches Ben and says 

that she thinks they need lumber to replace the papercrete blocks lining the garden bed 

because these blocks keep falling over.  “They should have hinged openings like 

Francisca’s house,” she says.  

With a coy smile, Ben responds, “Well, Rosa, do you want to get us a two-

thousand dollar donation?” 

“No, Ben, no,” Rosa replies in her thickly accented English. “It won’t cost that 

much. They tell me only two-hundred for the lumber.” Most of this she can convey with 

some English and there are portions Diego helps to translate. 

“No, no, it will be way more than that.” Ben shakes his head. “We will figure 

something out, but that will be expensive.” 

Later, as Ben, Linda, and I head back across the border, we drive through an 

American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) border demonstration. Believing in protecting 

the rights of migrants and working to disseminate information and awareness of these 

rights, the ACLU occupied multiple border crossings on this day. These are periodic 

reminders of what this place symbolizes in broader, national narratives. Even though this 
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tiny border crossing is not the epicenter of the Central American refugee crisis, a host to 

the migrants on the train known as “the beast,” the drop-off point for mass deportations, 

or the location of infamous drug tunnels, it is one of the few official gateways to cross the 

territories and is marked with its own border sensations. Even this small border crossing 

is a national symbol and rallying point for human rights groups or those that believe in 

increased border security and militarization, the former and latter groups often opposing 

one another. 

We drive past a small assembly of activists lining the street with signs that say 

“revitalize not militarize.” Some sit at a table, handing out information from the “levante 

tu voz,” or “raise your voice,” initiative. We park to check out the scene. The information 

they are distributing includes a guide to the individual rights one has while crossing the 

border. Ben chats with a demonstrator he knows but is interrupted by an enormous 

Border Patrol truck, larger than even a dump truck, blaring its horn as it drives by the 

demonstration. The sound is painfully loud and I notice the driver wears ear protection 

and smiles as he loops around, holding the horn down repeatedly. He makes laps around 

the demonstration site, blasting the horn each lap.  

 

INVISIBLE ACTORS IN PLAIN SIGHT 

I want to take a moment here to look at some helpful terms and concepts from 

technology scholarship that will make some of the narrative above more poignant. 

Throughout this dissertation, I have been borrowing ideas from Actor Network Theory, 

or ANT. In ANT, developed by Bruno Latour and Michel Callon and extended by 

others,93 “heterogeneous ensembles,” ensembles comprised of human and non-human 
                                                
93 See Hess 1997 p107. While I argue it is not critically important to understand the details of Latour and 
Callon’s theory for it to be useful in this research, Hess (1997) explains the ANT process in a few stages, 
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actors,94 are involved in a constant exchange of agency.95 With this perspective, the 

material world is granted a causal role within these network operations, or generally 

speaking, the unfolding of life. This theory is controversial for some in that it extends 

agency and creates symmetry between people and things. Those who understand agency 

as a concept inherently tied to intention find this problematic. Can things have intentions? 

Regardless, ANT is helpful if we understand agency as simply an ability to effect change 

in the network, regardless of an intrinsic intention. The way that air conditioning can 

dramatically change human’s seasonal habits, or how a highway constructed through a 

neighborhood can completely reshape future development, easily demonstrate this idea of 

how technology shapes people and society on every scale. 

Actors, in the context of my work, are the people and things all connected in a 

network shaping the process and outcome of projects. Because of my focus on 

sustainable technological humanitarianism, I have centered this network on the 

technologies and built environment projects which, along with humans and ecological 

systems in the network, together influence outcomes and the circumstances of life. In the 

previous chapter, I wrote about how papercrete and biochar play roles in society to 

highlight the way the things in our lives, our built environment, influence us. 

Technologies and building spaces are often in the background of social interactions. In 
                                                                                                                                            
involving “translation” of agency between actors, and particular “moments” of problematization, wherein 
issues are redefined to be understood by other actors; “interessement,” in which imposing and stabilizing 
the roles of the other actors happens as a result of the newly-defined problematization; “enrollment” as the 
result of interessement, where actors are then anchored to their new roles; and finally “mobilization,” when 
the goal of the new representatives to act as spokespersons for old representatives is realized (109). 
94 A useful and simple definition for actor can be borrowed from Yaneva (2009): “I use the term ‘actor’ to 
designate the autonomous entities that play an important role in the making of architecture. They can 
include individuals (an architect, an engineer, a contractor), collectives (the public, the nation. etc), visual 
representations (a plan, a drawing, a model, budget figures), or non-figurative representations (the Welsh 
nation, the Welsh spirit, the procurement system)…See Latour 1993.” (xvi) 
95 The definition of “agency” from Moore and Wilson (2013) is helpful: “the individual ‘ability to 
intervene in social life through…action,’ in spite of the structural barriers imposed by the power relations 
embedded in economic, gender, and class relations” (26). 
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this way, they are often invisible, or silenced, actors, unnoticed yet in plain sight. 

Regardless of how much we notice the influence of a city’s plan, spatial household 

arrangement, or the technologies we interact with daily, in any given moment, these 

things influence our norms and expectations about life, and our social interactions and 

behaviors.  

However, these technologies and the elements of the built environment are not the 

only invisible actors I encountered that expressed power and influence in the network. 

There are many invisible and/or silenced actors, including ecological actors, and, of 

course, an ever-continuing expansion of people and things that influence circumstances. 

Initially, this can make it difficult to conceptually determine the boundaries around a 

research project, knowing that the network is ever expanding. However, when I was 

present and experiencing what research participants experienced on a human and 

everyday scale, some of the prominent forces that influence their daily lives came into 

clearer focus.96  

One of the important, and often invisible, influential actors was the funding 

source. While Bonnie and Ben themselves, their friends and family, and others 

individually donated to support the nonprofit, some funding came from larger 

foundations or government sectors that were slated for specific projects with specific 

expected outcomes. In considering how all of the actors interacted and constantly 

exchanged power in a hierarchy, with the top representing the actor that possesses the 

most influence on outcomes, at times, funding sources reigned at the pinnacle. Many 

actors, in one fashion or another, received some of this funding but did not directly 

                                                
96 For more on methods, see Appendix B. 
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interact face-to-face with donors. In this way, funding sources were another kind of silent 

and invisible actor, one that exerted significant power over all.  

This power was extremely clear during the work on the sports complex and in the 

effort to get school children to eat vegetables. This is not to say that all of the actors 

involved were only interested in these efforts because of the imperative behind funding. 

On the contrary, all involved in the work certainly hoped to improve the health and well-

being of children in the community regardless of the funding, but the funding source 

created a framework, a particular timeline and demands, that shaped social interaction 

around the project. Ben, who was often considered the boss in the network by all, would 

find himself at the mercy of funding demands. While he certainly believed in the same 

outcomes, this position added urgency, frustration, and directives to his daily work. 

 

REFLECTIONS ON UNITING AND DIVIDING 

Interwoven with invisible actors, the above examples also demonstrate the 

complexity of how people are both united and divided across this land and through the 

efforts of the nonprofit, including their built environment projects. The invisible actor I 

have called the funding source shaped these moments of unity and division. 

Some border scholars primarily think about the communities along both sides of 

the border as united. My research in many ways supports these claims of unity. However, 

my research also shows that people express and act out the border division as well. The 

idea of unity in border communities can be so idealized that it misses some of the ugly 

divisions that do indeed exist. The excerpt below is an excellent example of some 

beautiful prose on border unity:  
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“Rivers cradle civilizations. Rivers nourish life, providing moisture and fresh soil 

in the rhythmic pulses of time. The Rio Grande, whose headwaters rise in 

southwestern Colorado, flows southward through New Mexico and forms the 

boundary between Texas and Mexico—extending from El Paso to the Gulf of 

Mexico. Like the Nile, the Rio Grande must be viewed as a central, dominant, 

life-enhancing region, varying in width, and curving through an otherwise severe 

landscape. While the river may be understood on the maps and at the border 

checkpoints as the firm boundary between the United States and Mexico, this thin, 

life-giving resource has served to unify its residents as one culture. The river 

exists as one clearly defined geography entity, unifying rather than dividing, a 

common central stream toward which life has focused for millennia.”97  

 

Eugene George’s above quote becomes even more thought provoking when we realize 

that at the time of this publication, new sections of the US-Mexico border fence were 

erected in the Rio Grande valley. Though local community protests ensued, the walls 

were constructed.  

On top of this physical division—soaring to new heights when Congress 

authorized the Secure Fence Act in 2006—the river that he describes as a feature of unity 

in border communities is deteriorating. Though the Rio Grande has been succumbing to 

drought for the past fifteen years, just recently (2015), The New York Times published an 

article titled “Mighty Rio Grande Now a Trickle Under Siege.”98 With the severe drought 

in the Southwest of the United States and significantly less snow-melt flowing into key 

                                                
97 George, W. Eugene, and Ricardo Paz Trevin!o. 2008. Lost Architecture of the Rio Grande Borderlands. 
College Station: Texas A&M University Press. p1. 
98 Wines, Michael. 2015. “Mighty Rio Grande Now a Trickle Under Siege.” The New York Times, April 
12. http://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/13/us/mighty-rio-grande-now-a-trickle-under- siege.html. 
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reservoirs of the Rio Grande, the source of life that George eloquently writes about is 

drying up. Despite these dramatic changes, the quote articulates a certain sentiment 

repeated by others: that the borderlands, the twin cities and towns, are a place of their 

own, neither distinctly US nor Mexico.99  

Some scholars instead emphasize the divisions, stereotypes, and angry attitudes 

towards those on the other side. Glen Sparrow articulates this perspective: “...personal or 

cultural identity and the awareness of it are seldom in doubt in the region. In the San 

Diego-Tijuana borderlands two very distinct and separate cultures work to maintain their 

lifestyles. Besides the significant differences provided by language, culture, and 

political/economic history, a majority of people on both sides of the border cling to their 

traditions and ways of life.”100 Sparrow believes the 1848 boundary following the defeat 

of Mexico created a tradition of “alienation and hostility” and that the same attitudes are 

now reproduced in the form of an economic divide, the “First World vs. Third World.”101 

                                                
99 There are several notable scholars to mention with regard to the idea of a unique unity in the 
borderlands. Anzaldúa is an important scholar, as her work popularized this kind of sentiment. She deems 
that the roots of what she calls the borderlands “creative hybridity” emerged from a central concept of 
Mexican racially mixed identity: “una raza mestiza.” She writes that “from this racial, ideological, cultural 
and biological cross-pollenization, an ‘alien’ consciousness is presently in the making—a new mesitiza 
consciousness, una consciencie de mujer. It is a consciousness of the Borderlands” (Anzaldua 1987: 77). 
Dear (2013) focuses largely on the idea of a “third nation” (the borderlands). This “third nation” is an “in 
between place” that forges a new identity from the clashing and dividing of the US and Mexican sides. 
Dear argues that “joint loyalties may in fact be the norm among most border people” (84) and that, in 
general, third nation lives are rooted in both sides. This perspective emphasizes local unity with the 
problem of segregation as simply something that outsider state actors are applying to otherwise united 
communities. This is also emphasized in the “twin” or “sister” cities narrative (Arreola 2004) that draws an 
historical account of unique shared demographic and economic patterns and changes including “high rates 
of population growth, rapid urbanization...asymmetrical economies, international commerce, high rates of 
poverty, and a distinct ethnic identity and culture” (Lusk 2012: 22). Other scholars emphasize the shared 
biophysical elements—a climate that is generally arid and sunny, as well as other ecological features 
including vegetation, wildlife, watersheds and soil—to argue that sustainability could operated in a united 
way (Herzog et al 1999).  
100 Sparrow, Glen. 2001. “San Diego–Tijuana: Not Quite a Binational City or Region.” GeoJournal 54 (1): 
73–83. p76. 
101 Ibid. p77 
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He uses research on cultural stereotyping in combination with his own experience as 

evidence of these divided attitudes.102 

Mark Lusk’s and others' collected volume, published a decade later, in some ways 

echoes Sparrow: "the current conception of the US-Mexico border is greatly affected by 

the explosion of drug-related violence in Mexico, including homicide, kidnapping, and 

gang warfare. And, even though America's power has been overextended by a war on two 

fronts, Mexico has increasingly been seen not just as a neighbor with an emigration 

problem but also a potentially 'failed state.’"103 He also writes that “moral panic is seen in 

the demonization of so-called illegals who are purportedly flooding our nation, taking 

away our jobs, smuggling drugs, using public welfare, having babies in the US hospitals 

to gain citizenship, refusing to speak English, diluting and endangering American culture, 

and threatening the nation's core values.”104 These concepts are repeated in national 

narratives of either unity or division, most recently coalescing around newly elected 

President Trump’s executive order for a wall along the southern border.105  

Yet, what research participants, border dwellers and daily crossers, experience is a 

constant process of uniting and dividing. The divisions are experienced and reinforced 

even as they are overcome through shared experience. 

                                                
102 Sparrow writes, “Some of the pioneering work on cultural stereotyping along the US/Mexico border is 
provided by Schmidt (1997). When discussing Mexican lower class attitudes he notes: ‘they also share the 
perception of the United States as a powerful, dominant and exploiting country and of Americans as people 
who take advantage of Mexicans.’ His research indicates that Mexican stereotypes of Americans include 
such terms as: dominator, invader, easily deceived, abusive and blond” (Sparrow 2002: 78). 
103 Lusk, Mark, Kathleen Staudt, and Eva Moya. 2012. Social Justice in the U.S.-Mexico Border Region. 
1st ed. Dordrecht: Springer. p13. 
104 Ibid. p15. 
105 Brown’s Walled States, Waning Sovereignty (2014), among many others, is an important perspective to 
consider with regard to this wall.  She makes the argument that walls, as mere symbols of state power, in 
fact represent the waning of state power in a globalized world. Her central argument is that the walls 
themselves are theatrical and symbolize “sovereignty in crisis” and the failure to create national identity in 
the age of globalization. Walls, then, are a response to the ungovernability of transnationalism and tend to 
exacerbate the problems they purport to solve. 
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This unity is demonstrated in the first half of the Chapter, expressed in jokes, in 

dancing, in discussions of families, and other moments where a shared mixing of 

language emerges (“el trucko” for “truck” was one of my favorite examples). Regardless 

of one’s side, research participants bonded through dancing, celebration of birthdays and 

weddings, and other important, shared life events. They expressed unity in their dealings 

with local corruption (on both sides of the border) and in habits associated with the 

shared isolation of this rural desert location.  

 Yet, research participants also consistently demonstrated their differences in 

regard to their side. This was on display in daily habits, including expressions about food 

preferences and routines, kinds of recreational activities, and differences that led to work 

misunderstandings. Invisible actors, like funding sources, which often came from the US 

side, also became a part of division, as some research participants directly interacted with 

and were responsible for funding. This shaped power relations and interactions. At other 

moments, these normal daily complexities were shaken in the presence of national battles 

as presented by the ACLU demonstration day. 

Community members frequently delighted in their unity and also articulated their 

division. One woman I spoke with in the US town’s library told me about how “they are 

two communities but interacting more like one lately” and “that from Mexico people 

didn’t used to come into the library and that one day a man asked permission. I thought 

that was funny and told him ‘of course! We are in America.’ A lot of walls are coming 

down around here and the towns are becoming more alive and adventurous.” 

As demonstrated primarily in Chapter 3, there is also a unity against the very 

present governments. As I was preparing to leave town, the US community was meeting 

about a forthcoming border gateway expansion, hoping that this activity would bring jobs 

and skills to local residents, but worried that locals would see neither. The introductory 
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chapter also demonstrated a unity in place—the harshness, isolation, rugged beauty, and 

lack of water. This was visually demonstrated in specific building trends, like fenced-in 

houses, that were shared on both sides.   

There is a constant dividing as well. Tiny demonstrations, every day, revealed 

one’s side. Whether it was food and packing lunches with nuts, fruits, and vegetables, 

versus the norm of getting lunch at the one of the burrito stands, and what kind of burrito 

one ordered (vegetarian or meat); navigating the role between schools, parents, and 

children with regard to organized activity for children; the perceptions of planning and 

management in work; or perceptions on sustainability—one’s side was constantly 

demonstrated in a multitude of ways.  

However, the dancing, the jokes, the comradery in working together to solve 

problems and produce new spaces, new technologies, new resources for the local 

community, certainly created a kind of unity and degree of disregard for that which 

divided. Complicating the situation further, many inhabitants of either side have spent 

significant amounts of time across the border, muddying who really gets to define what it 

means to be from either side. 

 

THE BORDER AS AN ACTOR 

In terms of the actors in these networks and their agency, or the ability to 

influence desired outcomes, it is clear once again that the border, and these ideas of the 

norms of one’s side, shapes available resources and in what way those resources are used. 

The border, and the flow of funding sources across this line, profoundly shapes the 

network hierarchy. This determines what kind of work must be done and even dictates 

how it is done. 
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I am not arguing that those on the receiving end of humanitarian aid are passive 

receivers, or that they are completely oppressed, in this case, by those higher on the ever-

shifting hierarchies present in social interaction. Michel Foucault famously said, “where 

there is power, there is resistance.”106 I would expand on this concept and the word  

“resistance” (particularly as this word has a strong connotation associated with 

contemporary US politics) as it might misrepresent, for many readers, how research 

participants grappled with the hierarchy. Rather than simply always resisting in the most 

basic, oppositional sense of the word, research participants clearly attempted to use 

available resources for their goals, transform opportunities, collaborate and bend power 

towards a desired outcome. All of these kinds of actions are a form of resistance in 

dealing with the power imbalances involved in everyday interaction. Actors that on the 

one hand had appeared to be lower in the network hierarchy, were at the same time most 

certainly involved in decision making and the directing of projects and how they 

unfolded through these kinds of resistance. Yet, the border, the idea of sides, and often 

asymmetrical funding from one side, exerted a constant, powerful influence. The term 

                                                
106 Foucault, Michel. [1976] 2012. The History of Sexuality: An Introduction. Knopf Doubleday Publishing 
Group. p95. In this work, Foucault primarily historicizes concepts of sexual repression, but he is 
particularly famous for his idea that “power is everywhere,” embedded in all discourse and social relations 
(Foucault 1975). He explores power as a relational force that is omnipresent and known by the very 
existence of resistance. In his view, we cannot destroy all forms of power, but can work to dismantle 
particular kinds of power.  With this in mind, it is worth sharing more of this Foucault citation to expand on 
the ideas borrowed concerning power and resistance: “Where there is power, there is resistance, and yet, or 
rather consequently, this resistance is never in a position of exteriority in relation to power.  Should it be 
said that one is always ‘inside’ power, there is no ‘escaping’ it, there is no absolute outside where it is 
concerned, because one is subject to the law in any case? Or that, history being the ruse of reason, power is 
the ruse of history, always emerging the winner? This would be to misunderstand the strictly relational 
character of power relationships. Their existence depends on a multiplicity of points of resistance: these 
play the role of adversary, target, support, or handle in power relations. These points of resistance are 
present everywhere in the power network. Hence there is no single locus of great Refusal, no soul of revolt, 
source of all rebellions, or pure law of the revolutionary. Instead there is a plurality of resistances, each of 
them a special case: resistances that are possible, necessary, improbable; others that are spontaneous, 
savage, solitary, concerted, ram!pant, or violent; still others that are quick to compromise, interested, or 
sacrificial; by definition, they can only exist in the strategic field of power relations” (Foucault [1976] 
2012: 95, my emphasis).  
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scripting107 is useful again to articulate how the border is scripted with this power and 

asymmetrical resources and shapes the empirical realities of each side. At times, research 

participants would obey, or accept, the directives shaped by the division, and at other 

times they resisted, spontaneously or thoughtfully rewriting the script embodied in silent 

actors on the scene. This was a kind of uniting and dividing. 

A point of reflection then is to think about our own hierarchies and the invisible 

actors in our lives, particularly for those of us interested in sustainable technologies, 

humanitarianism, and unity across borders. How do we express unity and division across 

the borders in our lives? What technologies, funding sources, and borders remain 

invisible? Another way to consider this notion in an extreme and deterministic sense is 

through Langdon Winner’s concept of “reverse adaptation.”108 This concept articulates 

the idea that human needs are conditioned to accommodate technology, and not the other 

way around. Technologies become a form of life and serve their own technological ends 

more than human needs. While technologies alone (without human makers) do not exert 

this kind of deterministic influence, this technological thought experiment pushes us to 

ask: What kinds of power do technologies and other invisible actors exercise over our 

own projects, especially those of us involved in technological and humanitarian work? It 

is clear from Chapters 4 and 5, for example, that technologies mediate relationships 

across the border as well as make demands such as maintenance. This chapter also 

highlights how funding sources exerts influence in this cross-border context, shaping the 

nature of relationships and work.  

                                                
107 Defined in the introduction and used again in Chapter 2. 
108 Winner, Langdon. 1999 [1980]. "Do Artifacts Have Politics." In The Social Shaping of Technology, 
edited by Donald and Judith Wajcman MacKenzie, 28-41. Philadelphia: Open University Press. Original 
edition, Daedalus 109(1): 121-36. 
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Academics often work towards creating systems, processes, and strategies that 

they believe level hierarchies through participation.109 Yet, power relations and 

hierarchies are always present, and we should not presume that strategies one creates—

created often from a position of power—eliminate this element of social life.  

At the same time, Academics themselves often cast themselves in the position of 

an outsider that can see hierarchy and are therefore in a position to name and condemn 

oppressors. This is, at times, a useful contribution to understanding hierarchies and 

working toward justice, but at other times also misses important nuance in how people 

struggle with hierarchy, like that of the constant uniting and dividing presented in this 

chapter. Too often, academics bypass understanding in favor of judgment. Without 

understanding the invisible actors in our research participants' lives, we are often quick to 

judge.  

The final chapter looks again at each point for reflection highlighted in each 

chapter. Taken together, the findings offer ideas for thinking about how we might 

understand those that engage in sustainable technological humanitarianism and provide 

reflection for future projects. In particular, this story shows how place, and in this case 

the US-Mexico border, sets the stage for this work.  

 

CHAPTER 5 SUMMARY  

This chapter explicates two influential patterns from my fieldwork as well as the 

way these two patterns often occurred together. The concept of "invisible actors" 

expresses how influences like funding sources exerted a significant amount of power over 

                                                
109 Participatory Action Research (PAR) (Kemmis and McTaggart 2005), Public Interest Design (PID) 
(Bell 2003), and Dialogic Community Development (Westoby and Dowling 2013), are great examples of 
these approaches.  
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people and their projects, even though to many it remained out of sight. Often, because 

funding sources commonly flowed in one direction across the border, moments revolving 

around funding also revealed this division of the border in social interactions. However, 

participants expressed a constant uniting and dividing—the other chapter theme—across 

the border divide. These expressions were some of the more difficult pieces of data to 

narrate, as they were contained in constant micro expressions on building knowledge and 

style, food choices, music, and sport seasonality. Here I argue that contrary to how border 

scholars often write about the border and contrary to national narratives about the border, 

participants were far from solely united or divided, but worked out unity and division 

constantly. 

My argument and point of reflection centers on the invisible actors in our own 

lives as well as how we express and conduct our own forms of uniting and dividing with 

others. Though the participants and others like them can reflect on the power of funding 

source and how it shapes uniting and dividing, unlike Chapters 1-3, this chapter offers 

broader reflection for academic and wider audiences. The material in this chapter is also 

central to understanding the participants’ world in that it helps us empathize with some of 

the constraints on participants’ lives, like the pressures and demands of funding sources. 

Here, I also directly contribute to border research and thought by rejecting border 

stereotypes and looking at the value of spaces and projects where people from either side 

can work out and express their unity and division.  
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Conclusion: Revisiting Sustainable Technology Humanitarianism 

“If you have more than you need, build a longer table, not a higher fence.” – 

proverb  

 

Some might see history as simply a series of lines redrawn over and over on a 

map. With no agency in this constant boundary shifting, some might adopt apathy or 

nihilism to this shifting. Yet, others see the arc of history as bending towards a blurring of 

these geopolitical lines and an increasing global interaction and connection. This 

contemporary narrative is popular, though recent events such as Brexit and a global wave 

of nationalistic populism certainly muddle future predictions about what these lines will 

mean in the coming years. However, regardless of national narratives and their roots in 

philosophical beliefs about human nature,110 people on the ground live with and through 

these borders and divisions, both uniting and dividing across these lines near and far from 

the borderlands. Attention to these experiences and empiricism is at the forefront of this 

dissertation. 

Contemporary people-to-people peace efforts across the Israel-Palestine divide 

represent a form of resistance to borders, providing one method for debunking 

stereotypes and hatred towards those on the other side.111 Some humanitarians even 

                                                
110 While there are a diversity of philosophical underpinnings on the perspective of nationalistic, 
isolationist policies versus that of a globalized and open border world, Thomas Sowell’s principles 
regarding constrained and unconstrained perspectives on human nature may provide insight (Sowell 1987). 
Contrasting Adam Smith and William Godwin’s theories, Sowell reasons that they represent two primary 
ideological visions (and a spectrum in between) on human nature. The first, that humans are constrained or 
morally limited and we must make the best of these limitations, or the second, that they are unconstrained 
and through intention (and not incentive) are capable of improving upon their morality. In some ways, a 
closed-border world suggests that humans are always competing, engaged in various levels of conflict and 
this is the reality within which we must work. In contrast, an open-border world suggests that humans can 
overcome nationalistic ideas for common humanity in an unconstrained fashion.  
111 For more on people-to-people efforts, see Weder et al (2010). 
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undergo forms of cross-border resistance in the face of extreme danger. Hugo Slim and 

Emanuela-Chiara write about two famous examples of humanitarian work not authorized 

by the state in which they aimed to serve.112 In the Nigerian Civil War in the late '60s, an 

organization continued to fly 5,310 relief flights into Nigeria to help those suffering, even 

as some of the planes were shot down by the Nigerian Air Force. In the Ethiopian Civil 

War, the Ethiopian government used starvation as a strategy of control. However, 

humanitarian groups worked to address the famine by coming into the country from 

Sudan and thus undermined the government’s strategy. Even in these impossible 

conditions, regardless of how we judge their success or failure, the humanitarian groups 

executed a method of resistance to the imposed and enforced divisions.113   

Resistance in the era during which sustainability thinking has come to the fore can 

mean new kinds of resistance to border dividing. I believe the threat of climate change 

and other resource challenges—fisheries, soils air and water quality, forests, etc.—

demand sustainability thinking, though I am simultaneously capable of sustainability 

critique as well.114 Though imperfect and varied in conception and application, 

                                                
112 Slim, Hugo, and Emanuela-Chiara Gillard. 2013. “Ethical and Legal Perspectives on Cross-Border 
Humanitarian Operations.” Humanitarian Exchange, November. http://odihpn.org/magazine/ethical-and-
legal-perspectives-on-cross-border-humanitarian-operations/. 
113 This is, of course, not to argue that humanitarianism is perfect or without perverse and unanticipated 
consequences. I include these examples to highlight the extreme conditions, dividing conditions, that 
humanitarians must challenge in some instances. Also see footnotes 40, 50, and 67 for more on arguments 
on the paradoxes of humanitarianism as well as footnote 44 and 51 for my position. 
114 For a summary of global environmental challenges the Worldwatch institute reports are helpful, Myers 
et al (2009) and Halweil (2004) are examples. Some, however, believe that this tyranny of sustainability is 
oppressive. Paul Shepheard, for example, conceives of sustainability as simply another reincarnation of 
modernism, or a “dream of perfected automation” (2003: 194). I would argue that aspects or threads of 
some sustainability thinking certainly align with what Shepheard is critiquing (see “ecological 
modernization” citations in Appendix A). However, other aspects of sustainability (such as back-to-land 
and natural building efforts cited in Chapter 4) are less easily conceived as distinctly “modern.” Regardless 
of my stance on whether or not sustainability is or is not modern or post-modern, when I am presented with 
mounting evidence that our current use of resource consumption is highly unsustainable, I argue that 
diverse (modern and non-modern forms of) sustainability thinking is desperately needed. This is not to say 
I blindly accept and promote all sustainability efforts or believe that they are not without problematic 
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sustainability is a concept responding to ever-mounting evidence and conditions that 

human life cannot continue to exist on this planet at the current rate of resource 

consumption. While we know these resource and planetary challenges exist based on 

evidence,115 and progress, in many respects, has been made, particularly with regard to 

innovations in our built 

environment and building 

technologies, the pace of 

sustainable built 

environment change is slow 

and often unequally 

distributed.116   

Sustainability 

thinkers are deeply 

concerned about these gross 

inequalities both within and 

across borders.117 A world 

where only a few can 

extract resources from the 

                                                                                                                                            
consequences. I discuss my stance as a “critical friend” of sustainability in footnote 12 in the introduction. 
Footnote 44 also will provide insight into my position. 
115 The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reports are an excellent source for climate 
change information. See Pachauri et al (2015). 
116 This realm of the literature known as Environmental Injustice. Robert Bullard is especially well known 
for his work in environmental justice. Bullard’s work with Julian Agyeman (2012) show how the rich often 
receive the benefits of environmental protection disproportionally.   
117 Another excellent example of unequal aspects of sustainability and environmentalism is Ross (2011).  

Figure 48: Man with a Build the Wall Sign at a Trump 
Rally.  

Photo Courtesy of Paul Weaver, titled "Trump Supporter 
at Neo-Nazi Rally." under the Creative 
Commons License 
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc- 
sa/2.0/. Image available here: 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/weaverphoto/ 
30522672780. 
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planet—however sustainably—while the masses suffer in poverty is itself 

unsustainable.118 Not only do conditions of inequality lead to extreme resource extraction 

and ecological destruction for the poor, inequality itself consistently leads to social 

unrest, a highly unsustainable human condition. However difficult to realize, it is not 

difficult to imagine different, and more sustainable, possibilities for the US-Mexico 

border. 

Recently (2017), in response the current US climate on the border, marked by 

President Trump’s proposed wall and apparent support for this wall, architect and 

professor Fernando Lara wrote an op-ed article to encourage spatially reimagining the 

border.119 He suggested a vision that would manage different forms of cross-border 

traffic more effectively, and a plan to transform the border buffer land in the US into 

parks and green space. His suggestions only begin to point to potential futures of border, 

one that engages with the reality of inspection and the ideals of beauty and sustainability. 

These visions are inspiring. My research adds experienced-based knowledge for these 

visions, demonstrating the challenges of cross-border cooperation and the constant 

politics and hierarchy border crossers manage.  

This visioning, often practiced in different architectural and planning disciplines, 

is at times quite useful, not only for changing narratives but envisioning futures.120 Lara 

and others121 help us to imagine a new kind of built environment along the border, one 

that unites, that creates spaces of beauty, and serves ecological as well as human systems 

                                                
118 See Oden (2010), Agyeman and Evans (2003), and Agyeman et al (2012). 
119 Lara, Fernando. 2017. “Use Architecture to Make Our Southern Border into an Economic Driver.” 
Dallas News, January 23. http://www.dallasnews.com/opinion/commentary/2017/01/23/use-architecture-
make-southern-border-economic-driver. 
120 Mumford (2008 [1922]) argued for the utility of imagining utopias. Even if utopia is an impossibility, 
imagining what could be based on what is can bring people together to collectively imagine a world that 
encompasses their ideas of the good life. 
121 This includes Herzog (1990), (2000), and (2001), as well as Dear et al (2013).  
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of life. Some living on the border, such as those I lived with, are already working to 

materialize healthier and more sustainable spaces. They take on this challenge largely 

without government or university support, and use the resources of ordinary citizens, 

neighbors, to work together across border towns. Both the vision and planning from 

professional and institutional levels and the on-the-ground story and interaction 

contribute to an evolving truth concerning the causes, consequences, and improvements 

for sustainable technological humanitarianism. Using my research as an empirical guide, 

when we look at built environment projects proposed for the border, we could ask: 

embedded in this project are there mis- or well-guided assumptions about the needs of 

those on the other side of the border? Is there an urgent rush to do something and to build 

something that is shaping the project process and outcome? Is building something the 

best form of action or doing, and what else might we consider? What kinds of invisible 

actors might be present, and what influence might this have? What are the funding 

sources, and what kinds of demands does this actor make?  

 

CHAPTER REVIEW 

At this conclusion, it is helpful to review the preceding chapters and return to the 

original guiding research questions. Fundamentally, my questions direct the research 

towards an understanding of what sustainable technological humanitarianism is as 

enacted by research participants. One goal that this dissertation achieves—to the dismay 

of some and the delight of others—is non-reductive answers to my original research 

questions. While highly reductive results make concise and catchy ideas, simple to 

communicate and distribute, highly reified research findings risk concealing the 

complexity of empirical experience.  Because I believe there are no singular or ever-
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lasting truths to our reality,122 the truths and knowledge I present honor this view and 

honor the messy presentation of truth in experience.  Truth is contingent and instead 

becomes collective agreements and methods for responding to pressing problems. The 

goal, in this case, is not to present a cure-all solution to the problems investigated, but to 

encourage ways of thinking that can continually respond to problems. This includes 

complex systems of thinking on sustainable futures and our understanding of others. 

Though each finding is related, particularly with regard to the influence of the border, 

each chapter offers an analytic contribution in this spirit. I position my findings and 

arguments as points of reflection for audiences in order to encourage continuous 

responses over narrowly prescribed solutions. I offer a review of the findings and my 

arguments in this concluding chapter.  

Before reviewing the chapters and findings, I want to return to my initial research 

inquiry. From the beginning I have been exploring a few questions, such as: how did the 

border shape the work of sustainable technology humanitarianism? The previous chapters 

each highlight how the border influenced the construction of place, ideas about those on 

the other side, and the presence of government, creating a do-something-now, urgent, 

local theory of change. In each chapter, the narrative shows how the border exaggerated 

these local social constructions that in turn shaped building projects. 

I was also driven by this question: how can we understand these experimental 

activities and what points of reflection inform future efforts in sustainability, technology, 

and humanitarianism? Each chapter responds to this question, showing the consequences 

and moments for reflection on how we conceptualize those from the other side, ideas 

about needs and doing, charged by urgency, the importance of experimental spaces, the 

                                                
122 For more on my ontology see Appendix B. 
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hierarchy of work with invisible and/or silent actors, and the constant expressions of 

unity and division. These chapters honor the experience and the commitment of the 

experimenters, the tinkerers, and the dedicated nonprofit staff from both sides of the 

border. I write from my experience with this community, knowing that humans cannot 

always reflect on everything or overcome the power and hierarchies in their lives. The 

goal is not to vilify the efforts of research participants or academics and thinkers, 

revealing their shortcomings and paradoxes (which we all inevitably have). Rather, the 

goal is to encourage strategic reflection from all audiences on these complex ideas.  The 

following section reviews each chapter in order to look at these points together as a 

response to the guiding question above.   

Each chapter responds to the above questions, qualifying research participants' 

work in ways that are helpful for both academics and humanitarians. Together, it at least 

partially tells a story of how everyday people try to help others in a divided community. 

A network of people and things engage in complicated relationships to materialize new 

spaces and technologies in a place bombarded with sensational and powerful forces 

(national governments, cartels, a wall, etc.). Taken together, the chapters help us 

understand what “humanitarian sustainable technology” can mean. 

Chapter 1 highlights the power of place, a theme reiterated throughout every 

chapter. It sets the stage for all that follows by acknowledging the potential for change in 

how we construct place myths. What we build and the myths we make about place 

represent the constantly changing form of collective memory. This chapter brings the 

reader to this place as well, describing and showing some of the dynamics of rural border 

life. This included some of the sensational recent events associated with the escalation of 

the Mexican Drug War, as well as the daily rhythm and flows across the border. Drawing 

on place scholars, I argue that the rural, desert border itself creates a stage for activity that 
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draws specific people: those interested in both helping a global Other and in rural 

building experimentation.  

Chapter 2 draws on poignant experiences where sporting rules are contested, 

representing the way the norms in the lives of others can be discounted in the urgent 

process to help relieve suffering. In the repurposing of a space to make a sports complex, 

the chapter specifically examines the question of sporting rules as kinds of norms and 

calls for reflection on when and how these rules should change to form new versions of 

the sport. This chapter argues that we all make assumptions about ever-evolving needs 

and norms, and that reflection and developing ways to understand the norms of others 

might be fruitful for future humanitarian work. These ideas are directly connected to the 

process of work and the evolution of a built environment project, showing how these 

ideas shape and are inscribed in the technology. The idea that needs and norms are 

intricately tied to technological systems is not new, but the chapter presents a new kind of 

case in which humanitarian ideas around “neediness” come to the fore.  

Chapter 3 offers points for reflection on what it means to do in our own lives and 

the value of helping others endure. The concepts in this chapter can quickly become 

extremely philosophical and bring to the fore theories from empiricism and pragmatism. 

Exploring these underlying philosophical understandings of reality can be extremely 

helpful, and in many circumstances is exactly the kind of contribution scholars make to a 

body of knowledge. However, while some of my footnotes incorporate these theories, I 

believe that one need not understand these theories deeply in order to understand the 

lesson of this chapter. The point I make based on my experience does not depend upon an 

objective truth or strict philosophical alliance concerning what constitutes theory versus 

practice, or dialogue versus action. Rather, my goal is to simply highlight the plurality of 

these concepts, the diversity of ways that people can conceive of doing and action and 
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connect these ideas to dominant patterns of understanding for research participants and 

academics. I argue that the variety of assumptions that different groups make about doing 

calls for reflection on what this means. By incorporating some academics' conceptions of 

doing, the diversity of ideas suggests new possibilities. At the same time, I complicate 

my own finding and offer points of reflection for academics on the research participants' 

ideas about doing. Here the borrowed concept of the “endurance landscape” is especially 

helpful. When suffering is palpable and urgent, ideas about doing have profound utility.  

These first few chapters highlight how different groups of people construct 

different kinds of assumptions about place, need, and action. Again, the point is not to 

argue that one version of these constructions is inherently more true or right, but to 

realize the contingency of truth in these matters and the value of experience, reflection, 

and communication for all interested in bettering the human condition. Through my 

ethnography, these chapters in particular amplify unexamined and consequential social 

constructions and meanings. Each chapter’s narrative shows how these local 

constructions, amplified by the border, shape the building and technology projects. Each 

chapter’s section on reflection and analysis turns arguments into strategic points of 

reflection for audiences. 

Chapter 4 takes a unique turn in order to highlight how technologies play a role in 

social interactions. The chapter demonstrates how technologies facilitate relationships 

and conversations, can have cascading effects on their environments, how they make new 

demands as their system grows, and thus, how they constantly shift their position in a 

hierarchal network. In considering this chapter, it is helpful to draw on popular and 

misleading notions concerning technology. David Nye, for example, debunks two kinds 

of arguments commonly expressed regarding the technologies in our lives: “(1) advanced 

technologies are homogenizing the world, dissolving distinctive cultures into a global 
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system, and (2) advanced technologies are driving society toward more choices and 

greater difference.”123 He concludes that technology is, in fact, neither homogenizing nor 

a ticket to liberation, but a constant scene of struggle between groups. What we should 

remember is that society has the ability to shape the technological trajectories in desirable 

directions.124 In the context of border, many,125 like Fernando Lara cited earlier, certainly 

imagine how technology and the built environment can re-shape international relations. 

In their own way, those I lived with are working towards these ends. Chapter 4 shows 

how these technologies are an important medium for connection and collaboration 

between participants on either side of the border. 

It is important to keep in mind, however, that the research participants are not 

professional designers, but rather, ordinary people, neighbors, who are interested in 

helping others they perceive as having less. Though some have spent lifetimes working 

on certain building technologies, generally, unlike professional designers, they are less 

concerned with broadly legitimizing the technologies beyond their use in the community 

(at least at this point; positions in the past or future might be different). As described in 

earlier chapters, they instead have a more urgent call to do something now in their 

communities, to improve conditions in tangible ways. Building on this point, Chapter 4 

also emphasizes the value of experimental spaces. Working in somewhat unregulated 

rural spaces, these conditions further marginalize their voices amongst the popular 

narrative around urban sustainability.  

                                                
123 Nye, David E. 2006. "Technology and the Production of Difference." American Quarterly 58 (3):597- 
618. p598. 
124 This argument is a common one among technology scholars. Sclove (1995) makes a compelling 
argument for more democratic decision making on the technologies in our lives, using Amish collective 
decision making about technology as an example of the potential for this kind of democracy.  
125 Other examples include the academic Lawrence Herzog (2001), architect Teddy Cruz (see Misa 2017), 
and artist Ana Teresa Fernández (see Taylor 2016).  
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Chapter 5 builds on the idea of commonly invisible and/or silent actors in the 

network, like technologies and the built environment, to look at the influence of other 

invisible actors like funding sources and the border’s influence in uniting and dividing. It 

helps us further understand the conditions around the research participants' work and the 

ways they resist and must accommodate these forces. Here I also make a general 

argument that we should work to understand the invisible forces in our own lives and in 

the lives of others before rushing to judgment. Further, I argue that those living on and 

crossing the border are not solely united or divided, but involved in constant expressions 

of both unity and division.  

 

A CONCLUSION, FOR NOW 

My research findings and arguments are not prescriptions for policy or all-

encompassing solutions to environmental problems or global inequality and division. 

There are no singular right answers to these problems, but a multitude of strategies and 

responses. The findings of my experience in the field instead point to the ways that 

academic thinkers can learn from and reflect on the experience of research participants 

and how research participants can incorporate some academic thinking to also challenge 

their own assumptions and worldview. My work to “make strange”126 that which seems 

obvious or normal is a typical practice for ethnographers. Naming these common and 

unquestioned and consequential phenomena, bringing them to fore, and calling for 

reflection appears at once obvious, yet (hopefully) also profound.  

In the introduction, I spoke of the power academics have in naming previously 

unexamined phenomena. In this dissertation, I do that in service to the participants, those 
                                                
126 For more on “making the familiar strange and the strange familiar” see Rosaldo (1993 p39), Wolcott 
(1999 p244), and Miner (1956) as an infamous example. 
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that conduct similar kinds of work, academic audiences, and for a broader interested 

readership. Each chapter’s theme and finding form strategic points for reflection on the 

influence and power of place, on how we construct ideas about needs, particularly the 

needs of others, on our assumptions about what constitutes action and humanitarian 

purpose, on the invisible actors and forces in ours and others' lives, and on the process of 

uniting and dividing across borders. These all represent prominent, yet tacit, social and 

technological patterns in my research experience. By naming them and explicating them 

in combination with useful academic theory, I emphasize these previously hidden 

qualities of experience. As a stage and constant presence, the US-Mexico border 

exaggerates all of the findings. 

The findings and research participants provide a window into the complexities 

and challenges of cross-border humanitarian work. As Wiebe Bijker argues, the more we 

show the social roots of the technologies in our lives, the more we understand how to 

democratically direct technology in more productive ways.127 The contingent truths I 

have produced will and should evolve, as there are many lessons to continue to learn 

from these research participants and others as conditions change. Though it is never easy 

or without the problems of power, those who commit themselves to humanitarianism and 

helping others endure offer profound lessons for the continued refinement of what it 

means to help others, as we build our way towards more sustainable and just conditions.  

  

                                                
127 Bijker, Wiebe E. 1997. Of Bicycles, Bakelites, and Bulbs: Toward a Theory of Sociotechnical Change. 
MIT Press. 
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Appendix A: Contributions  

How does this research contribute to academia and society? The latter part of this 

question has been addressed throughout the dissertation, offering insight into the 

complexities of research participants' humanitarian sustainable technology efforts. Each 

chapter offers reflection directed towards people like the research participants and 

academics, but each lesson also applies broadly. It asks all readers to consider place 

myths, needs and norms, what constitutes action, technologies and invisible actors, and 

the forces of unity and division in their own lives. Beyond that, the dissertation offers 

insight into the challenges of helping others and promoting sustainable technologies. 

Beyond solutions or prescriptions, each chapter, or finding, demonstrates a method for 

locating similar patterns and assumptions on other humanitarian and sustainability efforts 

in order to promote empathy, justice, and sustainability.  

In the academic realm, I take up several challenges through this dissertation. 

Drawing on sustainability, technology, and built environment research, I combine an 

understanding of sustainability as a storyline,128 the challenge of sustainable design 

diffusion and equity,129 and calls for place-based, context-rich130 research. The research 

contributes to four literatures: sustainable design; sustainable, or uneven, development; 

border studies; and science and technologies studies literatures. I will consider each of 

these in turn. 

                                                
128 Moore (2007) articulates this concept of sustainability as a storyline to highlight how sustainability is an 
inclusive and diversely enacted concept. Many actors in many places and times contribute to and 
dynamically revise what sustainability means. 
129 These challenges will be highlighted throughout the Appendix, but Shannon (2011), Wilk (1995), 
Meadows et al (2004 [1972]), and Rees and Westra (2003) are some sources for these points. 
130 This is building on Moore and Karvonen’s (2008) conception of “context rich” which avoids the false 
dichotomy of “context bound” or “context free.” In footnote 51, I built on these conceptions of context and 
suggested “context responsive” might be another helpful term. 
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SUSTAINABLE DESIGN 

Sustainability131 research is generally oriented towards generating solutions for 

environmental and justice problems. While I agree that focused experimentation and new 

social and technological arrangements are needed, to suggest that all of the problems of 

sustainability can be deduced with simple logic and solved through simple technical 

applications is misleading. This way of understanding environmental problem solving 

falls prey to “solutionism,”132 whereas systems thinking, involving holism and constant 

experimentation and feedback are much more consistent frameworks for responding to 

the “wicked” problem of (un)sustainability.133 Particularly in sustainable design research, 

solutions are positioned as technical, reached through innovation and technical redesign 

of built environments (I also discuss this in footnote 17). As Guy and Shove articulated a 

decade and a half ago: “the task of reducing energy consumption has generally been 

                                                
131 Footnote 2 in the introduction provides more information on the origin of the term “sustainability.” 
132 “ ‘Solutionism [interprets] issues as puzzles to which there is a solution, rather than problems to which 
there may be a response.’” (Morozov citing Gilles Paquet 2013: 1) 
133 Rittel, Horst W. J., and Melvin M. Webber. 1973. “Dilemmas in a General Theory of Planning.” Policy 
Sciences 4 (2): 155–69. doi:10.1007/BF01405730. 

Figure 49: Guy and Shove's Diagram of Technological Development. Source: Guy and 
Shove 2000:p62. Reprinted with Permission from Taylor and Francis. 
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derived as a scientific rather than social challenge. This is especially so when the focus is 

on the built environment.”134  

While technological solutionism can improve ecological and social conditions in 

some cases, alone, it often ignores a fundamental and deep look at social experience and 

conditions that may crucially reframe the definition of the problem. My research provides 

a method and findings that evaluate technical solutions in combination with empirical, 

experience-driven responses. 

My research also responds to calls for prioritizing equity and context in 

sustainable design research, known at times as the problem of the “forgotten e” (referring 

to equity).135 Sustainability research, especially research advocating for ecological 

modernization,136 fails to address the pervasive inequality that can be both a cause of 

unsustainability and a consequence of sustainability efforts (gone wrong). Michael Oden 

argues that while the idea of equity has significant ideological resistance in an era 

dominated by neoclassical economic principles, inequity results in multiple forms of 

exclusion that limits progress towards sustainability. This exclusion undermines 

community trust, solidarity, and the civic participation necessary for social action to 

address sustainability challenges.137 My research directly responds to calls to understand 

sustainability and inequity by selecting a site sharply marked by global inequality. This 

inequality is, in fact, what has prompted sustainability and humanitarian efforts. My 

                                                
134 Guy, Simon, and Elizabeth Shove. 2000. The Sociology of Energy, Buildings and the Environment: 
Constructing Knowledge, Designing Practice. Psychology Press. p1-2. 
135 See Oden (2010), also see Agyeman and Evans (2003), Ross (2011). 
136 Such as Mol (2003), McDonough (2002), Farr (2008) and others. 
137 Oden, Michael D. 2010. “Equity: The Forgotten E in Sustainable Development.” In Pragmatic 
Sustainability: Theoretical and Practical Tools. Edited by Steven A. Moore. Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon; 
New York, NY: Routledge. 31–49. p36. 
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research demonstrates how people grapple with this inequality and the nuances of power 

relationships (between human and non-human actors) in sustainable design work.  

 

SUSTAINABLE OR UNEVEN DEVELOPMENT 

Beyond simply neglecting the issue of equity, William Rees and Laura Westra go 

further to argue that addressing global inequality is a critical part of achieving a more 

sustainable world.138 Their view is representative of thinking in sustainable development 

literature: 

 

“Without “social and economic equality within and between nations, the long 

term objective of a more sustainable world is unlikely to be secured. The basis for 

this view is that sustainability implies a more careful use of scarce resources and, 

in all probability, a change to the high-consumption lifestyles experienced by the 

affluent and aspired to by others. It will not be easy to achieve these changes in 

behaviour, not least because this demands acting against short term self-interest in 

favour of unborn generations and ‘unseen others’ who may live on the other side 

of the globe. The altruism demanded here will be difficult to secure and will 

probably be impossible if there is not some measure of perceived equality in 

terms of sharing common futures and fates.”139  

 

My research, then, also fits well within the realm of sustainable and uneven 

development. While the term “development” carries a numbers of problems with which I 
                                                
138 Rees, W. a. L. Westra. 2003. "When Consumption Does Violence: Can There be Sustainability and 
Environmental Justice in a Resource-Limited World?." In Just Sustainabilities: Development in an 
Unequal World, edited by J. Agyeman, R.D. Bullard, a. B. Evans. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press 
139 Ibid. p2. 
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do not wish to be complicit (see footnote 40 in Chapter 2 and more comments below), 

this discourse is certainly related to my research in that globalization and forces of 

traditional development are often positioned as unsustainable, as Rees and Westra argue 

above. Scholars critical of a globalized and homogenized version of development believe 

that the development ideology divorces place from livelihood and systems of production 

and consumption. As a result, development erodes local ecologies and cultures. In these 

critiques, the mega-forces of Westernized development are positioned as funneling 

capital to the few rich while destroying local and diverse ways of life. This is salient for 

border research, where the creation of the North American Free Trade Agreement 

(NAFTA), touted as a development initiative, ignited (and continues to ignite in new 

ways) anti-globalization movements. NAFTA dramatically changed border landscapes 

and environments.140 Rather than constructing an argument about globalization, 

development, and capital from afar, in my research I explore these topics as experienced 

in relation to humanitarian work and sustainable technologies. With my research, I 

contribute an empirical documentation and exploration of how border dwellers respond to 

and confront this unevenness, or instead focus on confronting the suffering that results 

from unevenness. Chapter 3 focuses on this through the concept of the “endurance 

landscape” (a borrowed term).141  

 

                                                
140 See Razazan (2014). 
141 Feldman, Ilana. 2015. “Looking for Humanitarian Purpose: Endurance and the Value of Lives in a 
Palestinian Refugee Camp.” Public Culture 27 (3 77): 427–47. doi:10.1215/08992363-2896171. 
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US-MEXICO BORDER STUDIES 

In conducting research on the US–Mexico border, I also am making a 

contribution to a large and interdisciplinary area of literature known by several names: 

Borderlands studies, Southwest studies, and Mexican-American studies.142  

In US-Mexico Borderlands research, few scholars focus on built environment and 

the few that do look at large-scale cities and policy, writing on urban cultural mixing and 

hybridity, or providing broad histories of the region and twin cities.143  In the works that 

exist on environmentalism, the sustainability perspective is dated or largely takes on a 

“top down” management perspective.144 There was a spike in research on border 

environmental problem management post-NAFTA industrialization and urbanization,145 

though there is no evidence to suggest environmental conditions have improved. For 

example, Diana Liverman and Silvina Vilas write that with continuing migration to the 

border for work in maquiladoras that: 

 

“all along the border, more people are competing for limited supplies of drinking 

water and electricity, generating more solid refuse and sewage, and being exposed 

to ever higher levels of toxic wastes….Liverman et al. document a range of 

environmental problems in border cities including air pollution from dirt roads 

and expanding auto ownership in border cities such as Ciudad Juarez, untreated 

sewage and unclean drinking water, as well as an accumulation of household and 

industrial waste in cities where infrastructure has not kept up with urban sprawl. 
                                                
142 These literatures also intersect with American Studies/History, Western History, and Chicano Studies. 
143 Olazábal (1992), Arreola and Curtis (1993), Var and Saldívar (1997), Lara-Valencia (2002), Arbeláez et 
al (2004), Olazábal and Barba (2005), Dear and LecLerc et al (2013), Lusk et al. (2012: p109-125) 
144 Herzog (1990), (2000) and (2001), SCERP publications from 1998-2007 see SCERP (2017), Fernandez 
and Carson (2002), Lara-Valencia (2002), Bringas and Clough-Riquelme (2006). 
145 Liverman, Diana M., and Silvina Vilas. 2006. “Neoliberalism and the Environment in Latin America.” 
Annual Review of Environment and Resources 31 (1): 327–63. p334. 
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Border industrialization and population growth have increased vulnerability to 

flooding in some cities, for example, Tijuana and Nogales where unplanned 

settlements encroach on floodplains or are located on steep devegetated 

slopes."146  

 

Though the problems cited above are intensified in urban areas, some of these 

issues, such as flooding, air pollution from dirt roads, and access to healthy drinking 

water, certainly applied in my rural research site. All of the research on the built 

environment and ecological conditions along the border is helpful and important, but my 

work diversifies the management approach to these problems by contributing a more 

grassroots, people-to-people oriented account and model. While there exist many books 

on the border and Southwest region addressing contemporary environmental and 

economic concerns,147 often these perspectives conceptualize problems and offer 

solutions within a “problem to policy solution” paradigm. In this literature, the built 

environment is not seen as a critical arena for grassroots action. Issues of water, 

agriculture, economic inequity, and environmental justice are addressed through policy 

prescriptions. My research offers a new realm within which to consider border relations. 

My work particularly shows the potential and challenges involved in the on-the-ground 

work to address these issues and the potential benefits and complexities of people-to-

people cross-border cooperation. Chapter 5, in particular, focuses on the nuance, 

experience, and expressions of uniting and dividing.  

 Ethnographies of the border are also helpful for clarifying common assumptions 

about the border and generating understanding between divided peoples. None of the 

                                                
146 Ibid. p335. 
147 Examples include Pulido (1996), Herzog et al (2000), Anderson and Gerber (2008). 
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many ethnographies that do exist,148 however, address spatial, technological arenas of 

social life, or incorporate sustainability. The border discourse is largely focused on the 

sensational and dramatic problems associated with the area149 and less work has 

evaluated efforts being made for neighborly cooperation, sustainability, and initiatives to 

improve people’s lives. My ethnography helps to fill this gap.  

 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY STUDIES  

My built environment ethnography also helps to fill gaps in Science and 

Technology Studies (STS). Technology and built environment theory evaluates 

relationships between people, practices, and things.150 The position of the researcher is at 

times removed from extended experience with research subjects, which can lead one to 

miss the nuance of social conditions and how differing groups construct meanings about 

each other, their practices, and things with regard to the conditions of their lives. Through 

this ethnography, I explore the conditions of people’s lives and how they make meaning 

in relation to their sustainability work. My research, like others cited in this section, has 

demonstrated another way to incorporate both social and technological frames, drawing 

heavily on experience, into what people say and do in response to conditions, and 

privileging understanding over judgment.   

My approach demonstrates a method for conceptualizing and communicating the 

relationships, processes, and consequences between people, practices, and things. In 

particular, empathetic ethnographic accounts of social and technological relationships, 

                                                
148 Examples include Salzinger (2003), Vila (2003), Lugo (2008), Shapria (2013). 
149 Heyman, Josiah McC. (Josiah McConnell), and Howard Campbell. 2004. “Recent Research on the 
U.S.-Mexico Border.” Latin American Research Review 39 (3): 205–20. 
150 MacKenzie, Donald and Wajcman, Judy, ed. 1999. The Social Shaping of Technology. Second ed. 
Philadelphia: Open University Press. 
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such as mine, help to reshape the dominant discourse on “choice” and “behavior,” often 

encompassed in a “lifestyle” currently popular in sociological-technological sustainability 

research.151  In many ways this discourse is based on sound logic: the argument goes that 

those with the agency to have choices concerning technologies in their lives (consumers 

in developed countries) are the same people who live the most resource-intensive 

lifestyles. Thus, we should target these lifestyle choices in order to reduce resource 

consumption. However, this narrative often leaves out so many that do not have as much 

of a presumed choice in their technologies, and this leads to research frameworks that 

privilege the very idea of choice, a complex and constructed concept in and of itself.152 

Technologies and built environments are often positioned as agents in this choice and 

behavior model.153 My ethnographic approach to technologies in these informal 

experimental spaces, applied across borders, inevitably reminds us that at times, 

experience provides more insight into technological innovation than assumptions about 

lifestyles and choices. The ethnographic experience revealed social constrictions that 

shaped the process of introducing building technologies. As I demonstrated in the 

chapters of the dissertation, the consequences of how we think about need and about 

action shape what we build. This suggests that beyond breaking people down into 

capitalistic narratives categorizing lifestyles and purchasing choices, my research shows 

an alternative method that emphasizes complexity, reflection, and understanding to 

describe experience. This helps us understand how people build places and what 

sustainable change might mean in people’s lives. 

                                                
151 Examples include Jackson (2006), Evans and Abrahmse (2009), Brown et al. (2013), Borch et. al 
(2015). 
152 See Shove (2010: 9). 
153 Examples and resources include Maniates (2001), Gram Hanssen (2010), Kaenzig (2010), Thorpe 
(2010; 15). 
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The methodological approach and process is fruitful for other scholars hoping to 

use traditional ethnographic methods in technology research. My method could certainly 

improve in future applications. I learned that the social aspects of a technologically-

oriented ethnography can be overwhelming, especially the seemingly simple task of 

maintaining access and productive relationships with participants. While I maintained a 

commitment to documenting and bringing the technological to the fore, I would 

recommend even more stringent boundaries for future research. This could involve 

crafting scenarios where more time can be dedicated to exclusively mapping or observing 

technological interactions without necessarily becoming overwhelmed with the social. 

Though this would improve the merger of the social and technological, at times, the 

realities of fieldwork can make this impractical.  

My ethnographic work also demonstrates the challenges of how people recognize 

and manage constantly shifting power hierarchies in the process of technological work. 

This grounds other areas of STS and sustainability literature in helpful ways. By knowing 

that on-the-ground work of technological change involves these kinds of questions of 

power, the current trend looking at “transitions,”154 for example, then begs the question of 

transitions for whom? Without any depth of context or grounding, these kinds of theories 

leave us asking who decides, and what actors ultimately exert influence in their networks 

to change social and technological systems. If the response is that the invisible hand of 

the market directs these changes, and only some possess the presumed choices and 

agency to purchase different technologies and transition to a more sustainable lifestyle, 

then those without these market choices are powerless in directing change. In this sense, 

                                                
154 Geels and Schot's (2007) theories are popular. 
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my ethnographic perspective emphasizing experience over this idea of market-driven 

choice is another contribution to STS sustainability research. 

Lastly, as mentioned in the introduction, much of contemporary technology 

research currently focuses on the “urban.” Cities are conceived as “socio-technological 

artifacts” and the emphasis of social research is squarely on the “urban.”155 Looking 

through my bibliography for the word “urban” is one way to see this blatant trend.156 

Therefore, through this research, I have shown the value of rural research and how the 

rural, though marginalized via urban zeal, is a site for socio-technical change.  

Through journal papers, I plan to draw on this research to make even more 

specific contributions to academic research and teaching. Though I attempted to articulate 

findings in a way that could be accessed and useful for all, particularly humanitarians and 

sustainable designers, these academic contributions have the potential to trickle into 

broader society as well. Through these small contributions (small when considering the 

vast scope of knowledge production), I hope to nudge the thinking, research, and 

ultimately teaching that further shapes students and society as time passes.  

 

APPENDIX A SUMMARY  

Appendix A directly addresses the way this dissertation contributes to society and 

academic literatures. I open by reiterating the main points of the dissertation to highlight 

broad societal contributions. The following sections summarize each domain of literature 

                                                
155 Examples include Aibar and Bijker (1997), Karvonen and Guy (2011), Karvonen and van Heur (2014). 
156 One of the recent blatant examples of the urban focus I have discovered is this opening line of the most 
recent Worldwatch State of the World report: "Cities  are  synonymous  with  civilization—in  fact,  they  
are  the  foundation  of  it. They have always been the major arenas within which high human culture has 
evolved and flourished, and, since the beginning of the scientific age, they also have been the engines of 
our expanding knowledge of the planet, its eco-system, and our place within them." (Worldwarch Institute 
2016: xxi) 
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contribution: sustainable design; sustainable, or uneven, development; border studies; and 

science and technologies.  
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Appendix B: More on Methods 

“Books cannot take the place of first-hand exploration: hence any study of 

technics should begin with a survey of a region, working through from actual life 

of a concrete group to the detailed or generalized study of the machine...Open-air 

observation in the field, and experience as a worker, taking an active part in the 

processes around us, are the two fundamental means for overcoming the paralysis 

of specialism.”157  

 

MY RESEARCH TIMELINE 

The ethnographic method is discussed in the following section, and will in many 

ways relate to the opening quote from Lewis Mumford, but first I will simply provide 

some details of my of my field experience. I first visited the field site in the summer of 

2014 for one month to see if a longer amount of time would be viable. During this first 

month, I crossed the border during the week with those working with the organization. I 

visited other field sites as well, but after a selection process decided that this location and 

group of people would provide particular insight and a stable environment in which to 

conduct research.  

This case study selection process included visiting over eighteen potential sites 

over winter break in 2013-2014, the summer of 2014, and winter break 2014-2015. 

Because of my lack of recent previous engagement with border sustainable design and 

my desire to focus on grassroots efforts and consequences, contact with nonprofit 

organizations became my first step to field access. The six Mexican states that comprise 

                                                
157 Mumford, Lewis. 1963 [1934]. Technics and Civilization. New York: Harvest/HBJ, p447 my emphasis. 
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the Borderlands offer many possible subregions and specific sustainable design case 

examples to conduct research. Each of these localities has much in common, both 

historically and contemporarily, yet are also simultaneously nuanced and individualized. 

With this in mind, no single case study—as it is with any ethnographic research—could 

ever be the most “ideal.” 

However, three organizations involved in sustainable design grassroots activism 

along the US-Mexico border showed particular promise and enthusiasm, so I visited these 

sites again. Each of these organizations specifically worked to improve life on the 

Mexican side of the border, using sustainable technology interventions at differing scales. 

They all had established an organizational presence in their respective Mexican border 

communities, had developed relationships with local leaders and local government, and 

were enthusiastic about hosting my research. Using academic precedent158 as a guide for 

case study selection, as well as my own knowledge of the sites and the kinds of 

relationships I developed, I ultimately selected the case presented in the dissertation, 

which connected me to a larger cross-border humanitarian community. 

After selecting this case, defending it in the proposal to my committee, and 

making the necessary arrangements with participants, I then went back to the site in the 

fall of 2015 for about nine months. I made trips during holidays and weekends back to 

the university or other locations to visit with my advisor and family. A few trips were 

made in the region to interview collaborators a few hours north of the border or at another 

border location. Some of these interviews were with people who visited or worked in 

these border towns and some interviews were with collaborators on the technology 

projects.  

                                                
158 I used Miles and Huberman (1994), Huberman and Miles (2002), and Yin (2014). 
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It was important, both ethically and in keeping with my University agreement and 

policy, that people I encountered knew that I was a researcher, and during longer or more 

formal conversations, I made it clear that I would make them anonymous in my work and 

that their contributions were voluntary. Some data was told to me off the record and I 

honor this discretion in my dissertation. My goal, of course, is not to disrupt the 

participants’ work in unproductive or damaging ways, but to find patterns and points of 

reflection for them and my other audiences. I made this known frequently, and it was 

extremely easy to do so during introductions with new people. Sometimes this aspect of 

my presence would turn into a joke as some participants called me a "spy from the 

university" in jest as they introduced me to others. The nonprofit also announced my 

presence and research on their website and newsletter which helped make my presence as 

a researcher more broadly known.  

I crossed the border in line with University policy, which included conditions 

such as crossing with someone that worked with the organization during daylight hours. 

Some of the details in my experience presented through the dissertation narrative were 

included in order to show some of these limitations on the research. I crossed between 

two and five days per week, typically for about five hours, though some days the time 

spent in Mexico was longer and other days, shorter.  

I would try to schedule US interviews on days I did not cross to Mexico. On most 

days, regardless of my crossing or interview success (which was often unpredictable), 

some kind of interaction or observation would occur that would teach me about the place 

where I was living or the work of the humanitarian community. Thus, almost everyday I 

wrote key-word notes of events in a pocket-sized notebook while out, and upon returning 

to my quarters, I wrote up more extensive notes on the events of the day. I would review 

these notes and write memos twice a month, coupling potentially insightful or relevant 
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academic concepts with my observations.159 I would also review these memos with my 

advisor in order to gain more perspective in bi-weekly meetings and read academic 

articles that could offer insight on the experience.  

I conducted twenty-three open-ended interviews primarily with people who 

collaborated with the nonprofit on either side of the border, and a couple of interviews 

with recommended townspeople. In these interviews, I focused on people’s lives and 

experiences, their humanitarian work, and their relation to buildings and building 

technology projects. In making sure I had their verbal consent for an approximately hour-

long interview, I reminded them of the purpose of my work, that I was a researcher from 

the University of Texas in Austin, that their participation was voluntary, that I would 

make sure any contribution included in the research was anonymous, and that I could 

provide them with contact information for the University if they had any concerns. I did 

not compensate those I interviewed, though I did hire a local translator to assist with 

some of the interviews in Spanish. The accompaniment of the translator also helped me 

cross the border in accordance with University policy, as the translator was a trusted 

collaborator of the nonprofit and as a local, helped ensure a greater degree of safety while 

I was in Mexico. 

During a winter break, I reviewed my field notes, memos, and interviews. This 

was about halfway through my nine-month stay, and it helped me direct some of my 

questions to participants for the second half of my stay and begin to look for patterns I 

could confirm or falsify. Upon leaving the field at the conclusion of my nine months, I 

began an extensive review of all of my notes, interviews, and memos. This included 

                                                
159 This integral ethnographic practice was learned from classes, previous experience, and Emerson et al 
(2011).   
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several stages: an initial review with attempted distance, a phase of open coding160 to 

develop codes, a phase of focused coding161 with the developed codes, and a phase of 

pattern play and grouping with the codes in order to develop chapters. During the first 

stage of review, open coding, I reviewed all material, made memos on the memos, and 

took notes on the field notes and interviews. I then took further notes on the interviews 

again and reviewed the memos again to produce new memos of insights and patterns I 

observed. From these memos, I named fifty-two patterns, or codes, to then use in the 

coding program NVivo for the next stage, focused coding. I imported all of my field 

notes into this program along with interview notes. I then used the codes I had created 

and reviewed the material again, coding passages. Then, using my knowledge of the 

experience, I interrogated each pattern for strength (frequency), importance to intended 

audience, connection to other patterns (for clustering), and importance to research 

participants. The NVivo program assisted in the process by allowing me to easily access 

information like code frequency and how often codes appeared together. I made more 

memos on these patterns, grouping them into clusters. I used features of the program to 

look at code hierarchy and multiple code material simultaneously. Out of this directed 

playing and arranging of codes came potential groupings for chapters. In determining 

which codes, representing patterns, should be made into chapters, I considered these 

questions: 

 
                                                
160 In my process, open coding involved reviewing my entire collection of data without pre-determined 
codes, or thematic patterns, in mind. This kind of reviewing was my first step in my analysis process so that 
I could give the data a chance to show me more (than I had already documented in memos) before 
beginning focused coding. I used Emerson et al (2011) p175-185, LeCompte and Schensul (1999), Groat 
and Wang (2002), and Charmaz (2014) as guides for this process. 
161 Focused coding involved reviewing my entire collection of data again, but this time using my extracted 
codes, or thematic patterns. “Coding” in this sense is “attaching key words or tags to segments of text to 
permit later retrieval” (Miles et al 2013: p46). I used Emerson et al (2011) p191-193, LeCompte and 
Schensul (1999), Groat and Wang (2002), Charmaz (2014) as guides for this process. 
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• How strong or prominent is the pattern? 

This is a basic metric of frequency. 

• In what ways does the pattern connect to other codes (to form a cluster)? 

The more that codes connected to others to form a cluster, the more it could reflect 

rich layers of experience.  

• How much can this help readers understand the research experience and lives of 

the research participants? 

It was important to show the restraints and shape of my research experience as 

well as provide insight into the worlds of the participants. 

• How much does it provide insight for relevant academic fields? 

• How much does it provide insight for relevant humanitarians and those engaged in 

sustainable technology work? 

The above questions acknowledge my audiences.  

• How much does it provide insight for broader society?  

This last question was the most difficult to evaluate in some sense, but it was 

worth at least considering how points of reflection for academics and research 

participants might also apply to much broader populations. 

 

After articulating the clustered patterns that were deemed most important with the 

above guiding questions, I began to arrange them into potential chapters. In order to 

develop the chapter ideas further, I reviewed my field notes, pulling up the moments 

coded with these patterns. I sought the most poignant expressions of these patterns in my 

field notes. I then selected these moments to turn into narration, adding details that would 

help readers understand the experience and constraints on the experience. I also included 
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detail that would help to reiterate other findings, so that findings would repeat in chapter 

narratives. I then decided which academic concepts from the fields in which I study 

would help make these experiences richer, providing opportunities for learning and 

connection. As I had been connecting academic concepts to observations in my memos 

throughout the process, many of these connections were ready while others came through 

continued reading and discussion with my advisor. This process of coupling narrative, 

academic concepts, and articulation of the argument formed the dissertation. 162 

 

MORE ON ETHNOGRAPHY  

In this section, I write on ethnography itself and why it is a good tool to 

investigate sociological 

and technological 

change. All research is 

based upon fundamental 

ontological and 

epistemological 

assumptions, whether 

articulated or tacit.  

How a researcher 

understands the nature 

of reality and the related nature of knowledge will determine the kinds of questions that 

                                                
162 Drawing on Katz (2001), the quality of ethnographic writing can be evaluated in terms of: its ability to 
reveal an absurdity and paradox, to parallel a temporal structure and transformation, to be rich and varied, 
to be revealing, its level of situatedness, its aesthetic/colorful/vivid language, and its poignancy. Seamon 
and Gill (2016: 13) is another helpful source for evaluating the validity of qualitative work.  

Figure 50: Hierarchy of Research Ontology, Epistemology, 
Methods, and Tactics. Copyright 2002 John 
Wiley and Sons. Reprinted with permission. 
Source: Groat and Wang 2002: 87. 
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are asked and deemed important, and the methods chosen to explore said questions.163 

Figure 50 shows the cascading effects of researchers’ fundamental philosophy on the 

research. This section on methods is structured following this logic: the first part 

addresses ontology, followed by methodology and methodological influences that 

comprised the foundations of my research. 

My constructivist ontology forms the foundation of my research. I believe 

knowledge is not discovered (as a positivistic approach would posit), but constructed by 

individuals and groups in response to their conditions. As Egon Guba and Yvonna 

Lincoln write, “constructivism's… assumption that…knowledge [is] created in 

interaction among investigator and respondents” and that “the final aim is to distill a 

consensus construction that is more informed and sophisticated than any of the 

predecessor constructions (including, of course, the etic construction of the 

investigator).”164 Therefore my goal has always been to produce knowledge that would 

make readers more informed about particular issues—sustainability, humanitarianism, 

and technology—and more sophisticated in thinking about it. As a constructivist, I 

recognize that as conditions change over time, people have different languages, concerns, 

ideas, and resulting questions that they ask. This results in continuing evolving research 

frameworks. In other words, the truth I seek is not universal and permanent, but instead 

situated and dynamic.165  
                                                
163 As articulated by Seamon and Gill: “That the philosophical stance one assumes in relation to the nature 
of reality and the nature of knowledge largely determines how the researcher conducts research, what he or 
she considers as legitimate research evidence, and what the nature of the research results turn out to be.” 
(2016: 2) 
164 Guba, E. G., & Lincoln, Y. S. 1994. “Competing paradigms in qualitative research.” In N. K. Denzin & 
Y. S. Lincoln (Eds.), Handbook of qualitative research (pp 105-117). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. p111. 
165 This ontological epistemological approach to reality and truth is considered “post-normal” science, 
initiated by Kuhn’s infamous The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1962) (Latour 1993 is another 
excellent contribution) that showed how so-called objective and accumulative scientific practice was in fact 
highly contested and constructed by different scientific groups over time. This defamiliarization of “normal 
science,” though quite controversial at the time showed how scientific progress resulted from "significant 
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Steeped in a constructivist understanding of reality, my chosen methods allowed 

new knowledge to emerge through the process of problematizing and discarding previous 

scientific and/or theoretical assumptions. The complexity of the experienced world never 

neatly fit into a theory or preconceived notions. My findings certainly show this and in 

some ways fit together uncomfortably (for example, how can people both construct ideas 

about need while also serving needs and helping others endure?). The theories I used to 

guide my research where not explanatory, but instead provided an etic framework in 

order to help me recognize relationships and constructed meanings while in the field.  

Through interaction with research participants and experience of their worlds, I accessed 

how people understand and respond to the conditions of their lives. As described by 

Kathy Charmaz: 

 

“From a constructivist view, what we see, when, how, and to what extent we see 

it are not straightforward. Much remains tacit; much remains silent...Our task is to 

make them explicit in our analysis…we try to get right in the sense of trying to 

understand our research participants' beliefs, their purposes, the actions they take, 

and the reason for their actions and inactions from their perspectives. We also try 

to locate participants' meaning and actions in large social structures and discourse 

of which they may be unaware...we look for assumptions…by linking our 

participants' meanings and action in this way, we show the connections between 

micro and macro levels of analysis and thus link the subjective and the social.”166  

 
                                                                                                                                            
shifts in the criteria determining the legitimacy both of problems and of proposed solutions" (Kuhn 1968: 
108). This important text helped create a foundation to legitimize other kinds of knowledge production, 
especially the soft, less quantitative, social sciences. 
166 Charmaz, Kathy. 2014. Constructing Grounded Theory. 2 edition. London  ; Thousand Oaks, California: 
SAGE Publications Ltd. p131. 
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Ethnography is a powerful and effective tool for uncovering this kind of 

knowledge. The basic process of ethnography involves the extension of an observer 

and/or participant researcher into a group or community to be studied. Originally rooted 

in colonial-oriented anthropology, the research method was known as “going native” or 

“living with the natives.”167 Though the distinction between native and nonnative has 

evolved, the principle of immersion as a key component of ethnography remains. It is the 

immersion that permits the researcher to access a group’s (or individual’s) interpretation 

and experience of life. As Erving Goffman articulates, participant observation is a 

technique of getting data by 

 

“Subjecting yourself, your own body and your own personality, and your own 

social situation, to the set of contingencies that play upon a set of individuals, so 

that you can physically and ecologically penetrate their circle of response to their 

social situation, or work situation, or ethnic situation, or whatever. So that you are 

close to them while they are responding to what life does to them.” Even though 

you can leave anytime—“you act as if you can’t and try to accept all of the 

desirable and undesirable features of their life”—it “‘tunes your body up’—you 

pick up everything as ‘a witness,’ an empathetic witness, because you are dealing 

with everything they are.” 168 

 

                                                
167 Malinowski, Bronislaw. 1922. Argonauts of the Western Pacific: An Account of Native Enterprise and 
Adventure in the Archipelagoes of Melanesian New Guinea. London: Routledge & Kegan Paul. 
168 Goffman, Erving. 1989. “On Fieldwork.” Journal of Contemporary Ethnography. 18: 123-132. 
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 Ethnographers, then, interpret behavior within webs of cultural meaning tied to 

patterns of concrete occurrences and interactions. This situated interpretation is known as 

a “thick description,”169 which conveys layers of meaning tied to practices as subjects 

interpret each other’s interpretations.  

This process of ethnographic discovery happens over long periods of engagement 

with research informants. My research and questions evolved according to observed life. 

Whyte articulates this situated process: “I am convinced that the actual evolution of 

research ideas does not take place in accord with the formal statements we read on 

research methods. The ideas grow up in part out of our immersion in the data and out of 

the whole process of living.”170 This certainly happened with my research, my original 

research questions evolving to accommodate the observed patterns that were most 

prominent and insightful.171 

 

                                                
169 Geertz, Clifford. 1977. “Thick Description: Toward and Interpretative Theory of Culture.” in The 
Interpretation of Culture. 
170 Whyte, William F. 1943. “Appendix: On the Evolution of Street Corner Society.” In Street Corner 
Society. p280. 
171 “The purpose of field work is not to strip ourselves of biases, for that is a illusory goal, nor to celebrate 
those biases as the authorial voice of the ethnographer, but rather to discover and perhaps change our biases 
through interaction with others” (Burawoy 1989: 4). 

Figure 51: Ethnographer Identifies Group, Extends Self into Group, Remains in Group 
Until She Understands and Sees Patterns of Behavior and Interpretations. 
Source: Author, 2015. 
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Both sets of the above questions fundamentally address the same ideas, but my 

initial set warranted a more concrete answer whereupon doing the work, I realized the 

most useful application of my research was not a reduced concrete answer, but a strategic 

hybridization of academia and experience to encourage reflection. I realized that I needed 

to reject binaries of "acceptance or rejection" or "improvement or non-improvement," in 

order to fully embrace the strengths of ethnography, including the generating of nuance 

and understanding. My later questions directed the research more acutely towards an 

understanding of what sustainable technological humanitarianism is as enacted by 

research participants. The revision sets up answers that draw on the strengths of 

ethnography, and results in complex and grounded thinking on sustainable futures and 

our understanding of others. 

One fundamental purpose of ethnography is to produce knowledge by uncovering 

situated and constructed truths of social circumstance. By living with others (or 

“strangers” as they are sometimes provocatively referred to in ethnographic texts), 

ethnographers witness and experience firsthand how and why specific groups construct 

truths for particular reasons, at particular times. There is no bed-rock reality—reality is 

Figure 52: The Evolution of My Research Question. Source: Author, 2017. 
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interpreted and reinterpreted.172 Ethnography helped me access knowledge beyond the 

“public face” of groups173—a “public face” often documented in state “official statistics” 

or via other means of representation—and complicates these statistics and subsequently 

creates richer and more sophisticated knowledge constructions.174 Ethnographic work 

often overcomes “collective ignorance” of individuals and groups misunderstood and/or 

mysterious in some form and revealing of “phenomena that escape other types of 

documentation.”175 Ethnography is helpful in this case to develop our understanding of 

what border dwellers and humanitarians cope with in their worlds,176 which are especially 

difficult living conditions. In the divided lands of the border, the method was especially 

helpful so that these constructions of those on the other side can be understood and 

reflected upon.  Further, social and technological change is certainly hard to document 

and understand fully by means of other research methods. Unlike the more standardized 

methods of research that categorizes research participants within preconceived 

characterizations, in ethnography, the objects of study have the opportunity to talk back 

and falsify hypotheses construed from a distance. Within sustainable design research, 

ethnography allows researchers to get beyond technological determinist assumptions 

about the efficiency of technological change. Ethnography helps us understand the social 

aspects of the technological so that we may democratically direct technologies in the 

                                                
172 “It’s turtles all the way down” (Geetz 1973). 
173 Katz, Jack. 1997. “Ethnography’s Warrants,” Sociological Methods and Research 25: 391-423. 
174 While standardized surveys might document how people make sense of their lives in a limited sense 
(based on a researcher's assumptions of the appropriate questions), this data is incomplete in that it does not 
capture what people do. Ethnography captures what people do and how people interact while they are doing 
it. This focus on people performing practices in their own conditions again helps us understand why they 
are performing particular practices (Katz 2001). This is because ethnographers are not only observing 
people in their “natural” habitat but how they understand and experience those acts (Burawoy 1989). 
175 Katz, Jack. 1997. “Ethnography’s Warrants,” Sociological Methods and Research 25: 391-423. 
176 Ibid. 
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future.177 With ethnography, I uncovered very palpable social constructions that shaped 

technological outcomes. This demonstrates how the method can reveal unexpected 

challenges and consequences of technological change.  The following section addressing 

ethnography for built environment research more explicitly.   

In order to voice the produced knowledge to interested audiences, ethnographers 

move back and forth between the perspectives and sensibilities of their participants and 

their audience:  

 

“Moving in one conversational direction, all social researchers take the concerns 

of the imagined reader and get answers from subjects. Moving in the other 

direction, sociologists take messages from research subjects to readers who for 

some reason do not know, cannot see, and perhaps otherwise could not imagine 

what the researchers have learned.”178  

 

This approach formed the structure of the dissertation, where I used the 

experience to offer reflection and insight for both research participants and readers. 

Ethnography, then, revises misconceptions resulting from standardization or more 

removed research179 and popular narratives. Ethnographers are trained in “surfacing 

silenced voices, juggling disparate meanings, and understanding the gap between words 

and deed.”180 If sustainability initiatives hope to improve the human condition, 

                                                
177 Bijker, Wiebe E. 1997. Of Bicycles, Bakelites, and Bulbs: Toward a Theory of Sociotechnical Change. 
MIT Press. (also see Sclove 1995). 
178 Katz, Jack. 1997. “Ethnography’s Warrants,” Sociological Methods and Research 25: 391-423. p257. 
179 “Great distance to the object of study and lack of feedback easily lead to a stultified learning process, 
which in research can lead to ritual academic blind alleys, where the effect and usefulness of research 
becomes unclear and untested” (Flyvbjerg 2006: 223). 
180 Star, Susan Leigh. 1999. "The Ethnography of Infrastructure." American Behavioral Scientist 43:37. 
p383. 
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ethnography is a critical tool to amplify and provide a platform to the silenced voices. 

Non-institutional rural humanitarians and experimenters lack voice in the larger 

sustainability movement.  

 

ETHNOGRAPHY AND THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

In terms of technology research, ethnography of built environments reveals the 

co-shaping of technologies and societies; society shapes technology and technologies 

shape society. Grounding this process in lived experiences is critical if we are to escape 

the assumptions, myths, or complete ignorance associated with ideas concerning 

contemporary technology.181 Within networks of people and technologies, ethnography 

helped me see micro-politics and who or what had agency and power in a given moment. 

As Susan Star Leigh points out, and I support throughout the dissertation, when we bring 

ethnographic sensibility to data collection we then understand that “people make 

meanings based on their circumstances, and that these meanings would be inscribed into 

their judgments about the built information environment.”182 The process of ethnography, 

with a technological emphasis, explicates the relationship between people and 

technologies while challenging technological mythology. Technological meanings and 

practices surface through extended interaction with participants and is understood in the 

context of what life throws at them. This approach helped me to address questions about 

how or if participants deliberate on technologies183 and in what ways technologies gain 

agency in their networks.  

                                                
181 Nye (2006) covers some of this technology mythology. 
182 Star, Susan Leigh. 1999. "The Ethnography of Infrastructure." American Behavioral Scientist 43:37. 
p383. 
183 This is of concern to scholars such as Dewey (1927 [1991]), Mumford (1963 [1934]), Sclove (1995), 
and Bijker (1997). 
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As discussed in Appendix A, researchers have called for future sustainable 

design/technology research and action to incorporate social dynamics (often called 

“human factors”) and equity more.184 Often neglecting social, cultural, and political 

contexts and interpretations, sustainable design ideology and practice has typically 

emphasized a technological efficiency and performance paradigm absent of any social 

context. Most institutionally recognized sustainable design movements, like Leadership 

in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) or other green building certifications, lack 

effective tools to address issues of equity and justice, and instead concentrate their efforts 

on efficient and autonomous buildings. In this technologically deterministic fashion, 

sustainable design institutions do little to address social components of socio-technical 

systems. Understanding how people interact with technologies in specific social worlds 

and the process through which sustainable technologies and practices are adopted is 

critical if we are to understand sustainable change holistically, beyond simplistic notions 

of efficiency. This is especially evident in cross-border contexts, where implementation 

of foreign technologies without social and cultural sensitivity leads to failed sustainability 

initiatives. My ethnography responds to these calls for more focus on social aspects of 

technological change. I provide a case of how technological use and meaning unfolds in 

relation to lived experiences.  

Taking into account all of the above—how ethnography works as a research 

method and works for my research specifically—it becomes clear that through this 

process, researchers can deeply understand the social dimensions and context of 

sustainable technological work. For my research, the ethnographic findings have given 

                                                
184 See Guy and Shove (2000), Bell (2004), Thorpe (2014). 
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voice to a storyline of sustainability and provide accessible and grounded insights from 

the work of current initiatives.  

 

MY POSITION 

The ethnographic process itself demands that researchers and readers understand 

knowledge through empirical, lived experience. By understanding reality as constructed 

situationally, an ethnographic attitude embraces diversity and rejects a standardized view 

of knowledge or truth. 

However, this is not to say 

that ethnography is 

completely relativistic and 

value free. Ethnographers 

wrestle with many 

problems of interpretation 

and positionality. In some 

cases, informants’ 

response to and 

interpretation of the 

researcher can reveal larger 

frames for interpreting and 

coping with reality.185 This happened in my work and provided profound insight into how 

some of the research participants conceived and prioritized an idea of doing. 
                                                
185 Venkatesh, Sudhir. 2002. “`Doin’ the Hustle’ Constructing the Ethnographer in the American Ghetto.” 
Ethnography 3 (1): 91–111. 

Figure 53: How Different Elements of Research Interact, 
Including Positionality, or "Contextual 
Purposes." Copyright 2013 John Wiley & 
Sons. Reprinted with Permission. Source: 
Wang and Groat 2013: 102. 
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Ethnographers are indeed a product of their own networks and worlds and thus 

can bring their own kinds of interpretive bias.186 This positionality and perspective 

changes how the researcher understands informants and research participants. Though the 

ethnographer’s interpretation of and presence in the community will undoubtedly have 

some effect on the data, this does not preclude that the collection and dissemination of the 

data cannot reflect situated and useful truths. As William Whyte suggests, “we may agree 

that no outsider can really know a given culture fully, but then we must ask whether any 

insider can fully know his or her culture.”187 To manage interpretive bias, this Michael 

Burawoy quote is helpful, as he advocates “for neither distance nor immersion but 

dialogue. The purpose of field work is not to strip ourselves of biases, for that is an 

illusory goal, nor to celebrate those biases as the authorial voice of the ethnographer, but 

rather to discover and perhaps change our biases through interaction with others.”188 It is 

through the process of ethnography itself, through extended time and experience, that an 

ethnographer can come to understand a new condition of “normal.”189 Though the 

ethnographer is in some ways an elite with the privilege and power to manipulate and 

construct knowledge, “a commitment to the local,” to understanding local relationships 

                                                
186 Mitchell (2003) and Cosgrove (2006), for example, discuss the shortcomings of pictorial idealized 
construction of “landscape.” Mitchell in particular argues that there has been too much attention to the 
symbol and metaphor of cities and landscape and not enough to their empirical realities and “the 
destruction of landscape and livelihood that is everyday life” (Mitchell 2003: 793). In a similar fashion, 
Rose (1993) deconstructs the idea of “the landscape” but further reveals how the idea of the “landscape” 
has historically been conceptualized from a bourgeois male perspective. 
187 Whyte, William F. 1943. “Appendix: On the Evolution of Street Corner Society.” In Street Corner 
Society. p371. 
188 Burawoy, Michael. 1989. Ethnography Unbound: Power and Resistance in the Modern Metropolis. 
Berkeley: University of California Press. p4. 
189 Lareau, Annette. 2011. Unequal Childhoods: Class, Race, and Family Life. 2nd ed., With an update a 
decade later. Berkeley: University of California Press. 
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and change, sets them apart from other kinds of elite knowledge workers, who use 

mechanisms such as the market or state to wield power.190  

While at times it caused both difficulty and insight, I did not seek to influence 

conditions as a leader of any group or individuals participating in the research. There 

were moments I participated and shared ideas with research participants, but I tempered 

this urge in order to witness what kinds of ideas and directions others would voice. I do 

recognize, however, that even my presence and statement of research interests, as well as 

the kinds of questions I ask participants, inevitably shapes interactions and data 

collection. For this reason, I was as explicit as possible with others about my intentions in 

the field. This approach was influenced by Leslie Salzinger, who writes: 

 

“…as an observer and analyst, both in the field and in my writing, I attempt to 

define my position and keep that position apparent. This is not because the book 

is about me. It is not. Rather, in clarifying my location, I give the reader the 

chance to understand the social/intellectual vantage point from which the story is 

told. My account aims to be what Haraway…named ‘situated knowledge’—

knowledge created from a self conscious and explicit political and theoretical 

perspective.” 191 

 

I expressed directly to the research participants, and in this dissertation, that my 

intention is to tell their story of work so that others may learn from it. Though what 

participants did at times was problematic or hypocritical (as it is with any human), my 

                                                
190 Burawoy, Michael, et al. 2000. Global Ethnography: Forces, Connections, and Imaginations in a 
Postmodern World. Berkeley: University of California Press. 
191 Salzinger, Leslie. 2003. Genders in Production. Berkeley: University of California Press.p2. 
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goal was not to focus on these moments and judge research participants. I mention this 

throughout the dissertation because academics commonly fall into this role of supreme 

judge. It is certainly helpful to articulate problematic circumstances so that improvement 

might commence, but with thick judgment cast from the ivory tower, this often falls on 

deaf ears and maintains distance between researchers and research subjects. I was 

committed to using ethnography to understand their worlds, and share their work in a 

way that was helpful to academics and to other humanitarians.  

The following two sections address common confusions about ethnography: the 

unit of analysis and generalizability.  

 

THE UNIT OF ANALYSIS  

Though in ethnography it is difficult to articulate a unit of analysis in the same 

way quantitative research counts and quantifies observed phenomena, I can expand upon 

how I focused my observation, reflection and analysis during field research. Combining 

an Actor Network Theory (ANT) perspective with 

an ethnographic approach is one helpful way to 

describe this process.  

Actor-Network Theory, mentioned at 

several moments in earlier chapters, is a 

perspective that if embedded within ethnography, 

helps incorporate technology and “things” as 

research subjects. ANT is particularly useful 

because technologies and built environments are 

a crucial yet often ignored component of social life. Susan Leigh Star, for example, 

Figure 54: Networks of Humans and 
Non-Humans. Source: 
Author: 2015. 
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articulates how the “background” components of our built environments, infrastructure, 

“is both relational and ecological—it means different things to different groups and it is 

part of the balance of action, tools, and the built environment, inseparable from them.”192 

She argues, like other built environment and technology researchers, that infrastructure—

though highly understudied and inherently “in the background”—has profound impacts 

on our social lives.  

In taking an ANT perspective, I recognized how technologies and things co-

evolve with human action and intention. Things shape humans and humans shape things. 

With this in mind, I used ethnography to look not simply at social networks, but also 

social and technological networks. Therefore, the unit of analysis193 in my research is the 

observed patterns and meanings between people and selected technologies. This network 

was comprised of people and technologies on both sides of the border involved in 

humanitarian technological change stemming from the activities organized by a local 

nonprofit (the gatekeeper). Through thick description in each chapter, I showed how 

people are shaping technological outcomes and how technologies  are shaping people.  

 

GENERALIZABILITY  

It is a mistake to assume that research on larger or macro phenomena, including 

states or other large social institutions, and concepts and quantitative methods that 

employ big numerical data sets, are inherently more generalizable. In the era when big 

                                                
192 Star, Susan Leigh. 1999. "The Ethnography of Infrastructure." American Behavioral Scientist 43:377. 
p378. 
193 “In ethnography, the unit of analysis is the ‘sub-culture,’ a group of people sharing behaviors, customs 
and beliefs….In all approaches, the examination of the case holds the potential of transferability to other 
instances, but never leads to generalizability in the positivist sense. It is up to the writer to provide 
sufficiently thick descriptions so the reader can decide whether the findings are applicable to other 
situations” (Bresler 1995: 24). 
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data reigns, this is important to emphasize. Generalized macro research is as likely to 

hold true in micro circumstances as the truths generated in micro circumstances are to 

macro phenomena. As Monika Krause writes,  “we should also not assume a link 

between the kind of unit of analysis that is studied and the potential to generalize—

contrary to some critiques of micro-sociological approaches, research on states is not 

necessarily more generalizable than research on interactions.”194  

Unlike many other academic methods, ethnography is also known for using the 

power of storytelling to convey and generalize tacit knowledge. Jack Katz writes that, 

“ethnographic description conveys a ‘you-are-there’ sense to the reader when people are 

shown acting in and against variations in the obdurate contours of their immediate 

environments… ethnographers pull us into scenes by describing the aesthetics and the 

crafted character of behavior…a phenomenon which, although it is the fundamental 

reality organizing …[life], transcends any single moment.”195 This kind of 

communication helps readers experience the nuances and complexity of circumstance. I 

worked to bring my readers to my experience so that the findings could be communicated 

as fully as possible. When readers understand the story arc, and even perhaps feel the 

story, they can better understand why people act in certain ways and why certain 

conditions exist as a result. Though the ethnographic narrative can take on many 

persuasive tactics of storytelling, the quality of “poignant data” is common, described 

here by Katz: 

 

                                                
194 Krause, Monika. 2013. “The Ruralization of the World.” Public Culture 25 (2 70): 233–48. p143. 
195 Katz, Jack. 2002 “From how to why. On luminous description and causal inference in ethnography, Part 
II”. Ethnography. Vol 3(1):63-90. p72. 
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“In the final analysis, what makes ethnography an indispensable research tradition 

is the natural elusiveness of the forces that seduce and force people onto the paths 

of their social lives. Poignant data show people in moments when they are 

manifestly vulnerable or deeply touched. By describing people as they are 

suddenly penetrated by forces of circumstance, the ethnographer points to 

typically muted causes that shape conduct in extensive stretches of life 

transcending the luminous moment.”196   

 

Data in the form of narrative is an ancient method and fundamental form for 

making sense of experience; human beings are storytelling animals. Bent Flyvbjerg 

writes that this narrative is the data of ethnography: “the narrative itself is the answer.” 

Flyvbjerg continues in describing how the power of the data is in the richness, and 

thickness itself:  “the goal is not to make the case study be all things to all people. The 

goal is to allow the study to be different things to different people.”197 The significance of 

my findings is determined through reader interpretation and experience.  

This data form can be a powerful change agent and democratic voice to groups 

through story.198 This also has significant potential for weaving the built environment 

into narrative in such a way that the connections between people and their technologies 

become more tangible. As I have stated multiple times, helping readers understand the 

social aspects of technology is a goal of this research. It is true that data collection 

through ethnography is often perceived as more subjective than the standardized, 

quantitative analysis. Though the final results may not be scientific proof, William Whyte 

                                                
196 Ibid. p83. 
197 Flyvbjerg, Bent. 2006. "Five Misunderstandings About Case-Study Research." Qualitative Inquiry 
(12):219-245. p238. 
198 See Eckstein and Throgmorton (2003). 
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reminds us that “humans would take very few actions if they only responded to scientific 

proof.”199  

I was also influenced by approaches such as the “extended case method,” which 

add another dimension of generalizability to ethnographic data. In response to the so-

called “crisis” of ethnography in a diasporic globalized world,200 the extended case 

method is principally concerned with connecting micro observations and macro 

globalized systems.201 As George Marcus articulates, “single projects must traverse and 

work through systems and life-worlds in the very same frame, needing to keep eyes on 

both institutions and everyday worlds.”202 The extended case method also places 

emphasis on contextualization, both in through drawing on history to flesh out the story 

of place and in drawing upon and revising theory in response to field observations.203 My 

work certainly draws on this thinking, attempting to connect global geo-political forces to 

the everyday experience of border humanitarians.  

 

                                                
199 Whyte, William F. 1943. “Appendix: On the Evolution of Street Corner Society.” In Street Corner 
Society. p379. 
200 See Marcus (1998) and Burawoy (1989: xvi): “ethnography’s concern with the concrete, lived 
experience can sharpen the abstractions of globalization theories into more precise and meaningful 
conceptual tools.” 
201 This particular “extension” is very similar to Habermas’ “system and lifeworld” which has heavily 
influenced Participatory Action Research (PAR). See Kemmis (2005: 593): “exploring practices, our 
understanding of them, and the settlings in which we worked from both life world and system perspectives 
gave us richer critical insight into how processes of social formation and transformation occur in the 
context of specific projects.” This is also discussed in footnote 63. 
202 Marcus, George. 1998. Ethnography Through Thick and Thin. Princeton: Princeton University Press. 
p80. 
203 As Burawoy writes, extended case method “ethnographers approach their work with sensitivity to 
process, systematically incorporating historical and geographical context with a view to reconstructing 
existing theory” (2000: 26). This is quite different from other ethnographic approaches such as “grounded 
theory” which attempts to construct new theory based solely upon observed phenomena. The extended case 
method, in contrast, advocates for theoretical revisions, using observation and reflection in the field to 
subsequently challenge and revise appropriate theory. 
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APPENDIX B SUMMARY  

Appendix B offers insight into the methods of my research. Here I provide details 

on my field experience and analytic process. I also provide material on the influences and 

precedents for my method to explicate how these methods helped to answer my research 

questions. This heavily draws upon ethnography and built environment research methods. 

The final sections address common methods questions regarding this kind of research, 

including my position as a researcher, the unit of analysis, and generalizability. 
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